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So you think you can beat every
game made for your Intellivision*

system, huh?
Well, so did Billy Grubb up there.

Until he played IMAGIC'S* new
games for Intellivision— the first

games ever to unleash the
enormous power locked away in

every Intellivision system.

First, Bill played Demon Attack
*

Wave after wave of deadly demons
bombarded Bill with lasers.The tricky

demons split in two. even let loose
with a few firebaUs. But somehow
Bill managed to wipe them out and
take off into space searching for the
demons' home base.

Demon Attack

Unfortunately for little Billy, he
found it.

Next, Bill gave Atlantis a shot.

The Gorgon attack vessels filled

the skies above the underwater city

of Atlantis. Bill fought back from his

two missile posts. As night fell, and the
Gorgon death rays took their toll, Bill

launched his star fighterand attacked
the enemy head-on in the air.

But little Billy was no match for the
fierce Gorgon warriors. No match for

IMAGIC.
By now Billywas feeling a little sick.

He was ready for MicrosurgeonT
Using a surgical robot probe, Bill

began exploratory surgery on the

Atlantis
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patient. The status report warned of

serious problems in the heart and
lungs, Bill raced down the circulatory

system lighting white blood cells

and bacteria all the way
The beating of his patient's heart

was dealening as Bill raced against
the clock to remove the cholesterol

blocking the arteries. Then the beat-
ing stopped.
And so did Billy

Next. Bill grabbed for Beauty &
the Beast . "This'll be easy," he said
with his last glimmer of cockiness.

It wasn't.

Alter climbing up a building
through dozens of open windows,

Microsurgeon

jumping over rolling boulders,

narrowly avoiding vicious rats, and
ducking under deadly birds. Bill

was still four stories away from the
beast that was bullying his best girl.

Then he fell off the ledge.
Bye-bye, Biiiilllllyyyyyy!!!!!

Let this be a warning to all you
cocky know-it-all, self-proclaimed
video game wizards out there:

Laboratory tests have proven
that IMAGIC games, when played in

large doses, may be hazardous to

your self-esteem and cause chronic
Hugedigitosis (sore thumb).

In other words, our games are
created by experts for experts.

Beauty & the Beast

Created by Experts for Experts.
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DECOMEAJEDI
WITHOUT EVER LEAVING HOME.

In the STAR WARSU
JEDI ARENA, per-

fecting the skills needed to become a

JEDI MASTER takes concentration

and practice.

Use your LIGHTSABER to direct

the attack of the whirling SEEKER.
But stay alert, your adversary

can attack at any time. So follow

your instincts. In no time at all you'll be a

JEDI MASTER, ready to go saber to

saber against any opponent who
dares to do battle with you.

Play the STAR WARS JEDI
ARENA home video game.
Alone or head-to-head. The
challenge awaits you.
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Welcome to 1983! Three years ago I discovered Space Invaders and so

here I am. What's your excuse?

Video games have come a long way (baby) since 1979. Screen resolution

has improved dramatically, game formats have expanded above and

beyond shooting nameless alien creatures in so-called space and almost

every game has leaped in complexity. Meanwhile, they've become simpler

to play and the price- for the most part— has remained the same.

But that's all happening today. What might we expect for tomorrow?
Here at VIDEO GA MES. we spent most of October and November trying

to answer that question. Thanks to the opinions of a panel of experts, both

inside and outside the magazine, we were able to arrive at some conclu-

sions. The fun begins on page 34 with Sue Adamo's "Video Games Go to

the Movies. Part 2." Our resident Hollywood hobnobber reveals the latest

plans some filmmakers and game people have been cooking up. An
Academy-award report if there ever was.

Another story that should grab a few nominations is "Playing Games
With Cable" in which VG senior editor David Smith explores the up-and-

coming relationship between video games and cable television. But

"Future Shock Talk," starting on page 36, is where things really start to

stretch out. After reading the six interviews Bob Mecoy conducted you'll

want to run right out to the nearest movie theater and "interact" with the

action on the big screen. And after stud-

ying our "Dream Machine for *83"

(illustrated by Alan Wallerstein) you'll

never want to go home again.

Finally, there's Ralph Baer ( VG
Interview)— the man who started it all

and who, at 60, is still cranking out

video game inventions. Videodiscs are

largely on his mind these days—as they

are on so many others. When will we see

games on discs at home? About five

years, he says. And how many games
could you put on one disc? "How about Pick- hit: Q*bert!

every program that was ever created," he crows. "On one side!"

Chicago on My Mind: Just returned from the Windy City where all the

coin-op makers met (Nov. 18-20) to show their newest wares. There were

plenty of sequels— Atari's Millipede (Centipede) and Liberator (Missile

Command). Sega's Super Zaxxon and a trio of new Pacs (Super, Baby and

Pac-Man Plus) from Bally Midway— lots of Donkey Kongs (Nintendo's

Popeye, Data East's Burger Time, Sega's Monster Bash), one decent space

game (Sega's Buck Rogers), one experimental videodisc shoot-'em-up

(Sega's Astron Belt), and then there was Q*bert, the sure-fire hit of the

show from Gottlieb.

What in the world is Q*bert? You probably know by now since every

operator who walked out of the Hyatt bought at least one. Why? Cause

Q*bert's different— that simple. It's easy to play, but not so easy to do.

Unless you're John Holmstrom. VGs in-house gamer already had some
practice on Q*bert when he discovered it on test in a New York arcade

back in October. So it's no surprise really that he registered the high score

all three days in Chicago.

"Q*bert has star quality written all over it," Holmstrom wrote in the

January issue. "Mark my words." Need I say more? ^A/
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Eye Opener

The news item in your December issue

about Siggraph (Blips) amazes me.

Currently I am a soph at the University

of Nebraska majoring in computer

science. My first year was electronics

and my second is programming. When
I read about the Siggraph convention

my eyes were really opened. My first

love is art and by many hours of art

classes I became well-known in my
area for turning out very good stuff. I

am really interested in computer art

and wish to know more about it. 1

would like to know where I can learn

to do it, maybe go some place where

they do it and see it firsthand . Please

tell me all you can about it.

Patrick Kasscbaum

Lincoln, Neb.

Here 's a suggestion: Send a note to the

Association for Computing Machin-

ery (P.O. Box 353. Derby, Ct. 06418).

ACM sponsored Siggraph '82.— Ed.

Once Upon a Tron

I am looking to purchase a Tron pat-

tern book and / or a book of how to win

at playing Tron. Also, where can 1 find

out what the highest Tron score on

record is? Thank you for your help in

these matters.

Andrew C. Eldredge

West Des Moines, Iowa

Can 7 help you about the book, but the

last high Tron score we've heard was

3,195,329. For more lop scores, see

page 19.— Ed.

Bee Cause

I have come up with a great new game

idea! The name is Bumble Bee. There

is this bee and he is flying over these

trees. Then he spots two tennis courts

so he swoops down and these people

are playing tennis and they try to hit

him with their rackets. So, he tries to

dodge the strings. Then, after that, he

flies over a city and tries to dodge tall

skyscrapers. And he has to go under

cars and through windows. And, now
he has to go through this swimming

pool and dodge people's legs and stuff.

When they are done they start over but

there are more obstacles. For this

game you should use joysticks.

Julian Goss

Marietta, Ga.

Coleco Woes

Why does Canada market a version of

the ColecoVision that doesn't have a

speed roller? And when do you think

they will have the new version in Can-

ada? Did Mattel ever own or associate

with either Atari or Coleco?

James Hung
Toronto, Canada

// 's not just in Canada, my friend.

Coleco decided to forego the speed

roller when it encountered mechanical

problems. No, Mattel never owned or

"associated" with Atari or Coleco.

Why do you want to know?— Ed.

What's Your Zydroid?

Come on, guys. 1 know you are trying

to make us better game players but

trying to increase our dexterity by

making us turn pages is utterly ludi-

crous. Also, could it be possible to see

"The Zydroid Legion" part two and

more of Eugene Jarvis?

Darel Smith

Baton Rouge, La.

For your sake, I hope you caught

Zydroid II in the Jan. issue. The

"secret "is revealed in March. Sorry to

say Dr. J. is still on sabbatical.— Ed.

Join the Club

I really enjoyed the December issue

and I can't wait for the next. In Blips

you had a news item called "Are You
Game Enough to Join a Club?" There

is one club called Screen Sonics for

which you did not print an address.

Can you help?

Chris Webster

Boise, Idaho

For Screen Sonics write: P.O. Box

8892. Si. Louis, Mo. 63102— Ed.

Micro-feedback

To put it simply, I take very great

offense at the fact that your magazine

could possibly even consider printing

such a horrible concept as "Microwave

the Cat" (Gamer Feedback Results,

Dec). 1 will not buy another issue of

VIDEO GAMES. My suggestion for

this column would be "Microwave the

'Human' Who Sent in that Answer."

J.

Address unknown

Boo For Kangaroo

I agree with lsais Banegas who did not

like the tips that Eugene Jarvis gave on

the game Robotron (Doublespeak,

Dec). But that is not what I'm com-

plaining about. Jarvis must have terri-

ble taste for games. Why he likes Kan-

garoo better than Tron I will never

know. Kangaroo is the dumbest game

to come along since Amidar and Tur-

tles. 1 suggest that Jarvis just tells us

about the games and leave his per-

sonal feelings in the arcade.

Mike Tressler

Connellsville, Pa.

VIDEOGAMES 7
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THORNEMI
THORN EMI Video Programming Enterprises,

Inc., part of the international electronics enter-

tainment giant, announces 21 computer games
that are so real, so challenging, your customers
will almost forget they're playing a game. They'll

be playing for real. No wonder. The graphics are

amazingly real-to-life. Action packed. Your cus-

tomers will know the moment they start playing

one they aren 't playing any ordinary computer
game. They'll be concentrating too hard.

Incredible variety. With 21 exciting games to

choose from, THORN EMI offers a game for

every member of the family. There are super real-

istic simulator games, like Submarine Com-
mander (pictured) and Jumbo Jet Pilot, sports

games with lots of fast action, nursery rhyme
puzzles, even a financial management game. All

have different levels of challenge, so your cus-

tomers can make them as challenging as they

want, and they can be played on the Atari 400
and 800 and the VIC 20.

Incredible advertising support. THORN EMI will

be supporting all its computer games with exten-

sive national advertising, too, including television

commercials and print ads. Your customers will

not only know THORN EMI home
computer games, they'll be

games that Play For Real. Call

THORN EMI for further informa -

tion and the distributor nearest

you: Toll free: 800-526-7843,

ext. 291. In New Jersey: 800

522-4503, ext. 291.

THORN EMI

VIDEO
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Life in the Fast Maze with Marty Ingels

As a child Marty Ingels

spent many hours going

"Ahhhh" in doctors' offices.

His rather strange, scratchy

voice had everyone concerned

that things might not bequite

right within. "Women like

my voice. Some women tell

me it's a turn-on," he says.

"Babies are fascinated by it.

They're not sure if they like

it or not. but when they hear

my voice, they stare at me
for days. And. for some rea-

son, it infuriates animals.

I've been bitten by every-

thing from a boa constrictor

to a praying mantis."

So it's little wonder that

when Gordon Hunt, head of

casting at Hanna-Barbera,

took a call from I ngels. some-

thing special flashed in

his mind.

As Ingels tells it, he was

actually trying to contact

20th Century-Fox on behalf

of his client, Robert Culp.

Having misdialed two num-
bers, the comedian/ actor-

turned-agent found himself

hooked up with Hanna-Bar-

bera instead. The conversa-

tion went something like this:

Ingels: What do you have

going on over there for Ro-

bert Culp?

Hunt: You know, we don't

do movies.

Ingels: Oh. You don't?

Hunt: No. We do ani-

mated shows for which there

are voices.

Ingels: Culp would be

great for a voice!

Hunt: We've got some-

thing, and it's going to be the

10 VIDEOGAMES

Many Ingels and hi est friend, Pac-Man.

biggest thing of this genera-

tion. We've got Pac-Man!

Ingels: Wow! Boy! Robert

Culp would be perfect for

that!

"Now, I want to tell you,"

Ingels says, returning to the

immediate conversation,

"that all this time 1 was talk-

ing to him. 1 had no more

idea of what Pac-Man was

than the man on the moon. 1

had never seen it. never heard

about it. I thought it was a

luggage company."

To make a long story short

it was Marty Ingels, not Ro-

bert Culp, who was told to

report for work as the voice

of ABC-TV's Saturday

morning superstar. On its

premiere day the show gar-

nered a hefty 42 share in the

Nielsen ratings, and it has

been smothering its major

competitors, the Smurfs,

ever since.

Pac-Man is a family man.

In Ingels' eyes he's a cross

between Fred Flintstone,

Captain Marvel, Popeye,

and William Bendix. How-
ever, he's becoming more

Marty Ingels with every re-

cording session. "That could

end up disastrously," he ad-

mits. "I can just see a small,

thin, Jewish, neurotic Pac-

Man who has phobias and

lives with anxiety and fear."

Tossing the possibilities over

in his head. Ingels concludes,

"That could be interesting."

Until then, TV's Pac-Man
will remain the well-adjusted

citizen of Pacland, a blue-

collar worker who spends

his time guarding the Pac-

Pellet Forest from Mezmaron
and his ghostly henchmen.

The show features dizzying

action scenes, but it also

touches on the domestic life

of the Pac-nuclear family.

That's the part that interests

Ingels, who is working with

scriptwriter Jeff Scott to steer

the program more in that

direction.

"I more or less agree that

Saturday morningtelevision

is really a vast jungle of

nothing." he says. "I don't

know if it's possible to take

this little grapefruit that eats

things and make him into

something inspiring or some-

thing that will instill the

proper priorities in kids, but

that's what I'm trying to do."

Whether ABC-TV goes

along remains to be seen.

After all. this is the network

that passed on Pac-a-pac-a-

wow-ee. Ingels backtracks:

"I wanted to find some cute

little words to say when Pac-

Man takes the pellets. Some-

thing equivalent to Shazam!

One day I said, 'Well, if I

take one ofmy Pac-Pellets

—

Pac-a-pac-a-wow-eeeee!'
"

(Continued on page 12)
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Can Video Games Save the Radio Star?

If you can't beat 'em, join

'em. That's the philosophy

of Herbie Herbert, the astute

manager of Journey, the San

Francisco-based rock group

whose latest album. Escape.

has sold more than five-and-

a-half million copies. So

Journey has linked up with

Data Age, a recent entry in

the TV-game software cir-

cus, to create what is being

billed as "the world's first

rock *n' roll video game."

Says Herbert: "To stay on

top of the youth market, you

have to establish broad

appeal. Video games are

becoming as much a part of

kids' lives as rock 'n' roll has

been for decades."

Or as Data Age's Vice-

President of Marketing

Robert Rice puts it: "The

youth of America know
exactly what they want

—

and today that means video

games and rock *n' roll."

In the game—Journey

Escape—you start on a con-

cert stage and maneuver up

a scrolling screen to Jour-

ney's trademark scarab es-

cape vehicle at the very top.

The object: avoid a proces-

sion of heart-shaped grou-

pies, flashing paparazzi,

money-grubbing promoters,

and autograph-seeking fans.

You do get some help: When
touched, a rock manager and

a group of roadies will liter-

ally clear your way to the

chauffeured limo. Besides

being rewarded with a por-

tion of the night's take (what,

no royalty points?), you get

to hear a computerized ver-

sion of the group's latest hit,

"Don't Stop Believin,'" fol-

lowing the getaway.

How did Data Age hook

up with Journey? It seems

the band's management had

been thinking about launch-

ing a video game when Rice,

a music industry veteran and

former Activision sales man-

ager, contacted them with

the same idea. It took less

than an hour for the group

and the company to reach an

agreement. "We couldn't

believe someone else was

thinking the way we were."

Herbert explained. The game

is scheduled to be released in

January and will be playable

only on the Atari VCS.

Journey Escape is only

the latest attempt to fuse

video games with rock 'n'

roll. Surely you remember

Buckner and Garcia's "Pac-

Man Fever," but if you

haven't heard "Video Freak

(Defend It)" by Trigger Fin-

ger and the Space Cadets,

you're lucky. This piece of

dance/ disco drek fails to

capture the essence of video

games— it could be about

anything. Then there's

"Video Games," by The

Occupants. What sets this

Chicago-area quartet apart

is not its rather predictable

new wave, synthesized blips,

but the instruments it uses.

Exclaims member Saul

Smaizys: "We're the first all-

Casio band." Two band

members sing while the oth-

ers play a variety of the mini

do-it-yourself synthe-

sizers— ranging from the S50

VL-l'stothe$160 MT-40's.

Why only Casios? "We can

put all the band's equipment

in the trunk of a Volkswa-

Ingels

( Continuedfrom page 10)

"What was that, Ingels?"

asked a voice behind the

glass partition.

"Well, Pac-a-pac-a-wow-

eeee," Ingels answered. "I

just thought I'd try one."

Suddenly the executives

went into a huddle,
adjourned to make a call to

12 VIDEOGAMES

the head of children's pro-

gramming at ABC-TV in

New York, and came back

with the bad news: no Pac-a-

pac-a-wow-eee. "What per-

son is the vice-president in

charge of childrens' sounds,

and why would you turn

down Pac-a-pac-a-wow-ee?

It's hysterical, but they did."

Meanwhile, back at the

home he shares with his wife,

actress Shirley Jones (of

Partridge Family fame),

and her sons, Ingels has

learned well what a Pac-

Man is. After Bally-Midway

gave final approval to his

voice, it presented Ingels with

a coin-operated Pac-Man
game. "I wouldn't even look

at it for four days," Ingels

recalls. "Who wants to play

that silly game?" Now, when

he can wrest it from the kids,

Ingels can be seen hunched

over the screen, racking up

points. Oftentimes the "con-

ference" he's in is actually a

tension-relieving match
against the machine. Ingels'

high score? 28,000, a feat he

hasn't been able to duplicate

since "that day when I had a

glass of wine and tried it."

—Sue Adamo
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gen," says Smaizys. (For

"Video Games," send $3.75

to Unheard of Records, Box

1 1446. Chicago, 111.60611)

There's plenty of promo-

tional value in rock 'n' roll

and video, too. One Atari ad

features Chubby Checker,

the king of the Twist craze

20 years ago, singing and

doing "The Dig Dug Dance."

In Mattel's M Network cam-

paign we are offered "the

cure for the video blues"—to

the unmistakable tune of The

Who's rock chestnut, "Sum-

mertime Blues." And Activi-

sion's Megamania, which has

nothing to do with rock, was

recently celebrated with daz-

zling, prime-time advertising

fireworks in which a rocker

shoots lasers from a guitar

slung on his hip. 77m/ 's what

you call hitting with your

best shot.

And then there are the

promotional clips that have

become a staple of cable tel-

evision and the rock club

scene. In the video of Rush's

"Subdivisions," while the

music builds to a climax the

circular playfields from Ata-

ri's Tempest eventually fill

the entire screen, creating a

riveting audio-visual synthe-

sis. More pointed is ex-Eagle

Don Henley's "Johnny Can't

Read." in which a classroom

full of kids sit at video moni-

tors, surreptitiously playing

computer games instead of

doing their schoolwork. Sil-

liest is the Rockets' "Rolling

by the Record Machine,"

which follows the band mem-
bers into a video game, a la

Tron, where they get caught

up in a game of Space

Invaders.

If Kiss and Elton John

can get their names on pin-

ball machines then Journey

is entitled to its own video

game. But so far, the mar-

riage of video games and

rock 'n' roll has been one of

convenience, not inspiration.

By and large, it's a market-

ing ploy, which is not to say

the ultimate rock 'n' roll

video game isn't somewhere

out there, ready to be in-

vented. In fact. The Official

/-Hate-Video Games Hand-

book, by Emily Prager sug-

gests one such potential

game: In Punk Man, you

trash the producer's office

by pushing slam and slash

buttons and maneuvering a

safety pin plunger. That's

more like it! —Roy Trakin

Dems Gain Points on Hill

Are you an Atari Democrat? Do you have an Atari Age

agenda? Or are you one of the PAC men, looking for a

way to defeat an Atari Democrat? Chances are, you are

none of the above. These are just some of the new terms

being used in Washington D.C. to describe liberal poli-

ticians and the Political Action Committees (PACs)

which often provide campaign funds to opponents.

Politicians in the nation's capital are doing what

many Americans have been doing for some time: getting

into computer speak. True, you won't hear dialogue like

this in the U.S. Senate:

"I challenge the Republican Zoid from California."

"Will the blip from Missouri yield?"

But computerese and video game terms are gaining

widespread use— even in the nation's capital.

Perhaps there is a deeper relationship between polit-

ics and video games (who was that dignified gent I saw

playing Defender?). Lately, incidents such as Three

Mile Island (Spectravision's China Syndrome) and

Abscam (U.S. Billiards' maze game) have been re-

enacted for gamers of all ages. The latest hot political

entry is Reaganomics, also from Spectravision, where

the player "is in total charge of the country's Gross

National Product." This game lets you have fun with

world events like a world-wide monetary crisis, a

plummeting stock market, or a break in detente with a

foreign power, as you try to straighten out the nation's

three trillion dollar economy.

Judging from conditions outside the arcades, you

might have better luck with Reaganomics than the Re-

publican Zoids. When video games are on the line, it

pays to be an Atari Democrat. —Josh Martin

May the

Atari Force
Be With You
Ihe scene: post-holocaust

Earth. Civilization has been

decimated, and food sources

are rapidly disappearing.

Over at the Atari Institute in

Northcal ("that part of the

North American continent

that used to be known as

California before the 'break-

up'. . ."), a five-member super-

team has been assembled. Its

mission: to traverse the"Multi-

verse" in search of "an unin-

habited world of fertile

fields, green hills, blue skies,

untouched by war."

Welcome to Atari Force,

a series of mini-comic books

produced for Atari by DC
Comics—the same folks who

bring you Superman. Bat-

man and Wonder Woman.
The first three issues came

along with the Defender,

Berzerk. and Star Raiders

cartridges, and at least five

more are slated for 1983.

Each, however, will have lit-

tle or nothing to do with the

accompanying game.

The Atari Force is a multi-

ethnic quintet of incredible
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Commander Champion has afew tricks on his sleeve in "Atari Force— The Origin. "Included with

the Berzerk cartridge.
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characters beginning with a

blonde and blue-eyed hunk

named Martin "Command-
er" Champion and his com-

petitive lady sidekick, bru-

nette Lydia Perez. ("You're

a woman." he lectures at one

point. "So was my mother,"

she shoots back.) Then
there's a black physician

(Lucas Orion), an Indian

scientist (Mohandas Singh),

and a female security direc-

tor of Orientaland Irish per-

suasion named Li San
O'Rourke. Yow!

Dick Giordano. DCs Man-

aging Editor, expected a set

of guidelines concerning

story content and use of vio-

lence to follow, but he says

that Atari has remained

silent. "We understand each

other right from the business

level on down to the level at

which I operate," says Gior-

dano. "They consider us

comic book people. They

don't pretend to know any-

thingabout it. and they don't

want to get in our way."

Atari Force will also be

used to promote other Atari

products. For example, the

January edition of DCs New
Teen Titans includes a 16-

pagc AF insert about Ata-

ri's latest coin-op game. Lib-

erator. The story of the

game, which is more or less a

sequel to Missile Command,
is explained without refer-

ring to the actual game. On
the other hand. Atari's four-

game series Swordquest, also

developed by DC and Atari,

requires the player to read

the comic book enclosed

with the cartridges in order

to compete for the $150,000

in prizes Atari is offering.

Another outgrowth of the

meetings between these sis-

ter companies (both are

owned by Warner Commun-
ications) are the plans to

retail comics based directly

on Atari's most popular car-

tridges. Originally, it was

agreed upon to publish three

bi-monthly magazine-size

books with three or four ser-

ies per title. But Atari has

since reevaluated its involve-

ment in this project. It now
seems DC will either share

expenses with Atari or take

over the entire project itself.

Meanwhile, a few web
swings across Manhattan at

Marvel Comics, Spider-Man

has finally taken the video

game plunge, thanks to

Parker Brothers. In this

VCS-compatible game, Spi-

dey must find and defuse the

deadly bombs planted through-

out Gotham by the nefar-

ious Green Goblin. He does

this by using his web fluid to

shoot lines of webs up the

sides of buildings. Parker

Brothers' Vice-President of

Consumer Marketing Rich

Stearns says the game is

primarily targeted for six-

to- 1 2-year-olds, the same
audience that reads Spider-

Man. "In our testing pro-

cess, we found the older kids

were not as excited about

Spider-Man as they are

about Raiders of the Lost

Ark, or something more to

their age."

If this proves successful,

no doubt a legion of cos-

tumed heros or heroines will

soon find its way onto our

video game screens. To the

Bat-Monitor, Robin!

— Robert Greenberger

Souped-up
Pac Has
Snack Attack

It's a bird, it's a plane, it's,

uh ... Super Pac-Man?

That's what Bally Midway
has dubbed its sequel to a

sequel video game.

"It's different, but the

same," Midway's Jim Jarocki

tries to explain. "It's more

different than the difference

between Pac-Man and Ms.

Pac-Man."

Pac-Man purists, take

14 VIDEOGAMES

heart. Your favorite video

creature still gobbles energy

dots, and the ghosts still turn

blue and vulnerable when he

does. There's only one maze,

albeit a new one. But that's

where the similarities to

Pac's predecessors end. In-

stead of a diet of run-of-the-

maze dots, Pac-Man now
feasts on an assortment of

munchies. including fried

eggs. corn-On-the-cob. ham-
burgers, mushrooms, cake

and an occasional tennis

shoe. Each screen caters to a

different craving.

Getting at the goodies is

no easy task. Certain areas

of the maze have pink

"doors" blocking valuable

foods that can only be open-

ed by eating a nearby key or

by taking another route.

Also, there's a timed chal-

lenge round, patterned after

the same feature in Midway's

popular Galaga. The "chal-

lenge" is to eat everything on

the screen in the shortest

amount of time, while Inky

and the boys take a breather.

Finally, to double your

velocity, simply press the

rapid-speed button—as in

Midway's Tron. But first

Pac-Man has to be "super."

Just gobble the two "super

pellets" and watch our mild-

mannered yellow man trans-

form into Super Pac-Man. a

behemoth so large his jaws

flop over the sides of the

maze. Not only can Super

Pac crash through the pink

doors and move twice as fast

as his alter ego, he can actu-

ally pass through the ghosts.

But will the public "eat

up" Pac-Man's latest incar-

nation? They better. After

all. what could be left?

Donkey Pac-Kong Jr.?

—Andrea Stone
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No one knows heller than Atari whal arcade players want . And that's jusl
what we've given them: The new Atari 5200 SuperSystem.
EverythingAtari has Learned sincewe invented videoai cadegameshas ^

gone into the 5200 SuperSystem, Arcade graphics,
arcade action, arcade sound. All so unreal.
The 5200 has its own special arcade-qual

tridges. Like Centipede'." PAC-MAN.' and Galaxi;
Plus the most lifelike sp< wis games anywhere.

Its eont roller is the most advanced in the world.
With an incredibly precise 360° analog joysl
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12 digit keypad Plus start reset. and fire. all in your hand. Even a pause

butt« ion without ending the game.
— And that's just the beginning. Defender; 5

I)i^>- Dug? 4 Vanguard™ 8 and
other arcade hits, arecomingin ins:*. Alongwith an
optional TRAK-BALL'" controller. And an adapter

thai accepteal] the ATARI 26O01" cartridgei

The ATARI 5200SuperSystera.
No other home system looks like ii . feels like H

.

wii game. Except Atari.
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Atari to Billy: You're Fired!

New York ( AP)—On a day

that should have been his

most triumphant, Billy Mar-

tin, the bad boy of baseball,

was both hired and fired . . .

again!

Only hours after New
York Yankee owner George

Steinbrenner yesterday

named him Yankee manager

for the third time, Martin,

who had been pitching Ata-

ri's new, improved Real-

Sports baseball game in TV
ads, punched out George

Plimpton during a staged

video game competition at a

Times Square Playland.

Atari fired Martin on the

spot.

Sworn inearlier in theday

as the new Yankee manager,

Martin arrived first for the

competition that was intend-

ed to decide, once and for

all, who was the better video

baseball player. With a

packed Playland crowd chant-

ing, "We want Billy! We
want Billy!", the new Yan-

kee skipper sipped a Miller

Lite and talked strategy with

George Steinbrenner, while

waiting for Mattel's TV an-

swer man.

Plimpton's entrance cre-

ated a furor: He walked in

with close friend Reggie

Jackson, a clever psycholog-

ical ploy by Mattel that

clearly agitated the Bronx

braintrust. "This should be

as easy as hitting three

straight homers in a World

Series game, right George?"

Jackson was overheard dig-

ging at Martin. Billy quickly

countered: "I hope your

rightfielder plays defense as

well as that guy with you."

Jackson scowled at Martin's

sarcasm and turned up the

volume on his Panasonic

"Platinum Plus."

The match, however, was

delayed when a controversy

over which game— Atari's

RealSports baseball or Mat-

tel's Major League Base-

ball—would be used. "Take

it from a guy who lives the

game," announced Martin,

chugging down his third

Miller Lite. "The Atari is the

one we should settle this

thing with."

"I trust you will concur

with thousands of people.

Alfred," replied Plimpton,

mocking Martin's real given

name, "that lntellivision base-

ball is more like playing

actual baseball."

"The name is Billy.

buddy!" Martin snapped

back.

"Better watch it. George,"

warned Jackson. "You look

Bungling in

The Jungle
I he name of the game in

video is no small matter.

Disney sued Williams Elec-

tronics over Roboiron.
MCA (the maker of Jaws)

persuaded Apollo to retitle

its Loch Jaw cartridge to

Shark Attack. Now Edgar

Rice Burroughs Inc.. which

owns the Tarzan rights, has

convinced Taito America to

delete the word "King" in its

hot arcade property. Jungle

King. You may already know
it as Jungle Hunt.

But Burroughs didn't stop

there. It also demanded
changes in the game. The

original featured a Tarzan-

like character who wore only

18 VIDEOGAMES

a loincloth and swung from

vine to vine, giving out a

good yell every so often.

Now. Jungle Hunt's main

character is mute, swings on

ropes and wears an outfit

more suited for Dr. Living-

stone. "It's a new game."

says Marv Weiss, a spokes-

man for Taito. "with the

same play value as Jungle

King."

In the past, copyright cases

have established that the

characteristics that make a

story line unique can be

copyrighted. That's how a

character like Superman.

who is distinguished by his

ability to fly. his X-ray

vision, superstrength and
weakness to kryptonite. can

be protected. Though Weiss

insists Taito did not borrow

from the Tarzan character

and story line, he admits the

company would have been

in for a long fight had it not

agreed to change the name
and parts of the game. The
settlement with Burroughs

does not require Taito to

pull the existing Jungle

Kings off the street, or even

modify them. Edgar, a gamer
in the true sense of the word,

would have preferred it that

way. —Kevin Johnson



BIIPS
a little like a marshmallow

salesman Billy used to

know."

"Let's get this show on the

road," Martin barked be-

tween gulps of his fifth Lite

beer. "Let's use Intellivision.

It'll look better for Atari if 1

whip you on the competi-

tion's game."

With anxious officials

from both companies look-

ing on, Martin beat Plimp-

ton 7-2 in the first of the best

of seven series, but Plimpton

came back to smother Billy

in the next three contests, 8-

4, 5-1 and 11-2. Early in the

fifth game, tempers boiled

over. The frustrated Martin

began throwing at Plimp-

ton's hitters. When Plimp-

ton retaliated, Billy suddenly

unleashed his well-publicized

fist on Gentleman George's

jaw, fracturing it instantly.

Martin, who had just pol-

ished off his tenth Miller

Lite, had to be restrained by

Steinbrenner, thus prevent-

ing further damage to both

Plimpton and Playland.

"Look at those guys."

shouted an obviously drunk-

en Martin. "One's a born liar

and the other's ... the oth-

er's . .
." "Convicted?" Stein-

brenner piped.

A hearing on the incident

is scheduled for April 1.

— Stephen Hanks

Video
Meets Video

In Tinseltown

You know something's up when you

can't even watch television without

video games taking over the screen.

It all began last year when the cast of

Fridays acted out a live Pac-Man

game. Then a Pac-Man machine was

installed at the Taxi garage, sending

the hacks into a tiz. More recently, an

episode of Remington Steele involved

tracking down a missing games' com-

pany executive while another detec-

tive, Tom Magnum (Selleck) took time

out of a rough case to play Tomytron-

ic's hand-held Pac.

But you know things are deteriorat-

ing when Father Guido Sarducci (Don

Novello) is summoned from his papal

beat to conduct a game exorcism. In a

Square Pegs episode titled "Pac-Man

Fever," the good father was called

upon by Johnny Slash (Merritt But-

rick) to release demon video game spir-

its from his best friend Marshall

Belchtman (John Femia). And in

"Shoot-Out at the O.K. Arcade." a

DifJ'rent Strokes segment, kid-star

Gary Coleman bested his brother, the

local video game champ, in a game of

Space Sucker.

Will Captain Furillo lead the Hill

Street cops on a raid of a hoodlum-

controlled arcade? Will the Dukes of

Ha/./ard stop burning rubber long

enough to try their hands at Turbo?

Stay tuned. —Sue Aciamo

WHA T'S YOUR GAME: Don Novello as Father

Guido Sarducci (top) appeals to a determined

John Femia (as Marshall Belchtman) in Square

Pegs. Equally as determined is Gary Coleman (bot-

tom, right) as he takes on "Space Sucker" in Dif-

ferent Strokes.

Getting Higher

Here are some high scores

that were valid as of mid-

November. Once again,

thanks to Walter Day. Jr.

and his Twin Galaxies In-

ternational Scoreboard of

Ottumwa, Iowa, for provid-

ing them.

Amidar, 18.201,100, Joe

Barrett. Kenosha, Wis.;

Berzerk (slow bullets). Joel

West, Ottumwa. Iowa.: Cen-

tipede, 15.270.350. Darren

Olson, Alberta. Canada;

Defender, 62.999.975. Ned

Troide, Clearwater, Fla.;

Donkey Kong, 3.165.300.

Steve Sanders. Kansas City.

Mo.; Donkey Kong, Jr.,

787,500, Jeff Brandt.

Ottumwa. Iowa; Frenzy,

4.719,986, Jim Bennett,

Kenosha. Wis.; Frogger,

442,330, Mark Robichek.

Wrightsville Beach. N.C.:

Joust, 60.956.850, Rick

D'Ercole, Omaha. Neb.; Kan-

garoo, 505.000 David Yama-

moto. San Jose. Calif.; Moon
Patrol, 536.470. EricGinner,

Mountain View, Calif.; Ms.

Pac-Man, 286.410. Mike

Lepkosky. Houston, Tex.;

Reactor, 321.299, Linda

Rojas. Kenosha. Wis.; Red

Alert, 23,330, Darren Jones.

Lamont. 111.; Robotron (level

three). 169.595.225, Leo

Daniels. Wrightsville Beach,

N.C.; Satan's Hollow,
677.720. James Robinson.

Wilmington. Calif.; Stargate,

43.332.725. Connel McCro-

han, Dallas, Tex.: Super Co-

bra, 198.470.000. Matthew

Brass. Helena. Mont.;Tron,

3.195.329, Sterling Ouchi,

Lakewood, Calif.; Turbo,

90,667,000 Paul Huggins.

Chatsworth. Ga.; Tutank-

ham, 230,000, Mark Robi-

chek, Wrightsville Beach.

N.C. A
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VIDEOGAMES INTERVIEW

Ralph. Baer
^KF^*9ngineers are, by nature, a

^^m 9 mild-mannered lot. Mostgo

m § m about their jobs quietly, di-

^J^^^j ligently, and usually ano-

n i mousl) . Do you know who designed

the Daisun Turbo-ZX? Do you care?

Probably not. and that is. in part, the

plight of the engineer / designer. While

spending their days cranking out pro-

ductsfor our work and leisure, they go

unnoticed.

Ralph Baer is. in many ways, typical

ofthis breed. For 30 years he has toiled

as an electrical engineer, gaining over

70 patents in radio communications,

radar a Itimetry, and TV-games. It is.

of course, this last category that at-

tracts our interest. On April 25. 1972.

Sanders Associates ofNashua, N.H.,a

military electronics firm and Baer's

employer for the past 23 years, was

issued patent number 3,659,285. It

reads, in part: ".
. .for the generation,

display and manipulation of symbols

upon the screen of television receivers

for the purpose of playing games,

training simulation and for engaging

in other activities by one or more par-

ticipants. " Its inventors are listed as

Ralph H. Baer, William T. Rusch, and
William L. Harrison.

At the time, the only coin-op video

game known to man was Nolan Bush-

nell's Computer Space (reported on

extensively in the August and Decem-
ber issues of VIDEO GA MES). Baer '$

invention, meanwhile, was sold to

Magnavox. In the spring of '72. the TV
giant introduced the first home video

game known to man: the Odyssey 100.

Almost simultaneously. Bushnell came

out with Pong.
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The "Godfather of Video
Games" wouldn't mind
being recognized for

his inventions, but he'd

really rather talk

about the future.

By Steve Bloom

Despite an ensuing court battle over

the original TV-game patent that ended

in a settlement between Magnavox.

Sanders and Atari, Bushnell harbors

no ill feelings towards Baer. "He did

some really good pioneering work in

the analog field, "says the founder of

Atari. "Just think about what he was

dealing with then—he didn't have the

tools that I did. A lot of the work he

was doing came before many of the

integrated circuits that made my life

very easy. I think he's a bright man.
"

Baer's family arrived in New York

from Germany in 1938. Living under

the Nazis, he had been expelledfrom
the school he attended. "I'm Jewish

and that was a bit ofa problem then,
"

Baer recalls. After serving in military

intelligence in World War II, he at-

tended the A merican Institute of Tech-

nology in Chicago on the GI Bill.

Baer became, in his own estimation,

"the first person ever to earn a bache-

lor's degree in TV engineering.
"

Baer's first position was as chief

engineer at Transitron in New York.

He moved on to Sanders in 1959,

where he supervised several divisions

before becoming the company 's man-

ager of consumer product develop-

ment. A 1 60, he is triple the age ofmost

video game designers. It 's about time

we learn a little bit more about him.

VIDEO GAMES: I'm going to start by

shooting from the hip. Doesn't it

bother you that Nolan Bushnell gener-

ally receives credit for inventing— or

fathering, if you will—video games?

Ralph Baer: Well. I've had to make
peace with that years ago. Sure it

bothers me. I look out there—there

will be something like $ 10 billion spent

on video games this year, the one out-

standing product that is named in

every report is video games, so why
doesn't my name pop up? But, to be

perfectly honest. I have to take a back-

seat to commercial considerations.

VG: Why is that?

Baer: Sanders has made a considerable

amount of money from all the licenses

that have evolved from the whole

situation. That patent alone

(#3,659.285) is worth many, many mil-

lions of dollars. We've spent a great

deal of time and money defending

those licenses in state and federal court

—

all in an effort to retain the claim of

what we have and derive the benefits

from it.

Under those conditions, you have to

be a little restrained. You have to sup-

press your ego. Bushnell did one hel-

luva lot for the industry—there's no

question in my mind he was the major

catalyst in developing the industry. He

deserves credit for that. I'd just like to

see myself more often identified as the

inventor.

VG: How many patent cases have you



Baer and his Odyssey WO. the original TV-game system.
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Plays on the

Atari " 2600 Video Computer System

and Sears Telegame" Video Arcade"

Cosmic Creeps will send you right into orbit—out of this

world to a galaxy where Space Skeeters carry unsuspecting

Orbinauts into oblivion. Where Creeps are constantly on the
attack. And where it's up to you to save an entire generation

of Cosmic Kids.

Even the most space-weary videonauts will love Cosmic

Creeps. It's a test of astronomical skill, strategy and stamina.

And it's a lot of fun.

For the whackiest blast-off ever, take a trip to the store and
get Cosmic Creeps. It's a space game from a different universe.

FUM IN GAMES.
43334 Bryant Street, Fremont, CA 94539

Atari and Video Computer System are trademarks of Atari. Inc. Telegame and
Video Arcade are trademarks of Sears. Roebuck and Company.

been involved in?

Baer: The initial case involved Willi-

ams, Atari. Bally Midway and Chi-

cago Dynamics/ Seeburg all versus

Magnavox. I spent about three days

on the stand, much of which time I

lectured the judge on TV technology. 1

turned out to be more of an expert

witness than defendant. In most every

instance we were upheld, such as cov-

erage of basic TV concepts as they

relate to monitors as well as receivers.

It was very gratifying that the court

upheld this.

VG: But in 1973, Bushnell won a case

concerning symbol movement on a

screen. "People won't be able to copy

our circuit boards again," he said at

the time. What was this all about?

Baer: That's nonsense. Firstly, there's

no such thing as circuitry that you

can't design your way around. Circuit

patents by themselves are not very val-

uable. Secondly, that patent was later

on invalidated. It was a neat way of

doing things—moving a spot in a Pong

game in a particular way— but six

other engineers could've done it. There

was nothing fundamental about that.

You hope you can patent something

more fundamental and broader than

an ephemeral thing like a particular

circuit idea. A method of connecting

parts that can perform a certain func-

tion is what we did in the basic game

patent. Basically, we patented a black

box that moves spots around the stan-

dard TV set for the standard TV moni-

tor that allowed you to play games.

VG: What got you thinking about put-

ting games on TV in the first place?

Baer: I have an official entry in my
notebook, dated September '66, that

talks about what one might do with a

TV set other than turn it on and off.

It's a ubiquitous device—at the time.

62 million families owned at least one.

It's a powerful display, a marvel of

technology. What the hell else can you

do with it? So the thought of playing

games on it came along. The whole

thrust was towards doing something

with the TV set which people could

afford. The basic question 1 asked

myself was. "What can we do for

$19.95?"

VG: When was it that you had spots

moving around on the screen?

Baer: December. That's when 1 decided

this thing was too important to handle
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Play on the

Atari
B
2600 Video Computer System

"

and SearsTele-Game " Video Arcade"

When it comes to video games, there's nothing eke like a game
byTelesys. Nothing whackier. And nothing more challenging.

Eating little white dots is pretty bland, compared to munching the
flying burgers, shakes and fries in Fast Food. It's a furious feast!

Keep Stanley I. Presume hot-footing it as he dodges Coco's barrage
of nuts in Coco Nuts. But don't laugh—this is serious business. It's a
knock out!

And try Cosmic Creeps—a space game that's out of this world. It's

up to you to save the Cosmic Kids from Skeeters, Creeps and oblivion.

It's a blast!

Stick it, withTelesys video games. You'll be stuck on them for good.

43334 Bryant Street, Fremont, CA 94539

Atari and Video Computer System are trademarks of Atari, Inc. Tele-Game
and Video Arcade are trademarks of Sears, Roebuck and Company.
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by myself after-hours. So I went to the

corporate R&D director, Herb Camp-
man, who understood the scope of the

whole thing immediately. We put a few

bucks aside in corporate research and

established an official project. We set

up a room on the sixth floor and

brought in two engineers— Bill Harri-

son and Bill Rusch—to work under

my direction. Through all of '67 that

room was off limits to everyone but

the three of us. As you might imagine,

there were some pretty convoluted

rumors going around.

Early in '67, we had the most basic

ball-and-paddle games working. By

September, we were playing a hockey

game that was rather fancy. Velocity

depended on how hard you hit the

puck. It had all the dynamics of a real

puck—the kind of thing that didn't

reappear in games for years and years

afterwards. So now we had all this

stuff, but there was one nagging ques-

tion we couldn't answer: What the hell

do we do with it?

VG: Is this where Magnavox comes

into the picture?

Baer: Not yet. Our first concept was:

Gee, maybe this is what cable TV
needs. Cable was in dire straights back

then, so we invited Teleprompter to

come up (from New York to Nashua).

Their chairman of the board, Irving

Kahn, was considered "Mr. Cable" in

those days. We set up an interactive

cable games system and he got pretty

turned on by it. Well, cable was in

trouble and had more important things

to deal with, so we got nowhere. At

that point, we decided to start concen-

trating on licensing the whole concept

to a strong consumer electronics com-
pany, preferably a TV manufacturer.

It took us until early '69 to convince

the RCAs, the Zeniths, the GEs. the

Sylvanias. the Magnavoxes—you
name it—to send reps up to Nashua

for demonstrations. In a period of nine

months, we held one demo after ano-

ther and aroused a lot of interest.

Everyone who came up left enthusias-

tic. We negotiated with RCA for six

months, but they wanted to own us as

part of the deal, so we finally said no

to them.

One of the members of RCA's nego-

tiating team was a fellow named Bill

Enders. Early in '70, he left RCA and

went to Magnavox as a senior product

{Continued on page 81)



SWEATYPALMSGUARANTEED!
EXCITING

NEW GAMES!

USGAMES

EARTH DOOMED?

LONE SPACE JOCKEY FIGHTS BACK!
With every human attack weapon able missiles into alien planes, tanks,

captured by alien forces and turned and other obstacles,

against Earth, surrender seemed in- Q^ bgat ^ ^^ with their
evitable . . .

until you captured one of Qwn machine? You can ... if you're
the alien attack saucers!

fast ^ tf youVe acciirate enoughi

Screaming through the atmosphere, if you're good enough,

you cut forward and back, up and AAA
down to escape relentless alien fire- ^ar -^r ^mr
power. You blast back, firing direct- ^ ^ ^ Can you beat the aliens atgame

level 16?
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ANDROIDRAIDERSATTACK!
HOT GUNNER

COULD SAVE CITY!
With attack choppers dropping
android commandos and fighter-

bombers delivering payload after after wave of android parachutists,

payload, our city would be des- Only your skill can keep them
troyed by now if it weren't for from tunneling under the city and
one brave gunner . . . you

.

taking you out. The game is Corn-
Only your quick eye and quicker mando Raid, and you're the city's

trigger finger can hold off wave last hope.

m
•

The action gets faster with each

commando attack wave!

*••

ZAPPER A FAST BLAST!
HOT GAME CHALLENGES THE BEST!
Just when you think you've
thought fast enough, you've
got to think faster! You've got

to fire left and right to zap
deadly asteroids... one hit by
the Doomsday asteroid and
your saucer blows!

But that's just defense! To win
you've got to fire overhead with

incredible skill to blast away
the letters of the alien's language.

And it will only work if you
follow the computer's lead. Can
you beat Word Zapper through

all 24 games? Can anybody?
Why is Ronald Evans smiling? Did he beat

the zapper?
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FIERY DISASTER AVERTED!
BOLD FIREFIGHTER It's a race against time and the

fury of fire that can destroy in-

SAVES HUNDREDS! *<*?<*
t^pf»r >^ y°« l

You re the firefighter. ..do you

It was the worst fire you'd ever

seen... a high-rise going up like

a torch. With a different fire-filled

maze on every floor. And hun-

dreds with no way out... unless

you could get them out to the

rescue chopper.

MISSING PERSON
MYSTERY SOLVED!
ENTIRE FAMILY CAUGHT UP IN SEARCH.

It seems simple enough ... some-

body disappears, and you find

them. But this is a spooky video

world, with electronic hidey-holes

that happen where you least expect!

You can seek a friend or family

opponent ... or take on the com-
puter! You've got to beat the clock,

or your Sneak 'N Peak opponent

has you dead to rights!

Four differentrooms with lots of

sneakyplaces to hide.

• *•

have the skill and strategy it takes

to beat Towering Inferno?

Relive the movie in this challenging maze
game!

• * *

SWE,
AREG

'ALMS
NTEEDi

WHEN YOU WANT HOT
ACTION ON YOUR ATARI,

LOOK FOR THE NAME

USGAMES
© 1982 U.S. Games Corporation

A subsidiary of The Quaker Oats Company

Cartridges are manufactured for the ATARI
Video Computer System Model 2600 by U.S.

Games. ATARI. Video Computer System, and

2600 are trademarks of Atari. Inc. U.S. Games is

not affiliated with Atari. Inc
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~••• "* 1^^^#/ or photocopy it. But let us know what you want to

see and read. This is your magazine, Video Gamer, and you can be a part of VIDEO GAMES by taking
a few minutes (when you're not saving the earth from total annihilation) to fill out the questionnaire
below. The next issue of VIDEO GAMES will continue to report the Video Gaming news and views that

interest you.

Please return to: VIDEO GAMES Magazine, 350 Fifth Avenue, Room 6204, New York, New York 10118

Sex: Male_ Female_ Age:_

Family Income: Under $14,000__

Education: Elementary School

Occupation (if none, list parents'):

$14-21,000_

High School

$21-39,999.

_ College

_ Over $40,000.

Master's. PhD.

Favorite Department in this issue:

Favorite Feature article:

What I'd like to see less of:

What I'd like to read most about:

How does this issue of VIDEO GAMES compare to previous ones?

The same Better The Best! No comment.
Why?

Favorite form of play: Arcade games.

Favorite arcade games

GAMER SECTION
TV-games Computer games.

Favorite cartridges Favorite computer games

Finally, we come to that time again when all good gamers must speak their minds. What Great Ideas and Concepts do you
have for New Games?

Caption this Photo!

True love can be found where you least expect it. Even in the

Ms. Pac-Man corner of the local arcade. But just what are these

two cooing to each other? You tell us! If your caption arrives in

our offices by January 15, you're eligible to receive the grand
prize of one complete box of video game gum cards.

Answer:

28 VIDEOGAMES
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Introducing "JOURNEYESCAPE/' the challenging new DATA AGE Video Game

You 're on the road with America s hottest rock group, Journey. And they're count-

ing on you. You're the onlyplayer who can help Journey make it to their scarab escape

vehicle. Only you can outsmart the promoters, avoid the photographers and fight off

the love-crazed groupies. Ifyou can handle it!

It's a tough game. As Journey saysf "Some will win, some willlose ..."

Are you hot enough to

play with Journey? A
Don 't stop believin. ' /

Get yourJOURNEY
ESCAPE video gam

today! -

DATAAEE

DATA AGE™ Video Games tor the Atari Video Game System and Seats Tele-Games' Video Ar

' 1982 Data Age. Inc.. 62 So SanTomas Aquino Road. Campbell, CA 95008 Printed in USA All rights reserved Data Age. Inc . is not related to Atari. Inc or to
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Hollywood's hottest romance continues!

Despite Tron's lackluster performance,

one filmmaker after the next is seen

diving into the video game pool.

Written and Directed by Sue Adamo

^^ aviour One. the latest

^^^^ video game sensation, is

^^^ causingall kinds of chaos

W at one heavily-trafficked

^^^T arcade. It seems that once

kids become high scorers

on the machine, they disappear. Where

are they? What is happening? Nobody

appears to know. But gradually a

detective learns that Saviour One is not

your ordinary video game: It's a

sophisticated screening device used by

an unknown force to identify certain

gaming skills and players. Therein lies

the mystery of the missing kids.

Actually, this is the plot of Arcade,

one of several video game movies now

in the works. Tron's disappointing

performance at the box office hasn't

stopped nearly every Hollywood stu-

dio and numerous independent pro-

ducers from trying to tame the video

game tiger. Consider the following:

• Universal, Atari, and Texas Instru-

ments have all agreed to turn Ameri-

ca's favorite alien, E.T., into at least

two video games.

• Paramount is working with its sis-

ter company, Sega Enterprises, on

arcade games based on the many

adventures of Star Trek.

• Atari is closely watching the devel-

opment of Superman III. In the film,

Richard Pryor plays a computer-wise

villain who traps the man of steel in a

deadly game of wits.

• MGM/UA has launched a top-

secret film project, War Games, in

which a computer whiz-kid taps into

America's emergency defense system.

forcing the U.S. to the brink of world

war.

• Two cult classics, The Texas

Chainsaw Massacre and Hallow-

een, will soon be available for play on

the Atari VCS, courtesy of Wizard

Video Games.

And there's plenty more where that

came from. Richard Spitalny, whose

company Pona Star Entertainment is

producing Arcade, believes that all

this is the start of a beautiful friend-

ship. "My feeling is that the marriage

of video games and films is inevitable."

says Spitalny from Pona Star's Man-

hattan offices. Spitalny isn't just talk-

ing. He and his partner Bill Blake, who

was the executive producer of The

Night the Lights Went Out in Georgia,

formed First Star Software last sum-

mer. The idea is to develop films and

design games all under one roof.

First Star's first move was to sign up

award-winning game designer Fernan-

do Herrera. Last year, Herrera was

celebrated by the Atari Program Ex-

change for My First Alphabet, an

innovative educational program he

wrote for his visually-impaired son.

The recipient of Atari's Star award

and $25,000, Herrera continued to

manage a computer store in Long

Island until he heard from Blake (who

coincidentally had a financial interest

in the store). Herrera jumped at the

chance to become First Star's resident

game designer.

While busy working on generic

games like Astro Chase and Cosmic

Squeeze, Herrera has found some

spare moments to devote to Danger-

ous Cargo, another game that's being

built into a Pona Star production. The

film. Future Gold, is a musical comedy

set in the year 2005 when computers

have taken over the home. There's one

stubborn computer named Fred that

would rather play Dangerous Cargo

than help its young ward with his

homework. Spitalny sees this sort of

sight gag, which will be carried through-

out Future Gold, in terms of promo-

tional value. "By the time we an-

nounce, 'Dangerous Cargo—as played

by Fred in Future Gold,' " he says con-

fidently, "it will have served its pur-

pose."

The concept behind Saviour One is

less farcical. In Arcade, video games

and film are meeting as equal partners

on a unique, almost futuristic frontier.

"This movie can't exist without the

game," claims Spitalny. "Fernando

will be working directly with the

scriptwriter from beginning to end. He

(Herrera) might say, 'You can't write

that because 1 can't do it, but you can

write this.' And we might say to Fer-

nando. 'You've got to show satellites in

space at the same time you show subs

underwater. Once you find a way to do

that, we'll write it into the script.' It's a

long process."

The boys up at Pona Star think

they're onto something. For a fee, Spi-

talny and Blake will appraise any film,

treatment or screenplay. If there's a

game there, they'll find it; if there isn't,

they'll tell you what you have to do to

put one in. An advertisement describ-
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ing the service, placed in Variety last

summer, solicited 55 phone calls in

two days. "What we look for," Spi-

talny explains, "is something we can

take out of a movie that lends itself to

great sound, graphics, and playability.

We'll tell you what you have to add or

change in order to make those quali-

ties an integral part of the film."

Sitting beneath a poster of Blood

Bride, a psychological thriller he pro-

duced several years ago, Spitalny

insists there's nothing really new about

Pona Star's merchandising concepts.

"We're actually doing things the old

way here," he says. "But instead of

merchandising pajamas or a book or a

little toy as tie-ins, it will be a video

game. As we saw with Tron, you can

make more profit from the game than

the movie. So now you can bring out a

movie—a small movie that just breaks

even, or even loses money—and still

clean up. In other words, your movie

serves as a huge advertisement for

your video game."

5ome games got it made. Take

Atari's E.T., for instance. With

the enthusiasm from the film

still brimming, the cartridge

of the same name hardly needs any

promotional fanfare for a successful

launching. All E.T. needs is accuracy

and solid gameplay, and he's got it

made.

Though software designer Howard
Warshaw. of Yar's Revenge fame, had

already worked with Steven Spielberg

on the Raiders of the Lost Ark car-

tridge, it was still a surprise when
Spielberg personally requested War-
shaw's services on the E.T. game pro-

ject. "When I was down in Los Angeles

to show him (Spielberg) Raiders in the

beginning of July," says Warshaw, "I

asked him if he was thinking of doing

another game, particularly one based

on E.T.. and he said he was giving it

some thought." It wasn't much later

that Warshaw received word from the

top (President Ray Kassar's office):

"Spielberg wants you . . . fast!"

Warshaw immediately got to work,

aiming for a November deadline. "My
strategy was to create several discreet

characters, each with its own behavior,

and good enough graphics so that you
would believe it's them. From the

beginning. Steven told me he wanted

Elliot to have a very strong part in the

game. So I gave him the role of saving

E.T. Steven and I communicate on a

conceptual level. He gives me some
very helpful ideas. For instance, when
E.T. is low on energy, Elliot brings him
some more. That was Steven's idea."

The straightforwardness of the script

and E.T.'s simple goal—to phone

home—made for a smooth transition.

Spaceblasters: All Systems Slow
w paceblasters. a movie/ game pro-

ject announced last spring (and first

revealed at length in the October

issue of VIDEO GAMES) won't

arrive in theaters and arcades in time

for the New Year, as was then pre-

dicted. After having gone through

several rewrites, the final draft of the

screenplay was delivered by writer

Robin Swicord to Polygram and

CBS Theatrical in mid-November.

"The one thing we lacked in the

script," explains co-producer Adam
Fields, "was a female sensitivity in

terms of the characters and the inter-

play between the kids. We don't want

Spaceblasters to be a high-tech,

hardware. Trow-typeof movie. What
we have in mind is a warm story,

something along the lines of E. T."

In the meantime. Polygram has

begun to discuss the possibilities of a

Spaceblasters coin-op game with

Bally Midway. "We have a firm idea

of the game's design," Fields says.

"Our feeling is that the science of

manufacturing games is changing so

rapidly that the longer we wait, the

more sophisticated the game will be."

Indeed, by the time Spaceblasters is

ready to blast off. Fields is hoping

that a genuine 3-D hardware system

will have been perfected.

The melding together of films and

games has unlimited potential, adds

Fields. "All the studios are clearly

recognizing the enormous potential

in the video game business. I think

Warner (Communications) has showed

them what an Atari can do for a

company. Once it was a mighty film

company, now it's Atari that's the

leader. It's something that you just

can't ignore." —S.A.

"I'm very happy about E.T.," he

reports, "because it's a game that

almost defies description. It's not a

kiddie game oranadult game. It could

be played by anyone who has the time

to enjoy it. It is a non-violent game.

Nobody gets killed and nobody kills.

The worst that can happen is E.T. can

get occasionally pickpocketed. And
E.T. never dies."

Warshaw's advice to film-to-game

translators: "Don't see the movie too

much; remember your prime objec-

tive, which is to relate the game to the

movie, not emulate it; and always

think in terms of gameplay."

Atari wasn't the first company to

discover that movie games have star

potential. Parker Brothers blazed this

trail with The Empire Strikes Back, a

cartridge based on a battle scene from

the second Star Wars picture. The

company has plans for at least two

more Star Wars games, Jedi Arena

and The Revenge of the Jedi, as well as

an action-packed cartridge featuring

James Bond. Another company with

game plans is MCA/ Universal, who
formed a game division after it began

getting inquiries about licensing some

of its better-known film titles.

"A couple of things that jump out at

you immediately is Jaws 3 and our

next Smokey and the Bandit, " says

MCA'sJim Fiedler. "Since Jaws will

be done in 3-D, we've started working

with a number of coin-op companies

about licensing and developing a game
based on scenes from this film."

Twentieth Century-Fox's game sub-

sidiary. Fox Video Games, has the

same thing in mind. "It makes good

sense to work with what we already

have." explains Vice-President of Mar-

keting Al Pepper. "There are a number
of natural ties that make this an attrac-

tive business for us. One is that movies

and games appeal to the same basic

customer. Couple that with the growth

of the market and that they're compet-

ing for the same entertainment dollar,

and you see that there is every reason

why we should be in this business."

In December, Fox shipped its first

movie games—Alien, Megaforce, and

Fantastic Voyage. The latter is a direct

translation of the 1966 science-fiction

classic. In the game, you try to save a

dying scientist by guiding a miniatur-

ized submarine through his blood-

stream. Combating white corpuscles
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Jen and his friend L'r-Su in a scenefrom Dark Crystal (left)and a similar scene as it appears in the computer game (right).

Says On- Line's Ken Williams: "There was a reason for giving the name Dark Crystal to our game. It is Dark Crystal."

and other natural catastrophes, you

must safely and speedily manuever

yourself to a blood clot lodged near the

brain and destroy it. Pepper says Fox

is also considering Mash, Patton and 9

to 5 as possible game projects.

CBS Video Games, another new

software outfit, is one subsidiary that

hasn't gone this route just yet. "I think

there is a benefit to licensing a title,"

says division director Robert Hunter,

"if it's fairly recognizable and if the

story lends itself to a game. But our

attitude about all games, regardless of

their sources, is that the game's the

thing. If there isn't a story that makes

sense in a game context, we're not

interested in it."

Play
the arcade game Tron

and tell me at the end of

playing it if you know what

the movie Tron is about,

who the characters are, or where it

begins and ends. On the other hand.

The Empire Strikes Back is a darn

good cartridge: it's one of my favor-

ites. But I'm not sure that someone

playing that game feels like he's watch-

ing the movie. With Dark Crystal,

we've got the movie in the game— all of

it—and then some."

Ken Williams has obviously given

this hot new trend some thought. If

you were responsible for developing a

game based on Muppets creator Jim

Henson's film Dark Crystal, you

would too. Williams and his wife

Roberta are the people who founded

what is perhaps the most successful

computer game software company.

Sierra/ On-Line. Christopher Cerf, a

consultant to Henson Associates on

several computer projects and an avid

fan of On-Line's games.contacted the

Williamses about the project in May.

"We were well into production of

Dark Crystal when the decision to

make a computer game was made,"

Cerf says. "It struck us as a movie that

would be perfect for this type of ad ven-

ture because Henson created a world

that you could wander around in."

Dark Crystal, as you may already

know, is a story about Jen, the last

member of the mythical Gelf ling race,

and his quest to assemble the scattered

chards of the Dark Crystal. All of the

characters are puppets.

"The game had to follow the plot of

the film." says Roberta, who read the

script, perused research and reference

materials and saw a rough cut of the

film before writing up the program. "It

had to begin and end where the movie

began and ended. The problem was.

we didn't want people to go to the

movie and then come back and know

how to solve the game. We want them

to solve the puzzles for themselves. So

it was tricky having Jen do the same

things, but not exactly the same things,

as in the film, We added some things to

the game that are not in the movie.

There's actually almost more of a story

behind the game."

The first step was to write up a game

script and bring it to Henson Asso-

ciates for approval. After some adjust-

ments were made, such as removingall

references to Earthly objects, Roberta

then detailed the scenes of the game.

These descriptions were handed over

to art director Jim Mahon and illustra-

tor Carl Potts, who created hundreds

of separately-drawn pictures. The art

was sent back to On-Line and drawn

(Continued on page 89)

After notching high scores on Saviour One, thegame from Pona Star 's Arcade, pictured

above, kids disappear. What's happening? A mysteriousforce is taking them away.
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HOCKor
TALK
Compiled by Bob Mecoy

alk to anybody who knows any-

thing about video games and they'll

tell you that '82 was not a particu-

larly innovative year. Designers

will tell you that it was a year for

"taking stock," a time for "breath-

ing room." Arcade owners will mutter darkly

about "falling revenues" and "too much of the

same old stuff." But talk to the real experts—

a

couple of 15-year-old boys with pockets full of

quarters—and you'll get the straight story: "This

was a very down year!"

Well, there is light at the end of the tunnel. The

immortal cry that issues forth from every loser's

locker room is echoing through the electronic

halls of Arcadia (a mythical land where all the

games are free)—"JUST WAIT TILL NEXT
YEAR!" Yes, hope springs eternal in these elec-

tronic wonderlands.

The next voices you will hear are some of the

folks who are going to deliver those games to

you, and others who just like to dream about the

ultimate anything. So, let's take a little look into

the electronic crystal ball.

VIDEOGAMES



Ed
Rotberg

Ed Rotberg is vice-president in charge

of engineering at Vulea. An ex-Atari-

an, he programmed the immortal Bat-

tle Zone and worked on a number of

the company 's video Bronze Age
games. At the moment. Video has yet

to release its maiden game but. as he

puts it.
" The first one 's real, real close.

"

Rotberg 's latest credit, though, was a

"special thanks"from director Steven

Lisberger at the end of Iron. One of

the inspirations for Tron was clearly

Battle Zone.

"This wasn't a bad year. In '82 the

industry struggled to the top of a hill

and '83 should be a lot easier. It was a

year for some soul searching and '83

should see some great strides forward.

Some people think that this will be the

year of theshakeout for the industry. I

don't. The market has been so soft that

everybody does have to come up with

good games to survive, but 1 think that

everybody's here to stay.

"One of the big changes for '83 will

be mass memory. The games started

off with almost no memory. Then ev-

erybody started using increasing

amounts— 16K, 32K. 48K— next year

it's going to be anything goes. What

that's going to mean is more and belter

graphics, higher resolution. There'll be

better sound effects, better music.

"The big change, though, is going to

have to be better gameplay. Payabil-

ity is the key to successful games. A
playable game is one that always gives

you a chance, that always leaves you

"The big change is

going to have to be better

game play"

thinking, 'If I play it one more time I'll

do better.' That's a 'gotcha' game and

that's what we've all got to come up

with.

"I think all you have to do is look at

some of the flight simulators to see one

of the most logical frontiers for game-

play. My favorite fantasy, though, is

an interactive movie. 1 like the idea of

going to a movie theater where at cer-

tain points in the action some or all of

the people in the theater take control

of either the characters or simply

become characters in the movie and

make decisions about where the mov-

ie's going or how the action is

resolved. Maybe everybody could

become involved and see their own
version of the movie by wearing spe-

cial glasses or something.

"It's hard for me to talk about my
ultimate dream game—because I like

to think we have our dreams on the

drawing board. 1 can say that I think

that even ten years from now video

games will still be getting people out of

the house and into the arcades because

they're going to have something to

offer that people can't get anywhere

else. The key to this will probably be

enhanced graphics that are simply

impossible for a home system to offer."

Bob
Brown

Bob Brown has been around the video

game scene since the electronic Stone

Age. He helped create Atari's first

home game. Pong, and supervised the

development of the original VCS
software. Nowadays. Brown is Exec u-

tive I ice- President at Starpath—home

ofthe Supercharger, the RAM add-on

for your stunted, but wonderful. VCS.

There are a few clouds in his crystal

ball, but he's sure that there's a silver

lining not far down the road.

"Home games used to be modeled after

the most popular coin-ops. Nowadays,

more and more home machines are out

there and we can work up games that

could never succeed in the arcades. At

the arcades, you have to keep those

quarters coming and any game that

isn't over in 90 seconds or so is not

going to appeal to the arcade owners.

J8 VIDEOGAMES

Adventure games that take hours or

even days, for example, will never

happen in the arcades.

"II you look at '82 closely, you have

to kno-w that '83 has to be the year of

the shakeout. Consumers are willing

to pay for the games they want, but the

tendency to just pour money into the

slots is gone. Bad games or boring

games or games that take forever to get

good at are just going to sit there, and

that means some manufacturers are

going to get left out in the cold.

"The exciting thing about '83 is that

the things we dreamed about five years

ago we're now able to do. I think role-

playing games will become more pop-

ular—at least in the home games mar-

ket—and I'm looking forward to the

da> when an arcade system is a black

box you can get inside and be whatever

you want to be. in whatever surround-

ing the designer can imagine. With this

ultimate system, you can have dog-

fights in space—more real than the

real world.

"I think that the arcades—the coin-

"The things we dreamed
about five years ago we're

able to do today."

ops— will survive because people will

pay five bucks a shot to try the incredi-

ble. I don't think that this'U happen

next year, but it will happen soon. The
industry is evolving at a really rapid

speed and the technology is there. It

just doesn't make economic sense yet!'



Dave
Nutting

"/ don't see anything to

stop us from simulating

whole worlds."

Dave Nulling heads up Nulling Asso-

ciates, the Bally Midway design group.

Early on, he designed Sea Wolf(one of

ihe Cretaceous classics) and the Astro-

cade TV-game system and, more re-

cently. Gorfand Wizard of Wor. Nut-

ting's one of the industry's elder

statesmen and is always a good source

for information when stale ofthe art is

the topic.

"We're on a plateau. The industry's

been slowingdown. catching its breath.

There were a lot of good games in '82,

but there weren't any real significant

changes in what the players were being

offered. Zaxxon was a first attempt at

3-D. but it really didn't quite make it

visually. Sega and Stern are trying

some pseudo-3-D games, but they're

really just testing the water. Next year

we're all going to be in it.

"In '83, everyone will be going to

higher resolution and getting into mass

memory. In March we (Nutting) will

be coming out with a game using 300

K

of memory. What this will give the

player is virtually infinite gameplay. It

isn't going to be a linear game. Depend-

ing on how well you do. you can go

into any one of a number of worlds.

And. no, 1 can't tell you the name of

the game yet.

"The game has brought us up against

a limit though. As you get up into

more and more sophisticated games

you find that the microprocessor just

can't cope. The problem is all the

memory you have and how fast you

want to move it. The microprocessor

itself, the old 8-bits that everybody's

been using, just can't handle it and

next year should see the beginning of a

move to 16-bit machines, dual 16-bit

machines and on and on.

"The reason for this is that we're in

the real-time world. The people who

put together Tron had the time and

money to take a $ 1 50.000 machine and

then take five minutes or 1 5 minutes or

even a week to generate a single pic-

ture. Then they'd repeat that process

24 times to make one second of the

movie. We've got to simulate that kind

of power in real-time— right now—60
times a second. And in 1984 we'll be

doing that. We're working on a game

hardware system that will be equal to

the Vax machine— that'll give you

photo quality graphics, incredible ste-

reo sound and gameplay like you've

never seen and will be priced right

along with today's arcade systems. The

next quantum leap will happen in

*84—right here at Midway.

"The next breakthrough after that

will be 3-D raster graphics. By this I

mean the player will be able to change

his point of view—walk around behind

his opponent or walk over his oppo-

nent if he wants.

"In '83, we're going to have a vector

game that is completely three dimen-

sional. Our biggest problem with this

one is that it's too realistic. Players

keep getting lost. What we've finally

done is limited how far the player can

travel in the game You're in the cock-

pit of a spacefighter looking out and

you can fly above, below or around

anything that shows up.

"On down the road. I don't see any-

thing to stop us from simulating whole

worlds. And as we increase our resolu-

tion we're going to be changing the

way things are being shown on screen.

With an image that almost looks like a

photograph, you can make the tiniest

objects very important. There may not

be any quantum leaps in '83. but we're

going to see some good first steps."

J. Ray
Dettling

J. Ray Dealing writes science fiction

and about science fact. He 's also a

physicist who has 15 years experience

in the aerospace industry. As consu-

mer liaison for Data Age. one of the

newest TV-game outfits on the scene,

he has a unique view of the industry in >.

transition and some pretty outrageous £
things to say about the future.

"Comparing the computer games of

today to the computer games of

tomorrow would be like comparing

smoke signals to communication satel-

lites or the Model T to the Space Shut-

tle. As more memory gets stuffed into

the cabinets there will be much more

interaction. Perhaps you'll have to talk

I
"Sooner or later we'll

transcend mechanical

controls altogether."

your way out of a situation. And.

though we're limitedto joysticks.track-

balls and buttons now. there's no rea-

son why we couldn't move up to some-

thing like an exoskeleton on your arm

tocontrol the game. Or sooner or later

we may even transcend mechanical

controls altogether. Imagine a head-

band with which you can make the

characters move by having the head-

band analyze your brainwaves the

same way an electroencephalograph

does today.

"You'll probably have a new oppo-

nent sometime in the not-too-distant

future as artificial intelligence replaces

the kind of programming you see now.

A computer with artificial intelligence

programming will be able to pull out

new tricks that even the programmer

could not have anticipated. The com-

puter will be able to learn how you're

playing the game. So. if after five or

ten players the computer can see a

( Continued on page 42)
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Player is participating

proposed game called

"Chameleon Duel."' \ isual

data will be obtained h\

ultra close-up 3-D taping of

actual South American

chameleons. The horrible,

giant creature shown

emerges out of a dense

backdrop of undulating

patterns. Objective is to

swat the protruding horn

while avoiding its lightning-

quick tongue. Two
sensors—one in the handle

of the wand-like device, the

other in the headband-
monitor the player's stress

level via pulse rate and gal-

vanic skin reaction.

Illustration by Alan Walle'stem
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GENERAL
DESCRIPTION
A total-environment center with 3-

D visuals, (via videodisc transmis-

sion), ellipsoid screen imaging,

sound, verbal player-machine

communication, pod-motion capa-

bility, and forced feedback. Arcade

operator can set up machine for a

variety of games by changing inter-

face modules and software. Player

must insert profile card coded with

his speech patterns and physiologi-

cal reactions to stress. Once inside

pod. player chooses one of four

featured games and excitement

level desired. Wearing of headband

is necessary during all game action.

Games are of two types: "Hand-

held implement" games and "pilot-

ing" games. Example of the former

appears at left. Others under

development include "History Les-

son," wherein the player, wielding

a sword-like device, encounters

Goths. Huns and other assorted

barbarians. One piloting game is

called "Last-Minute Shopping,"

wherein the player finds himself

directing a robot-arm equipped

cart in an awesome mart amongst

a mob of frenzied shoppers. Objec-

tive is to reach "check-out" with all

items on a specified list by "closing

time." Player has one offense: to

fire items from his cart at fellow

shoppers. He must, however,

replace each item before

"checking-out/

\J\V£0 &AN\E5'
PKHAAA MACHINE fOR R03

A.R.. WALl£R6T£!W <A.l.
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patiern, it'll go *Ah-hah. all these

people are using this same strategy so

I'm going to change my approach

entirely.' That's artificial intelligence.

"As this sophisticated technology

becomes less expensive it'll show up in screens will be our windows on the

the arcades first and eventually filter world—a combination information

down to the home. In a relatively short communication education center

lime we'll have flat screen TVs that will that will play games with you or deliver

hang on the wall like pictures. Those your newspaper, whichever you want."

Richard
WinnTaylorll
Whether or not you loved Tron, you

had to love the way it looked. Richard

Winn Taylor It led MA GTs team that

created those other-worldly visualsfor

Disney. The process is called com-

puter-synthesized imagery and MA Gl

is at the head of the class. Taylor is

another of the dreamers and aforce to

he reckoned with.

"There are a number of possibilities.

One would be to have a central compu-

ter running a number of very complex

games. Another would be to have that

same computer running a movie the-

ater wherein the audience could affect

the outcome of the feature. In certain

parts, then, the audience could guide

people in the movie or 20 of them

could take sides and do battle in 20

"Playing movies is an

expensive, but very real

possibility."

spacefighters. What we'd see would be

a number of seats in the theater com-

plete with smaller screens, joysticks,

maybe a couple of buttons. This is an

expensive, but very real possibility.

"One reason I see this happening is

that going to the movies isn't a special

occasion anymore. In the old days,

you got a stage show—some live enter-

tainment all in this incredible-looking

showplace. Now you go to the shop-

ping mall and watch a tiny screen and

listen to bad sound. Surrounding peo-

ple with an Epcot-style curvelinear

screen or an Ultimax style vertical

screen— filling the audience's entire

view—and then offering them some

control over the course of a laser-

projected movie will transform the

movie experience.

"Movies have already made some
differences in the way games look. The

game you saw Jeff Bridges playing at

the beginning of Tron—Space Para-

noids—was a full-shaded game. In

other words, instead of just flat colors

you can see shadows, curves, real-

looking shapes. Sega is close to getting

a full-shaded game on the market

using videodisc technology. For now,

this may be the closest you can get to

playing a movie."

Dave
Bischoff

"/ want a game that will

lie to me, make me use

my brain."

Dave Bischoff is a young science fic-

tion writer with five books to his

42 VIDEO GAM IS

credit, including his latest, The Selkie.

from Macmillan. Bischoffused to hang

our in the arcades until he bought a

home computer to help him with his

writing.

"I've pretty much stopped going to the

arcades since I got my own computer,

unless 1 go with a bunch of friends, and
then it's like going bowling. The
arcades could bring me back though. I

like to play adventure games at home
and I like movies. If a game could

combine those things they'd have me
and my quarters surrounded.

"My ultimate game is one with 3-D
screens all around me. great sound and

a good story. I don't just wantashoot-

'cm-up. I want a game that'll lie to me.

make me use my brain. The program
for Zork (an adventure game) that I

run on my Atari 800 has a couple of

things built in like that.

"1 even have the perfect story for my
ultimate game. My book Nightworld

would be the pip. It's a quest across a

planet where no one is what they seem.

Nearly every person the player would

meet would turn out to be a demon,
vampire, werewolf or other baddie.

and they're all after you because their

boss, a gentleman named Lucifer, has

decreed it.

"Seeing the world that I've imagined,

walking across it and fightingand talk-

ing with the people I've created, the

monsters I've made would definitely be

the ultimate."

We have our dreams on the

drawing board." Transla-

tion: Be hopeful, but don't

expect too much right

away. Everybody knows that big things

are happening but. right now, every-

one is playing their cards very close to

their vests. For example, nobody was

willing to talk about video game/disc

fusion—even though rumors of video-

disc shoots for the video games are rife

in the movie industry. Maybe that's

too close to reality to show up in

anyone's crystal ball. (See Ralph Baer's

comments on this subject starting on

page 20.— Ed.) Whatever. '83 and

beyond promise 3-D action, stereo

sound, better controls, and a whole

host of new playthings. So. if you have

a dream, get a drawing board.
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This Sunday
YouCanPlayFootball

AgainstYourATARI 400/800

oDo : 1 6 1 O : 3 2

STARBOWL™ FOOTBALL

It only takes one look to see the

incredible realism of STARBOWL™
FOOTBALL by GAMESTAR. With ani-

mated players so lifelike, they may go
out on strike. Totally involving sounds,
from the whoosh of the ball to the

cheer of the crowd. And a level of

sophisticated play that goes beyond
mere videogame systems. Because
STARBOWL™ FOOTBALL by
GAMESTAR can only be played on
an Atari® Home Computer.

Which means you can challenge an
allstar Atari® computer team or another

player to 60 minutes of exciting gridiron

action. Run, kick, pass and catch. Call

your own plays. Even contend with

fumbles and penalties!

So grab your playbook, plan your

strategy, and get set for Sunday's big

game. The Atari® allstars are ready and
waiting — in STARBOWL™ FOOTBALL
by GAMESTAR. Ask for it at your

nearest Atari® dealer.

WE BRING OUT THE STAR IN YOU.

1302 State Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 (805) 963-3487

1982 GAMESTAR. INC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED ATARI AND 400/800 ARE TRADEMARKS OF ATARI. INC
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Introduction
w,felcome to the computer age! At a time when
predictions are that one out of every two households

will own a computer by the end of the decade—we
bring you Easy Home Computer magazine, a simple,

concise, easy to read publication, that breaks through

all the technical jargon to allow for a better

understanding of the fundamentals of home computer

use and operation. From selecting the system that's

just right for your needs to choosing the right

services, you'll learn that there's more to home
computers than just balancing your checkbook or

coordinating your finances. You'll discover that there's

a wealth of educational programs along with a host of

entertainment software that goes far beyond video

games. But if video games are your forte those

available for home computers dwarfs those of any

game system in amount, variety, complexity, and

sophistication of graphics and play.

Easy Home Computer will also inform you of the

latest computer developments and keep you up to date

on all the new discoveries and trends in home
computer technology in a comprehensive and easily

understandable step by step approach.

If you're just beginning to get caught up in the

computer revolution and you've been looking for a

publication containing features and articles covering

it, then Easy Home Computer is must reading. Easy

Home Computer. . .our name says it all.

Edited by Roger C. Sharpe

EHC
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Well-Equipped
Getting the basics about computer hardware

By Jerry Willis

Twenty years ago. mechanical

pinball machines dominated

the arcades and the family

television did little more than

bring The Honeymooners and Johnny

Carson into our homes. In those days

computers were giant, expensive, some-

what threatening beasts that few of us

ever saw. The computer was a power-

ful but specialized machine that could

be operated only by highly trained

professionals. When mere mortals such

as you and I needed to use the com-
puter, we didn't approach it directly.

We talked to the specialist, and they

talked to the computer. When it an-

swered they let us know what it said.

The way computers were used in the

Fifties and Sixties could be considered

the "High Priest" era. Regular folks

didn't presume to go directly to The

Computer. Just as in ancient Greece

and Egypt, contact with the gods was

handled strictly by the High Priests.

All that began to change rapidly in the

early Seventies when the microproces-

sor was developed. This little device,

which looks a lot like a mechanical

centipede with, tin legs, forms the

foundation upon which the computer

revolution of the Eighties is based.

Today there are microprocessor

"chips" in everything from Fords to

fantasy games. They're at the heart of

every video game and personal com-

puter currently available and also

made possible a new way of dealing

EHC

with computers. You can now talk to

one directly, though you may not

always like its response.

The situation has changed so much
that many educators are now raising

the flag of "computer literacy," alert-

ing us to yet one more basic skill neces-

sary for coping with the society of the

not-too-distant future. You have to

understand how computers operate

and how they influence your work,

play and society. From lawyers and

doctors, to poets and preachers (in

addition to most of us in between),

dealing with computers is increasingly

becoming a fend-for-yourself situation.

We can't depend on the High Priests of

computerdom anymore; it will be up

to us! We've got to understand and

successfully manipulate computers in

order to just get by and do our jobs.

There's more than a little truth in the

concept ofcomputer literacy. Comput-
ers have, in the course of only a few

years, become a more obvious and

important part of our daily lives. And
they'll do more in the future. There

are, however, really only four major

questions (and, yes, about a million

smaller ones) most people want an-

swered about small computers:

What is a microcomputer?

What can computers do?

How do they work?

Can I use one and which one is

bestfor me?

WHAT IS A
MICROCOMPUTER?

Before this question can be answered,

some attention must be paid to the

microprocessor chip, which is an elec-

tronic device that can be given instruc-

tions. A typical microprocessor chip is

the 6502 used in Apple, Atari and

Commodore PET computers. The 6502

can "understand" well over a hundred

different instructions which are given

to the microprocessor in the form of

electrical signals. The microprocessor

senses, or "reads," the pattern of sig-

nals being sent to it and then "exe-

cutes" the instruction associated with

that pattern. For example, the 6502

chip has forty different "legs." or pins,

protruding from it. Eight of these pins

are wired to receive "instruction" codes.

Programmers think of these codes as

patterns of ones and zeros, but the

computer actually deals with voltages

of (for a zero) and +5 (for a one). If a

6502 microprocessor receives the in-

struction code below, it performs a

particular kind of addition:

01101001

This code of eight ones and zeros

tells the chip to add the next number it

receives to the number currently stored

in a special location inside the micro-

processor chip. The "next number"

will be another set of eight ones (+5

volts) and zeros (0 volts).

That is the essence of how a micro-

processor chip operates. It works with
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two signals, +5 volts and volts, being

designed to "understand" a certain

number of instructions, which it can

carry out (execute). All of the instruc-

tions are relatively simple ones, involv-

ing math, simple comparisons between

the voltage patterns stored in one part

of the chip with those in another, or

with duplicating patterns stored in one

location at a separate location. The

microprocessor can't perform compli-

cated instructions since it's relatively

dumb. But it is fast, very fast. Thou-

sands of those simple instructions can

be performed in a matter of seconds.

That is its strength.

A programmer can create a list of

instructions (patterns of ones and

zeros), put them in an electronic "mem-
ory" connected to the microprocessor

and tell the microprocessor to execute

them. When a video game plays PAC-
MAN with you, when a stockbroker

uses his or her computer to plot trends

in stocks, when a student writes a term

paper on a word processor, the same

type of process is happening. A micro-

processor is following a set of instruc-

"...you have to

understand how
computers operate

and how they influ-

ence your work../'

tions written by a human programmer.

From simple patterns of ones and

zeros can come a variety of useful,

entertaining and educational programs.

Individuals have even been able to

write instructions which allow the mic-

roprocessor in a computer to "under-

stand" something besides ones and

zeros. The computer language BASIC,

for example, lets you write instruc-

tions with words such as PRINT,
INPUT, GOTO and RUN. When you

tell a computer to follow instructions

in a BASIC program, what really

happens is that the computer converts

each BASIC instruction into many

simple instructions which then are

presented to the microprocessor as,

you guessed it, patterns of ones and

zeros.

Is It a Videogame or a Computer?

You'll find a microprocessor in every

video game and at least one in every

personal computer. Many home appli-

ances use microprocessors to control

their operation. (The ads for some
microwave ovens and washers make
the claim that the appliance is "com-

puter controlled." Is it? Not really. It's

"microprocessor controlled.")

There may be microprocessors in

your new television, automobile, tele-

phone and even your Christmas toys.

When present in these products, they

follow instructions, which were sup-

plied by programmers at the factory,

stored in the memory circuits attached

to them. These enable the micropro-

cessor to control the operation of one

type of appliance.. You can't change

them, nor can you use that micropro-

cessor for some other application. This

is a dedicated microprocessor, which

means that the circuits with which it

Commodore VIC 20 Home Computer System

EHC



The IBM personal computer.

operates, have been designed to let it

do only one type of job well.

The same type of logic is the basis

for distinguishing between a video

game system and a personal computer.

The heart of each is a microprocessor,

and in both of them microprocessors

follow a set of instructions stored in

electronic memory. Mattel's Intellivi-

sion. for example, uses the same 6502

microprocessor chip that the Atari 800

and 400 computers do. The Intellivi-

sion, however, can't be programmed

by the user. You must use programs

written by someone else. It's a very

good video game machine, but it's not

a computer— because you don't have

the option of programming it yourself.

The Atari 800, on the other hand,

accepts game cartridges and can use

several types of game paddles and

joystick's. It is a computer, however,

because you can write programs your-

self that will then be executed by the

machine. The lntellivision is a dedi-

cated microprocessor device that does

one thing well. The Atari 800 is a gen-

//

...it's a very good
video game

machine, but it's

not computer../'

eral-purpose device that can be pro-

grammed by the user. That's the dif-

ference between a video game player

system and a computer.

Nothing in this field, however, is

quite as straightforward as our distinc-

tion between video games and com-

puters. The lntellivision. for example,

can be transformed into a program-

mable computer by adding extra cir-

cuits. Also, some video game machines

let you plug in a cartridge and write

programs in the BASIC computer lan-

guage.

If you can program it yourself, it's a

computer. That doesn't mean it's a

good computer, however. In the next

section we'll cover the basics of a typi-

cal personal computer and what makes

a system a good one.

The Elements of a Personal Com-
puter System Figure 1 diagrams the

elements in a typical computer system.

The abbreviation CPU stands for cen-

tral processing unit, which is another

way of saying "microprocessor." Sim-

ilar to video game systems, a computer

must also have a power supply, and it

must have "memory." There are two

types—ROM and RAM— with the

former being read only memory. The

CPU can "read"from this type memory

to determine what codes are stored

there, but the CPU can't change those

codes. Game cartridges, which plug

into video game machines, or into slots

on computers, are really just ROM
packages.

Not all the memory in a computer

can be ROM, however. At least some

memory must be able to be pro-

grammed, or "written." by the user.

RAM (random-access memory) is

memory the CPU can both read from

EHC
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and write to. which means that change

is possible. For example, as you write

the Great American Space Game and

prepare to make your first million, the

codes for the game will be stored in

RAM memory as you type them in on

the computer's keyboard. If you decide

to change some previously written

instructions, it's a simple matter to

replace the code in RAM with new

codes.

Computer memory is generally cal-

culated in kilobytes. or"K." Each K of

RAM can store 1024 characters. If you

buy a computer with 16K of RAM,
this means there's room for storing

1024 X 16 or 16,384 different charac-

ters at once. Programs you write will

be placed in RAM. Programs that you

buy "on tape" or "on diskette" will also

use RAM. It's possible, then, to buy

programs in three different mediums:

in a ROM cartridge, on a cassette tape

and on a floppy diskette.

To use programs where the instruc-

tions are stored in a ROM cartridge,

you simply plug the cartridge into the

slot in the computer. A program whose

instructions are stored magnetically

on a cassette tape requires you to put

the cassette into the tape recorder

(already connected to the computer)

and then tell the computer to "load"

the program into RAM memory. The

computer then listens to the codes

stored on the cassette and converts the

high and low tones it hears into pat-

terns of high and low voltages. Those

patterns are then placed in RAM. It

works the same way for programs on a

diskette. (A diskette looks a little like a

flexible 45 rpm record that's been

slipped inside a protective envelope.)

//

...computers

are supposed

to be useful

to people../'

Codes for the program are stored as

magnetic signals on the surface of the

diskette. A computer equipped with a

disk drive can "read" the codes stored

on a diskette and duplicate those codes

in RAM.
Programs in ROM can't be modi-

fied by the user, but programs on

cassette and diskette can be to suit

your own tastes— if you understand

the computer language in which they

were written. In addition, you'll want

to store the programs you write your-

self on cassettes or floppy diskettes for

later use. Anything in RAM is lost

forever when the computer is switched

off, so some means of creating a per-

The Basic Computer

Video Monitoro s

A typical small
computer system.

Cassette Recorder

Figure 1

manent record of your handiwork is

necessary.

Figure I also shows several types of

I/O circuits. I/O is short for input/

output. Before a computer can receive

(i.e., input) data from an external

device such as a cassette recorder, it

must have appropriately designed cir-

cuits for that purpose. The same goes

for output to a video monitor or a

television. There are also two types of

general-purpose 1/ O circuits known as

serial and parallel. Computer key-

boards are often connected to the CPU
via a parallel 1/ O circuit while printers

are available that use either serial or

parallel I/Ocircuits. Separate, special-

ized I/O circuits connect the computer

to a video monitor, or television, and

to a cassette recorder and /or one or

more disk drives.

To summarize, a typical small com-

puter is made up of a "central process-

ing unit" (CPU) that does all the com-

puting, memory that is used to store

instructions and data, ways of input-

ting data such as keyboards (as well as

joysticks and game paddles), some

means of safely storing programs and

data (cassette recorder or disk drive),

and methods of output such as video

displays and printers.

CAN YOU USE A COMPUTER?

Many people find themselves con-

sidering buying either a video game
player or a personal computer. If your

only interest is in great video games

and in other types of programs that are

likely to be available in cartridge form,

a good video game machine is likely to

be your best choice. Suppose, how-
ever, that you want to learn how to

write programs yourself, or you have

some uses in mind which don't seem to

be possible on video game machines.

Perhaps you want something that will

play video games, but also double as a

word processor. Computers are gen-

eral-purpose machines, able to play a

great space adventure in the morning

and balance your books in the after-

noon. All in all, there's more than

enough to choose from in satisfying

your needs. It just takes some basic

understandingand the familiarity with

terms to decide which model is right

for you. •
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Bits and Pieces
Getting personal with Savvy

By Nelson Winkless

Say
you're sitting at the key-

board of a small computer

that can display the names

of the employees of a small

company. Chances are the program

that does the job is called LIST EM-
PLOYEES. If you type that, the

names will appear on the screen.

If you type instead LIST THE EM-
PLOYEES, the machine will ignore

you.

If you type LIST EMPLOYES, it

ignores you.

The traditional machine doesn't

understand the meaning of the instruc-

tion, it merely responds to a highly

specific code. If the code is LIST

EM PLOYEES (don't forget the space),

then nothing else will serve. Of course,

youcould put in LISTTHE EMPLOY-
EES as an alternative code, but even

then, if someone typed GIVE ME
THE LIST OF EMPLOYEES, he'd

be out of luck.

Except on a system called Savvy™

that's just been introduced to the mar-

ket by Excalibur Technologies Cor-

poration (800 Rio Grande Blvd., Mer-

cado Mall, Suite 21. Albuquerque.

New Mexico 87104). Savvy looks at

the phrase you type in and asks itself:

"Of all the phrases I've ever seen, what

is this one most like 9 "Certainly, LIST
THE EMPLOYEES will be more like

LIST EMPLOYEES than anything

else it has seen.

This ability to recognize the pattern.

and to associate a meaning with that

pattern, is something completely new

to computing. It represents raw, new

power ready to be harnessed and put

to work on jobs computers have never

been able to handle. What jobs? Well,

nobody knows exactly. Really, no-

body knows, not even the developers

of Savvy at Excalibur, and they have

more experience with adaptive pattern-

recognition processing than anyone

else in the world.

In fact, Savvy's inventor, Jim Dowe,

has said: "We're certain of only one

thing as we turn this capability loose in

the world: we can't know in advance

what people will do with it." Excalibur

expects individual experimenters to

make the major discoveries and de-

velop major applications. Meanwhile,

the games-makers are just beginning

to tap the new power.

What new power?

Doesn't Savvy just use key words as

a guide to meaning? No.

Well then, key words and gram-

matical analysis? No.

Look at some more possibilities. In

the example above. Savvy has learned

no synonyms. It knows only that it's

supposed to run the program listing

employees' names when the phrase

LIST EMPLOYEES is typed on the

keyboard.

Various people around that office

may want that list, and they may natu-
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".
. .it represents

raw, new power
ready to be har-

nessed. .

."

rally use different phrases in asking for

the information. For example: WHO
WORKS HERE? Any user of main-

stream English could interpret that to

men LISTEMPLOYEES. Savvy should,

too.

The person training Savvy would

type the command: ASSOCIATE,
and Savvy would display:

ASSOCIATE new phrase.

The trainer would add the new
phrase:

ASSOCIATE new phrase WHO
WORKS HERE
Savvy would add:

ASSOCIATE new phrase WHO
WORKS HERE with old

And the trainer would finish:

ASSOCIATE new phrase WHO
WORKS HERE with old LIST EM-
PLOYEES.
Savvy now knows that the phrases

have the same meaning, and will run

the appropriate program when some-

body types WHO WORKS HERE.
The trainer might go on to associate

more phrases with LIST EMPLOY-
EES:

WHO'S ON STAFF
WER ARBEITETHIER
HAGA UNA LISTA DES EM-

PLEADOS
NAME THE STAFF

And now the power becomes more
apparent. Savvy will run that program
in response to phrases like these:

WHO IN HECK WORKS HERE.
ANYWAY

NAMETHE EMPLOYEES FOR
ME

HAGA UNA LISTA THE PEO-
PLE WHO WORK HIER

GIVE ME THE NAMES OF
THE STAFF

WER 1ST ON STAFF
How many other inquiries might get

the same response? Dozens, certainly.

Scores, maybe. The answer depends

not only on the phrases Savvy has

learned to associate with this particu-

lar program, but on everything it has

ever learned.

Recall the question it asks itself: "Of
all the phrases I've ever seen . .

."

Savvy may learn to perform hundreds

of tasks, to deal with hundreds of file

folders full of information, containing

hundreds of different items of infor-

mation. It may learn thousands of

associated phrases that call for specific

actions involving these many things.

Every time Savvy learns something

new, the context in which it makes its

judgments is expanded.

Savvy is similar to the child whose
judgment improves as his experience

in the world grows broader. What can

you do with Savvy? Well, what can

you do with that child?

Playing with children is approved

activity in society. Playing with Savvy

is an attractive possibility. All interac-

tions with computer processes in any

form, including video games, have

given a great deal of freedom to the

machine, and very little to the player.

By and large, the player can "steer,"

triggering a small variety of specific

events.

Savvy permits something else. What?
Again, nobody knows, because game
designers have yet to work with a

machine that actively tries to under-

stand you.

From the game designer's view.

Savvy is still a mystery, with its unde-

fined power throbbing behind the

quiet facade of a business computer.

Savvy has already been put to work as

an office clerk, doing payables, inven-

tory, spreadsheets and all the conven-

tional business tasks. It's been taught

to deal with graphics, but only the

simplest level, not even color. No
imaginative game designer has taken

this new kid in hand and taught it how
to play seriously.

But someone will do that; probably

many will, because Savvy isn't running

on a big. expensive, institutional com-
puter in a sterile artificial-intelligence

lab. It's packaged as a plug-in for the

Apple II computer, available to wild-

eyed games players at all levels.

Actually, one game is in the works

now, Dar Scott's Adventure variant.

In it, the player crashes on a distant

planet and can escape, conquer the

place, or achieve other goals by giving

instructions to his four robots. Alpha.

Beta, Gamma and (Oh no, it's . . .)

Prudence. Dar is even now training

those robots with different personali-

ties, different strengths, weaknesses

and perceptions. When they let him

out of the back room, we'll have a first

look at a Savvy™ game.

Unless you beat him to it. •
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Your answer to readable

computer books

The Sinclair ZX81
Programming For Real

Applications

(also for the Timex/Sinclair 1 000)
Randle Hurley

This book will cast away any
beliefs that the ZX8 1 is too small for

any real programming work. It is full

of practical programs, which not

only work, but are real work horses.

Included is a bulk storage program,
word processing, financial applica-

tions, banking uses, plus educa-
tional programs. Software avail-

able— 1 6K ram pack necessary.

Book only 1 66 p. $9.95
Book and cassette $19.95*

*A savings of $6 off the cassette
list price of $15. 95.

32 BASIC Programs For

The Apple® Computer
Tom Rugg and Phil Feldman

Chock full of programs with prac-

tical applications, educational uses,

games and graphics, each chapter

fully documents a different program
which is ready to run on your Apple
computer. Software available on
disk for the Apple II. Apple Dos 3.3.

Book only 234 p. $19.95
Book and disk $29.95**

* 'A savings of $10 off the disk list

price of $19.95.

Excuse Me. What Was That?

Anton Braun Quist

Included are very funny anec-

dotes about things that should've

worked but didn't, and things that

did work but for all the wrong
reasons.

160 pages $4.95

Call for the store nearest

you that carries our books.

dilithium Press
P.O. Box 606

Beaverton, OR 97075
800-547-1842

Computers for Everybody
— 2nd Edition

Jerry Willis and Merl K. Miller

This fun to read book cov-
ers all the things you should

know about computers when
just starting out. If you're

anxious to use one, buy one,
or just want to find out about
them, read this book first.

Includes new chapters on
peripherals, telecommunica-
tions and computers in

education.

81 6 pages $6.95

Instant BASIC, 2nd Astounding! Edition

J era Id R. Brown

A valuable tool for every beginner, this second
edition is full of graphics, end of chapter activ-

ities, and has one of the smoothest and best-

tested instructional sequences going. Says
Popular Computing, "

. . .a super book. It's got
so much detail and depth . . . has earned itself a

prime position on my bookshelf."

194 pages $12.95

TRS-80® Color Programs
Tom Rugg and Phil Feldman

Here are 37 fully documented programs
which are all set for you to type into your
TRS-80 color computer. Included are

games, graphics, educational uses and
practical applications. All are bug-free if

entered exactly as shown.

350 pages $19.95

Yes. please send me the books I hove indicated. I understand that I mav return them for a full refund if I am not satisfied.

I enclose * plus * 1 for shipping and handling.

_ The Sinclair ZX 81 book $9 95 _ 32 BASIC Programs Apple book S 19.95 _ Instant BASIC $12.95

_ The Sinclair ZX 81 book _ 32 BASIC Programs Apple book _ Excuse Me, What Was That? $4.95
and cassette $19 95 and disk $29 95 ...... „ .,„„ =_ TRS-80 Color Programs $ I 9.95

I J Or call our toll free number and charge your order on VISA or M/C

D Sand ma
your free

catalog

Brain Food.

Name

Address

CHy. State. Zip

return to: dilithium Press. P O Box 606, Beaverton. OR 97075
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The
Options
Are Yours

Features to look for in selecting a computer

By Jerry Willis

Buying a home computer is

really a very personal deci-

sion (maybe that's why
they're called personalhome

computers) which can be predicated

not only on financial considerations,

but on a unit's capabilities and fea-

tures. After all, there is no single "best"

computer that should be purchased by

everyone. In fact, manufacturers often

target their products to a particular

segment of the market and try to

design a machine that's ideal for those

applications.

A good business computer, how-
ever, isn't necessarily a good educa-

tional computer, nor is a model that's

great for games also as capable for

word processing or bookkeeping. To
help you better understand the varia-

bles involved, which differentiate mo-
dels, we'll look at major features that

will have a bearing on your selection.

All in all. the computer we'll be look-

ing for should offer excellent video

games, function well for other home
applications and at least be adequate

for . professional and small-business

uses such as accounting and word

processing.

Video Display Color graphics give

video games much of their appeal, but

are also useful in many business pro-

grams. It's important, therefore, to

find out if the computer can generate

high-quality color graphics, how many
different colors can be displayed at

once, and how difficult it is to program
the visuals. You'll want to ask if the

computer allows you to type in graphic

symbols as well aslettersand numbers
from the keyboard. How many differ-

ent picture elements are available when
using graphics?

Computers, with color graphics, gen-

erally divide the video screen into rows

and columns of picture elements, or

pixels. The Radio Shack Model 111.

for example, divides the screen into a

48 by 128 grid, which means that there

are 48 pixels on each of 128 rows. The
screen thus contains 6144 pixels. Pic-

tures, tables, figures and graphs shown
on the screen of the Model III are

created by telling the computer what

to display in some, or all, of those 6 1 44

positions. The Model III, however, is

relatively crude when it comes to gra-

phics, producing only rough approxi-

mations of shapes that aren't made up

of straight lines. That limitation, in

addition to the fact that the model III

has a black-and-white display, makes
it a poor choice for buyers interested in

video-game applications. In compari-

son, the Commodore 64 computer has

320 by 200 or 64.000 pixels! The Apple

II has 280 by 193 or 54,040 pixels,

while the Atari 800/400 computers

have up to 320 by 192 or 61 .440 pixels.

and the new NEC Rainbow computer

can use 240 X 800 pixels. The end
result is that computers with more pix-

els can create finer-grained or denser,

more detailed displays on the screen.

Another feature is the ability to

create your own graphic shapes (e.g.,

an alien star fighter or dangerous sea

serpent) and move them about on the

screen as an integrated shape. Suppose

you create a threatening blue sea mon-
ster that is 320 pixels in size. On some
computers to move your monster

about the screen requires you to move
it one pixel at a lime. That's cumber-

some to program and often slow.

Other computers, such as the Atari

and the Commodore 64. let you create

shapes and then move them as one

unit. You can even keep track of colli-

sions between different shapes or

cause one shape to move behind

another on the screen. These features

make it easier to create sophisticated

animated-graphics displays. (Virtually

all manufacturers, by the way, claim

their computer is "high resolution"

regardless of the number of pixels it

uses. So look for numbers, not claims.)

Business and professional applica-

tions generally don't rely heavily on

color graphics, but they do call for the

ability to put upper- and lower-case

letters on the screen. Such applications

are regularly done with computers
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that put 24 lines of the 40 characters

on the screen at once (the Apple Hand
Atari 800/400 are two examples).

Twenty-four lines of 80 characters is

far better, but more expensive.

Finally, some computers let you use

your color television as a display; oth-

ers require a color monitor. Televi-

sions are less expensive, but monitors

produce a higher-quality display.

Newer computers such as the IBM PC
are capable of generating extremety

high-quality color graphics on special

RGB (red, green, blue) color monitors.

Again, however, quality is even higher

than standard monitors, but a typical

RGB monitor costs almost S1000.

Sound and Music Synthesis— Many
small computers, especially the older

models, can't make a sound. A few can

make simple beeps. New models, how-

ever, are often capable of producing

high-quality sound effects and syn-

thesized music, as well as play different

sounds (voices) at once. This sound

generation involves the control of sev-

eral different variables—volume, fre-

quency, waveform and duration. The

wider the range possible and the more

variables you can control, the better

the sound. In fact, many of the sounds

used in the movie "TRON" were cre-

ated with Atari 800 and Apple II

computers.

Input Options— Playing a fast-paced

video game on a computer, which only

has a keyboard for input, is often

clumsy and seldom satisfactory. Game-

oriented computers need input provi-

sions for joysticks and game paddles.

Another consideration is that the

computer is capable of displaying the

graphic characters on the keys along

with the standard letters and symbols a

key can generate. Each key on a typical

keyboard can be used to generate an

upper- and lower-case letter, and at

least one graphic symbol. It's also con-

venient to have displayed, somewhere

on the key, all the symbols each can

produce. Not all keyboards are so

helpful, however.

Less expensive models such as the

Commodore Max and Atari 400 use

membrane keyboards, which are actu-

ally flat pieces of embossed plastic.

These are fine for occasional use, but if

you plan to write a great number of

programs yourself, then you'll defi-

nitely prefer a standard typewriter-

style keyboard.

Early Commodore PET and Texas

Instruments' TI 99/4 computers used

small, hard-to-use, calculator-style key-

boards and were roundly criticized for

them. Except for the $ 1 80 Max, all of

Commodore's computers now use full-

size standard keyboards. In 1981, TI

also changed its keyboard, but didn't

quite go all the way. The 99/ 4A has

what appears to be a standard key-

board, but it's actually too small by

about four inches and remains difficult

to use, especially if you touch type.

Try out the keyboard of any compu-
ter you're thinking of buying, and be

"-..many of the

sounds used in the

movie "TRON"
were created with

Atari 800 and
Apple II computer...

//

sure you're comfortable with it. The

IBM PC computer uses a detachable

keyboard that contains over 100 keys.

Some people consider it one of the

best on the market, others dislike

the audible "click" a key makes each

time it's pressed and the location of the

left shift key (one key over from where

it is on a typewriter).

ROM Cartridge Options—Compu-
ters such as the Radio Shack Color

Computer, the TI 99/4A, the Com-
modore VIC and Model 64, the Atari

800/400 and the Exidy Sorcerer have

provisions for using ROM cartridges

much like the ones used in many video

games. When you want to play a dif-

ferent game, just plug in another car-

tridge and you're set. It's convenient,

relatively foolproof and fairly reliable.

If you plan to frequently use your

computer to play games, you'll proba-

bly prefer a model that is capable of

playing ROM cartridges. In addition,

some business programs have even

appeared recently in this format,

which can save you time compared to

those on diskette or cassette, while also

being less fragile in use.

Storage Options— Every computer

now sold for the home can use cassette

tapes to store programs and data. (The

tape recorder itself, however, will usu-

ally cost you extra.) Should you be

content with the slower, less reliable,

harder-to use cassette method? Or
should you spend $500 to $1000 more

and buy a disk-drive system?

Well, if your primary use will be for

electronic games and as a means for

learning computer basics, a cassette

system will be enough. However, any

envisioned professional and /or busi-

ness applications as well as plans to do

a great deal of programming yourself,

should sway you to get at least one disk

drive, if you can easily afford the extra

cost. And once you've taken the first

step, realize that two are even better.

A suggestion is that you may want

to start out with cassette storage only

and then add disk drives later. Fortu-

nately, drives added after the first one

usually cost less since the same I/O

circuits that run one, also accommo-
date two, three, or even four drives.

Be prepared that if you mention

you're thinking of business applica-

tions, a salesperson may try to sell you

a hard disk. These store data on a

spinning platter of solid metal, which

are fast, reliable, and generally cost

$2000 to $5000. Hard disks store from

5 million characters to more than 25

million, which may be more than you'll

ever need. However, be aware that

they do exist and might be an option

sometime in the future.

You may even want to buy two

computers, one for home and video-

game use and another specifically for

business applications. The floppy disk

systems currently available can store

between 90.000 characters and 1 ,200,000

characters on each diskette. In today's

market, a system that can store only

90,000 characters on a diskette is out-

moded. When diskettes cost you be-

tween $2.50 and $8.00 each, you'll

want to be able to store as much as

reliably possible on each.

Most computers in the range we are

discussing use 5Vi inch diskettes, while

a few may give you a choice between
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5Va inch and 8 inch disk drives. (In

addition, some new sizes such as 3Va

inch may be available soon.) If you

plan to buy programs on diskette from

commercial sources, it's generally best

to select the most popular drive system

and size on the computer you're con-

sidering. That's 5Va inch in most cases.

What About a Printer— If you plan

to use the computer for writing term

papers, a club newsletter, or your gen-

eral correspondence, a printer is abso-

lutely necessary. Writing programs

also calls for a printer since it's easier

to find mistakes and make corrections

if you have a printed copy of your

program to examine. But many home,

educational and game programs don't

require a printer for operation.

Should you decide your interests

call for a printer, you'll have a wide

selection to choose from. There are

well over a hundred models available,

at prices that begin at around $200 and

go up to $5000. Three factors generally

differentiate printers: speed, quality of

print and the ability to print graphics

as well as letters and numbers. Speed is

usually figured in characters per sec-

ond, or CPS. Slow printers are very

slow, around 12 CPS, while more

expensive models can put characters

on paper at rates above 200 CPS.

That's more than two lines of print

every second.

There's no standard measure of

print quality, but two terms are cur-

rently in vogue: letter quality and cor-

respondence quality. A "letter quality"

printer produces output that looks as

good as that of the typical office

typewriter. Few in the under $1000

range can legitimately make this claim,

although the TP-1 from Smith Corona

can and does (it lists for around $850).

The TP-1 gives you high quality at 13

CPS. Letter-quality printers from

Qume, Diablo, and NEC are faster (25

to 35 CPS) but cost between $ 1 700 and

$3000.

Manufacturers often state their

printers are correspondence quality if

they're better than average but not let-

ter quality. Increasingly, however,

models are labeled correspondence

quality whether they're above average

or not. Most in this category create

characters with patterns of dots. Many
bills and lots of junk mail letters are

printed using dot-matrix technology.

Some of the better dot-matrix printers

approach letter quality; the poorest of

this group produces barely legible

print, while being generally faster than

other types. Some models can print on

paper virtually anything your compu-
ter can display on your screen. This

feature, however, is usually specific to

a particular computer. A printer that

prints Radio Shack graphics won't

necessarily produce Apple graphics.

Determine how you'll use your prin-

ter and select a model that matches

your intended applications. One strong

recommendation, however, is that you

avoid printers- using special thermal or

metallic paper. Whatever model you

do select, it should use regular paper

(either single sheets or continuous form

paper that tears apart at the perfora-

tion). Special paper is often hard to

find and usually more expensive.

Software: The Big Question—This

final feature may well be the most

important one. If a computer is popu-

lar, many programmers write pro-

grams for it, and you thus have hun-

dreds, even thousands, to choose from

Less popular models don't attract the

interest of independent companies and

you may be able to select from only a

few programs. The APF Imagination

Machine and the Exidy Sorcerer com-

puters are examples of relatively good

computers that never caught on. It's

quite difficult to find programs for

them today.

Although the Apple II computer is

relatively outmoded technologically,

there are several thousand programs

available for it. That facet contributes

mightily to its continued popularity

even though there are several new

computers that do more and cost less.

The new models, however, haven't yet

built up their software inventory. You
may, in fact, be faced with the choice

of an older model with lots of software

or a newer model that has more sophis-

ticated graphics and sound features

but currently lacks software. If the

programs for an older model meet

your needs, consider sticking with an

established model. If the improvements

in new models seem worth the risk of

waiting for programs to come, or if

you plan to write programs yourself,

you can safely consider one of the

newer computers. In any case,

Happy Computing! •
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The almost endless

rusade for computer

literacy^

By Anton Braun Quist

atch out— microzealots

are loose in the land, pro-

moting "computer liter-

acy." If they catch you.

you'll have to swear you're not afraid

of computers, and that you really wish

you knew more about how they work.

You won't be able to bluff your way,

because there's a test that needs to be

passed. Only then will you be on your

own. although always watched, while

the next victims are sought to face

their own test of fire.

Every sign of reluctance to embrace

computers is interpreted by those who

have been won over, as an expression

of fear—at best— but in hard cases as a

loutish and immoral lack of self-dis-

cipline. It's enough to make one run to

an est seminar or try to do yet another

remake of "Invasion of the Body

Snatchers."

Statistics produced by an informal

survey showed that when captives of

the computer zealots were gi\

choice between becoming "computer

.l>

J*
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literate" and eating worms, some 80

percent chose to eat the worms.

The matter is somewhat complicated

by the inability of the zealots to settle

on a definition or test for "computer

literacy." One school holds that mere

tolerance of a small computer in action,

in the same room with you, demon-
strates a sufficient "loss of apprehen-

sion" that qualifies you for release.

Another insists.you be able to answer

idiotic questions the machine puts to

you such as "How much memory will

you require?" in the course of pro-

gramming. You must also demonstrate

good humor when you inadvertently

omit the space that belongs before the

backward slash after the asterisk in the

age. "Use this in plain English!" "No
more computerese!"

Well, admittedly, the computer

shows you something like plain Eng-

lish on its little screen. You are pre-

sented with a "menu," a list of things

you might want the machine to do. if

you knew what they were.

1. "Text Editor"

2. "Matrix Inversion"

3. "Play Snout"

4. "Recipe Recap"

5. "SHOW EMPLISTB"
6. "Help"

"Please enter the selected number on

the keyboard."

Oh?

The machine can display plain lan-

...most captives

of the
microzealots
successfully

contrive their

escape. .

."

password, and the machine spits in

your eye.

As ever, these quarrels among the

experts are resolved by practical ac-

tion on the part of their victims. Most

captives of the microzealots success-

fully contrive their escape, eventually.

On one thing, the 80 percent who pre-

fer worms can agree:

COMPUTERS
ARE NOT LITERATE.
AND THEY SHOULD BE

Computers are supposed to be use-

ful to people, aren't they? At least we

are led to believe that this is the case.

They should play games, answer ques-

tions, put things in order, make fore-

casts, tell you about the mistakes you

made in your checkbook, type letters

and make life easier in many little ways.

... all in plain English. That's what

every manufacturer claims these days

for his whizbang applications pack-

guage, any that its programmer wanted

you to see, but you are compelled to

say what you mean with a tiny vocabu-

lary of words, phrases, numbers and

odd symbols under an extraordinarily

rigid set of rules.

It's like trying to talk with a novice

spy from Minsk, newly arrived in

Grand Island, Nebraska, seeking infor-

mation about neighborhood Minute-

man silos. He's been trained to speak a

handful of useful phrases in English

. . . things that let him blend incon-

spicuously into the scene at the Ameri-

kanski drive-in.

He smoothly uses his good lines:

"Can I having hamburger with

fried french?"

"How many of automobiles are

passing by daily?"

"Please, the room of gentlemen?"

"Where is tramcar to Lincoln?"

If you respond with a satisfactory

answer to one of these utterances, he

gives you another programmed phrase

If you ask him a question that he's not

specifically prepared for. he tries some-

thing else from his list of programmed
phrases. If all fails, he clams up. while

you ponder the difficulty of communi-
cating with this curious stranger.

Even so, they train them far better in

Minsk than they do at the computer

factory. This fellow in the natty up-

holstery-fabric suit will at least try to

make sense of what you say. If you

observe that a bus is leaving for Lin-

coln within the hour, he has a pretty

good chance of connecting your re-

mark with his question about the

tramcar and then asking how to get to

the passenger kiosk. He tries.

The computers don't try.

If you say: "What do you mean by

EMPLISTER or whatever that was?"

the machine will probably show: "IN-

VALID ENTRY" and just stare at

you. It doesn't try.

If you say "Help what?"—it won't

help.

You'd better figure out exactly what

it wants to hear, and deliver the right

stuff, buster, or you'll get INVALID
ENTRY until Hell freezes over.

If the programmer hasn't anticipa-

ted your needs, habits, or manner of

expression, you're out of luck. The

machine is complacently inflexible.

It's a narrow-minded, fat-headed bu-

reaucrat of the type who inflames

entire populations to revolt.

Of course, if you spend a couple of

years studying Russian, you can chat

handily with the chap in the Grand
Island malt shop. If you spend a cou-

ple of years struggling with BASIC, or

some other crabbed and clumsy com-

puter code, you may be able to catch

the computer off guard and persuade it

to do something useful. You will be

truly computer literate, but after beat-

ing your brains out. you'll still be

doing exactly what the machine wants.

The little microcomputer is a gen-

eral-purpose machine, capable of doing

many wonderful things. However, it's

about as flexible as a block of iron,

which can also, with sufficient effort,

be transformed into many wonderful

things. You have to be as flexible as a

snake and as crafty as a weasel to make
the machine do anything you want.
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You musi also be as patient as the

Sphinx, because it never wises up. No
matter what, the computer will remain

obdurately illiterate.

It's a shame because if the zealots

concentrated on improving the char-

acter of the computer, perhaps prog-

ress would be hastened.

"But aren't we making dramatic-

progress already? Aren't we marching

the kids offto computer camps, crank-

ing everybody through BASIC courses

in grammar school, training everybody

to repel invaders from space?"

Well, yes and no. An educator com-
mented at a meeting recently that his

group was starting systematic research

to find out why some children jump at

the chance to learn programming, and

others avoid it. Indeed, the 20 percent

number was his. And while far larger

percentages of children would rather

fool with a computer than study arith-

metic or history, only about 20 percent

of those his group worked with really

seemed interested in the computer for

its own sake. These numbers may be

arguable, but the suspicion arises that

the zealots are missing something.

The unavoidable truth is that some

people enjoy working through logical

processes, and others don't. Even the

ones who don't enjoy analytical pro-

cedures may discipline themselves to

do it well, against their natural lean-

ings, with the ability to put the com-

puter to work, sufficiently rewarding

to them. Others either can't, or won't,

tolerate the process.

Apprehension aside, a significant

portion of the citizenry finds computer

procedures distasteful. The cost of

using a computer is too high if you

have to learn BASIC or pay for a

canned package that forces you to

express yourself only in babytalk. At

the moment, all systems are concen-

trated at the analytical end of the spec-

trum. Those who enjoy BASIC and its

siblings can have a ball, but what

about the rest of us?

Perhaps intuitive people will never

be able to deal directly with compu-
ters, and will always have to settle for

giving babytalk responses to applica-

tions programs. This won't make the

use ofcomputers any less valid, but it's

not the message the zealots are deliver-

ing. They simply ignore the view that

people are not all alike. Instead, their

plan is to force everybody to love

computers the same way they do.

There's been talk about "natural-

language programming," which seems

to boil down to the application of

scores of thousands of rules of gram-

mar to every string of words that the

user tries to feed the computer. The

intent may be noble, but in practice it

doesn't necessarily work. If you inad-

vertently use language that hasn't been

rigorously codified, and isn't supported

by a massive thesaurus, the computer

is still baffled.

The fervent hope is that there could

be some way to make the computer

who support and respect each other.

Each provides what the other lacks, if

both could only understand the mu-
tual needs. This would place a premium

on the ability of the computer to figure

out what is needed.

The games might all be based on the

theme "Escape From the Planet of the

Microzealots." In the story, one micro-

zealot would discover that the captives

in his charge are not merely lazy dumb-
bells, but in fact have some redeeming

intelligence. At great personal risk,

this good microzealot would divert

some of his energy to improving the

character of the computer, instead of

improving the character of the captive.

The captive, given the power of this

".
. .their plan
is to force

everybody to

love computers
the same way
they do. .

."

*>
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behave like the spy at the drive-in.

Can't the machine study in its off

hours, so that every day it comes to

work with a little more knowledge in

an attempt to help it understand what

people want from it? Somehow, the

computer must learn to read for mean-

ing, not just mechanically converting

the text to some other form.

If the computer could try just a little,

we might have something.

. . . and surely games provide the

way in. The rapid give and take of

games permits elaborate experimenta-

tion with nonfatal consequences in

the event of failure. Nobody wants to

bet his business on the judgment of an

experimental computer, but nobody

minds accidental devastation of an

occasional imaginary planet.

Some computer wizard out there

should be encouraged to develop a

class of games in which the player and

the computer work together as partners

wonderful new approach to using com-

puters, would not only escape from the

prison planet, but would also take the

good microzealot along. On some
other, better world, both the former

captive and the microzealot would

become rich and famous, spreading

their wonderful new powers among
the grateful populace.

Better still, they would return to the

Planet of the Microzealots, conquer it,

free the people from bondage, give

them the new technology and show

them how to live in tolerance and

peace within a diverse society, using

computers that will respond either to

clear instructions or ambiguous in-

structions, giving every user his due.

An improbable premise, perhaps,

but attractive to the desperate, disor-

derly half of our population hidingout

from the microzealots and wishing

desperately for literate computers.

Ooops. Here they come. Run! •
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Service Stations
Tapping into the world of tele-communications

By Merl Miller

Using a computer for com-
munications is probably its

least understood appli-

cation today; yet that use

may introduce more people to com-
puters than any other. Its impact on

our way of life may even equal that

of television or the telephone. In

the future, it might even surpass

these mediums.

We're entering an era of communi-
cation that will change not only the

way we get and use information, but

perhaps the ways we communicate

with each other as well. This new era,

in fact, has already arrived for many,

via the use of computers to check on

airline reservations, pay bills, look at

movie reviews, get detailed weather

forecasts, and display information and

ads from local or out-of-town news-

papers. In the near future, you'll be

able to go shopping by sitting down at

your computer and selecting whatever

items you want to purchase. (To a

limited extent you can currently do

this.) You'll be able to compare differ-

ent stores' prices without spending

time and money driving to each one.

There are really five different ways

you can turn the world on with your

computer: managing information, send-

ing electronic mail, obtaining con-

sumer services, getting new programs

and gaining access to large-scale com-
puting.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
With a computer, you can tap into all

types of electronic information banks

where data is sorted and stored. A
doctor can check for information on a

new disease, a stockbroker can check

, the markets and a shopper can locate a

store that sells a particular item or

brand.
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ELECTRONIC MAIL AND
ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
When you're hooked up to a commu-
nications network, you can send mes-

sages to other members of the net-

work. Each time you connect to the

service, there'll be a notice indicating

whether you have any messages. In

addition, there are a myriad of elec-

tronic bulletin boards or newsletters

which contain special types of infor-

mation. Network members, for exam-

ple, who own a particular brand of

computer may be able to read notes

giving advice that's pertinent to just

their computer.

CONSUMER SERVICES
Shopping and paying bills by com-

puter are two examples of consumer

applications. The range of services

available in most areas is still rather

limited, but future users are likely to

have their choice of many competing

systems* and services.

As an example, a system jointly

developed by Atari, CompuServe and

a cable television system called Qube

will let you access information about

the stock markets, read up-to-date

movie reviews, shop and do many
other things. All the instructions on

using the service are provided by the

cable network. This revolutionary ser-

vice, or something similar, will be

more readily available in a few years.

DOWNLOADING PROGRAMS
Some services offer computer pro-

grams to their users. If you'd like to

buy one of these programs, the service

will transmit (download
'J
the program

to your computer and bill you for its

cost at the end of the month. Once it's

safely in your computer's memory,

you can copy the program onto a

cassette tape or disk.

COMPUTING
It may seem redundant to say a com-

puter can be used for computing, but

this is a little different. One advantage

of small computers is that they can be

used by themselves (e.g., as stand-

alone systems) or as terminals on a

gigantic $5 million computer. You
may not be able to afford such a

machine, but having a small computer

in your home or office allows you to

connect to a large, mainframe com-

puter and use its computing power for

a nominal charge.

MAJOR NETWORKS
Currently there are two established,

national, general-purpose communica-

tions networks: The Source and Com-
puServe. Both can be used by anyone

with a small computer, a credit card

(so they can bill you monthly) and a

telephone. The only special equipment

you need is a device called a modem,
which allows you to connect your

computer to the telephone line and

transmit, as well as receive, informa-

tion over the phone. In most major

cities, you can reach these two net-

works by placing a local call. (If you

live in a smaller city or in a rural area

there might be an additional charge for

each minute of connect time.)

THE SOURCE
The Source originates as a service of

Source Telecomputing Corporation

(1616 Anderson Road, McLean, Vir-

ginia 22102, 703-821-6660), a subsi-

diary of Reader's Digest.

If you want to sign up with The

Source, you can do so through the

mail or at many computer stores. Sim-

ilar to cable television, there's an initial

hookup charge, of $100. After that.

The Source charges $5.75 per off-peak

hour (6 p.m.- 7 a.m. weekdays, all day



The Atari 400 telecommunications link up.

weekends and holidays) and $18 per

hour during prime time (7 am -6 p.m.

weekdays). You'll pay a minimum
monthly charge of $10 even if you

don't use the system. Calling The

Source is a local call in over 300 cities.

Few people will want every service The

Source offers, but it's nice to know
they're there. Some of the most inter-

esting services are described below:

Consumer Services— With The

Source, you can check airline sched-

ules worldwide and make hotel, car-

rental and airline reservations. There's

a classified-ad bulletin board where

you can check for bargains across the

country (or sell a bargain yourself)- In

addition, there's a discount buying

service: you select the brand-name

products from the service, place your

order and pay with your credit card.

The Source even has a real-estate ser-

vice that helps you buy or sell a house.

Computing Services—The Source

allows you to write and run programs

of your own or run canned programs

available on the system. These pro-

grams include games; business soft-

ware, such as accounts payable; and

software for special applications, such

as statistical analysis of large amounts

of data. You can't buy these programs

or run them at all without being con-

nected to The Source. In essence

you're renting them from The Source

each time you want to use them.

Data Bases—A data base is an organ-

ized collection of information on a

particular subject. You have access to

a large number of data bases on The

Source, such as the news articles of

United Press International. For in-

stance, you can have all UPTs news

reports scroll by on your screen as you

scan them. Or you can search the UPI
data base for just those stories you

want to read. If you'd like to find out

about the latest crisis, you can do so

simply, and all the recent stories filed

with UPI about that situation will be

displayed. It's easy to get in-depth

reports on any subject you're inter-

ested in. at any hour you want it. The
UPI data base is only one of many The

Source offers. Learning to use them

effectively may take some effort, but it

will quickly prove worthwhile.

Electronic Mail—To send a mes-

sage to another Source subscriber,

you enter and flag it for that person

and then store it in the memory of The
Source's computers. The next time

that subscriber signs on. The Source

will indicate that a message is waiting.

It's even possible to call a toll-free

number and dictate a letter over the

phone, which is put in the electronic-

mail file.

COMPUSERVE
The Source's major competitor is

CompuServe Information Service,

originally known as MicroNET. The

two share many similarities but do

have some differences. CompuServe

isn't available during normal working

hours because the company that runs

it uses its computers to service com-

mercial customers during that time.

The connect call is local in 260 cities.

CompuServe offers services similar

to those of The Source. Instead of

UPI, CompuServe uses the Associated

Press news wire (as well as the New
York Times service). CompuServe

also offers information on topics as

diverse as home repair, personal health

and recipes. Like The Source, it has

book and movie reviews available, as

well as a sports-information service.

There's even a file of computer art that

can be copied on your printer.

Again like The Source. CompuServe
has a number of financial data bases

that you can use to investigate and

track the stock and commodities

markets. The CompuServe package

can be conveniently purchased at many
Radio Shack stores or from Compu-
Serve (5000 Arlington Centre Boule-

vard, Columbus, Ohio 43220, 614-

457-8600). •
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The KALEIDO program generates an endless variety of shapes and patterns.

Software Sights
A brief overview of computer programs

By Jerry Willis and Merl Miller

For Ihe beginner, computers of-

ten appear just short of magi-

cal. Even with their covers off.

computers give few hints of

how they operate. There are no gears

turning, no dials revealing tell-tale

signs of activity and, if computer ma-

chinery seems mysterious, the software

is equally enigmatic. Currently, there

are thousands of programs available,

on a variety of subjects, but all you

have to do is pop a cartridge into your

computer to be off and running.

Before looking at specific categories

and titles of computer programs, it's

important to understand the basic

functions a system can perform, no

matter what your needs might be.

Admittedly, the main attraction today

seems to be for entertainment, whether

it's composing music, drawing color

pictures, or playing games. This latter

group has gained the most attention

and popularity, while, not so surpris-
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ingly. affording the greatest number of

choices in terms of programs.

You will typically need to hook up

joysticks or game paddles, rather than

using the computer's keyboard. How-
ever, once this is done, you will find an

array that includes action-oriented

games which borrow heavily from the

themes found in arcade video machines,

plus strategy games, where the focus is

on thinking skills and the ability to

logically solve problems. Examples of

the latterare Deadline (Infocom), where

players are detectives investigating a

murder which must be solved within

twelve hours, and Eastern Front ( Atari)

where players are in command of an

army during World War II. Other re-

creational game programs include sim-

ulations of competitive team sports

such as football, baseball and basket-

ball, as well as those classic board

games—chess and checkers, which also

have found a new home in the

computer age.

Personal development programs are

another broad grouping where you

might be able to learn a foreign lan-

guage, or how to type, as well as a

range of other educational subjects

including mathematics, and science.

Although many of these programs are

geared to children, there is ample

opportunity for adults to broaden their

knowledge and skills as well.

Personal finance and record keep-

ing programs can both aid and teach

users how to budget expenses, balance

checkbooks, better understand invest-

ment options and evaluate potential

returns as well as organize tax records.

One program. Stock Charting (Atari),

can help you keep track of a given

stock's performance for a period of

days, weeks, months, or even years,

retailing the stocks price variations,

the numbers of shares traded, high

low prices, etc.



An example of the Apple computer's excellent graphics

GETTING SPECIFIC
Within each category of programs

there are numerous options to choose

from, although one consideration will

have to be the computer you now own,

or are contemplating buying in the

future. The reason behind this is that

not every title is available for every

computer type. Some will have many
more compatible programs than others.

You will have to decide what your

needs and wants are and whether a

given computer model suits them.

The following is a brief listing of

programs available within each ca-

tegory:

PERSONAL
Lunar Lander (Interactive Micro-

wave) puts you in orbit over the moon.

Your mission is to try to land, which

takes skill as well as practice.

Sargon: A Computer Chess Pro-

gram (Hayden) lets you play either

black or white. You can play against

the computer or set up chess problems

and watch them get solved. Whatever

your decision, the computer will dis-

play a chess board on the monitor and.

show movement of the pieces as play

proceeds.

Three Mile Island (Muse Software)

is a realistic simulation of a pressur-

ized nuclear reactor. Hopefully, you

can be more successful than the pro-

gram's namesake by learning how to

operate a reactor and study safety

factors.

Kaleido ( Dilithium Software) is a

program which creates a series of

kaleidoscope-like designs with each

one overlapping the next.

Market (Creative Computing Soft-

ware) is a two-player game where you

and an opponent are both manufac-

turers of racing bicycles. The program

sets up all production and variable

costs, then assigns initial values for

inventory, cash on hand and total

assets. The task is to make the right

marketing decisions, with the program

telling you how you've done at the end

of each quarter.

Microcomputer Flight Simulator

(Dynacomp) isn't really a game, but

rather a realistic simulation that lets

you take off, fly, navigate, and land an

airplane.

EDUCATIONAL
Micro-Deutsch (Krell Software)

gives you the chance to learn German.

The 24 grammar lessons use substitu-

tion transformation drills, item order-

ing, translations and verb drills.

SpeedRead (Optimized Systems

Software) is a speed reading tutor

which will train your eyes and mind to

function together by recognizing

phrases and columns as well as exercis-

ing your peripheral vision.

Calorie Counter (Ohio Scientific)
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considers your height, weight, sex and

age. and then estimates your metabo-

lism. Next, by evaluating your activity

levels, the computer estimates your

average caloric requirement.

Early Learning Fun (Texas Instru-

ments) uses color graphics and sound

on a TI computer to teach preschool

children shape, number, and letter

recognition as well as counting, sort-

ing, and the alphabet.

Map Reading (Micro Power and

Light Company) is another child-

oriented learning program that is also

useful for adults. It teaches basic map
reading skills using the color graphics

features of the Apple II computer.

BUSINESS AND FINANCE
VisiCalc (VisiCorp) is an extremely

popular program that lets you create

an electronic spread sheet, which al-

lows for financial analysis, sales pro-

jections, expense accounts and portfo-

lio management.

Dow Jones Series Portfolio Evalua-

tor (Apple) allows you to store, mod-

The Visicalc program for the Apple II projects vivid graphs for financial analysis

ify. and update approximately 100 Software) gives you an opportunity to

individual portfolios of up to 50 stocks, determine if you can make money by

It also includes a terminal program investing in real estate. The package

that lets you access the Dow Jones consists of six programs: Landarea.

News/ Retrieval System. Payment, Sellwhen, Taxgains, Cash-

Real Estate Package (Dilithium flow, and Whichdeal. •

SCRAM is a nuclear power plant simulation
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At last... a computer word game that

entertains, challenges, educates!

Pandemonium is thoroughly fascinat-

ing, stimulating, and highly addictive.

Features include a built-in 6000 word
dictionary, scoring display and a

player selectable clock.

Play it alonel Play it with your kids!

Play it at a party!

The word is out. . . Pandemonium is in.

Available now for only $39.95 at

computer stores.

To order by phone, call 800-526-9042

and use your Visa or MasterCard. All

shipments made the same day in

which orders are received. To order

by mail, add $1 for shipping charges

and send your check to:

(MiPEmomum

4 *

OMSOJ Of OfCtSON SvsrfMS iNC

200 Route 17. Matiwah, NJ 07430.
TRS-80 MOD 1/ 111 48K TRS DOS

TRS-80'* Radio Shack/Tandy Corp.

48K Apple II, Applesoft In ROM. 3.3 DOS
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Co.

OUR SOFTWARE IS UNPROTECTED PERMITTING CONVENIENT BACK-UP.
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By David Smith

I henever I read that a new wave of tech-

I nology is about to sweep us away, I

1 III think back reflexively to the primitive

^ ^ ^r 10-inch RCA television set my grand-

parents brought to their Bronx apartment in the

late 1940s. Radio reigned supreme then, and tele-

vision was just a curious gadget that had been

trotted out at the 1939 World's Fair. So, like a

mechanical E.T., this tiny box caused quite a stir

in the neighborhood. On a typical Tuesday even-

ing, a dozen neighbors would pile into the living

room to watch a luny Milton Berle mug, dance,

and wisecrack his way across the TV screen.

Sometimes the damn set would go on the blink,

and they'd have to shake it to get the picture right.

But when Uncle Miltie unloaded a punchline and

turned them into a collective jelly of laughter, they

knew they had a good thing. Real live vaudeville

at home. That you could see!

Back then, the TV-set carried a narrow range of

programming for only a few hours a night. But

once ensconced in the living room, the little
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mechanical creature developed a vora-

cious appetite for more turf and soon

began enrapturing entire families for

all hours of the day and night. In the

next few decades, it would become the

hub of the domestic universe.

So here we are some 35 years later,

and that little innocent creature has

finally taken over. People are hooking

up stereos to it, making phone calls on

it. computing on it, showing electronic

photo albums on it. video taping on it.

And we're told by the prophets of

technology that we'll soon shop, bank

and read our newspapers on it, and use

it to communicate with other homes

and other people. It's called interactive

television. All of these things are al-

ready possible— indeed, already hap-

pening, just not on a large scale. Per-

haps it will never get off the ground,

but if it does it will revolutionize the

American home.

But amid the thicket of the different

technologies and services competing in

this area is a serious marketing prob-

lem: how to prepare the consumer for

the interactive age. Establishing such a

presence in the home is a sensitive mat-

ter. This is where video games enter the

picture. Several entrepreneurs and cor-

porate executives perceive them as a

tool that will chip away at the barriers.

This has been at least part of the

thinking behind the effort to wed video

games and cable television, and pro-

duce an embryonic form of two-way

television. Two ventures, PlayCable

and The Games Network, are already

in operation. Using local cable TV sys-

tems to bring video games into the

home, these systems require no car-

tridges, offer a revolving list of 20

games for a monthly fee and utilize a

microprocessor that hooks up to the

TV. PlayCable. a joint venture between

Mattel and General Instrument Corp..

offers lntellivision games and an adap-

ter that hooks into the lntellivision

hardware (which the subscriber must

buy); the Games Network package

includes an assortment of programs it

has licensed from the major software

houses, plus a 64K. Wizard I compo-
nent. You call up games on these sys-

tems just as you would retrieve a file

from a computer directory. They both,

more or less, operate on the same eco-

nomic hope: that each will save you the

S30 you normally pay for one cartridge

by satisfying your video game appetite.

The Games Network's co-founders Thorn Keith

and Larry Dunlap see video games as their

meal-ticket. "We're laying the groundwork
for the interactive age," says Keith.

Once over that barrier, the road will

have been paved for the interactive

age.

Right now it's tough to find a Wall

Street analyst willing to predict the

future of these ventures. PlayCable

has been in operation for only two

years, and The Games Network is just

starting a test run on the West Coast.

"A million things can happen between

now and then." says one analyst about

PlayCable's goal for a million sub-

scribers by 1985. "The concept is in its

infancy. But it has exciting and far-

reaching implications."

While most analysts concede the

technology has potential, some have

their doubts, particularly over cable

systems' struggle to establish them-

selves and pay off the huge costs of

development. "I tend to see cable as

being involved with slightly different

material than games," says Barbara

Isgur, an analyst at Paine Webber.

"Cable is still searching for the best

mix of entertainment to offer. I'm not

sure that games fit in as the most likely

to succeed."

But the marriage is at least interest-

ing to look at— if only because it will

help test the diversity of cable pro-

gramming and give us a hint at how
home video games will be played in the

next decade or so. Conceivably, as

more cable systems become wired for

interactivity you will be able to play a

game simultaneously with someone in

another part of the country. Mean-

while, this concept could give ailing

cable operators a boost. In a nation-

wide study. Cable Marketing Systems

of Columbus. Ohio, found that at least

one-third of cable subscribers would

like video games offered on their cable

systems. And, in a survey of non-

subscribers, it concluded that the intro-

duction of a games channel would

increase cable operators' subscriber

lists by nine percent.

To Myron Leff. a Cable Marketing

vice-president, video games are an

excellent way to lure computer tech-

nology into the American home. "It's a

nice way in." he says. "It gets people

accustomed to working with a key-

board and joystick. And once you're
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in, you don't have to enter the home
again. It's just a matter of adding to

what's already there.

"It's not the only way to do it, " Leff

adds. "It's just one of the better ways."

7
hat. of course, is the hope of

The Games Network (TGN)

of Los Angeles, one of Cable

Marketing's clients. A joint

venture between International Cable

Casting Companies Inc. (ICCI) and

Westwood Corp.. a Salt Lake City

investment banking firm. TGN is pre-

sently being tested in about 95 homes

on the Group W system in Fullerton.

Calif. Larry Dunlap, who founded

ICCI with long-time cable TV main-

stay Thorn Keith, says the network has

already lined up agreements with about

40 cable operators around the country.

TGN's goal is to capture five to 10

percent of the nation's cable sub-

scribers.

In the meantime. TGN executives

say they may be in a position to add

financial muscle. They say they've al-

ready met with representatives of Time

Inc., Warner Communications, and

several movie studios. "Eventually,

boasts Dunlap. "we will be positioned

to install a brain in the home."—a cen-

tral computer that not only links up

with two-way cable but interfaces with

devices in the home" Dunlap calls this

"the automated home."

But this is heady talk for an opera-

tion just getting off the ground. TGN
first has to prove to wary cable opera-

tors, who are reluctant to surrender

one of their few channels, that its pro-

duct can really attract subscribers

—

the bottom line in the cable TV busi-

ness. The venture's success will depend

largely on the popularity of its game

library. For $14 a month and a S50 fee

for installing the Wizard I computer

and button controller, a subscriber

will receive 20 games, including Sen-

tient's Congo and Gold Rush. Data-

most's Swashbuckler, On-line's Crib-

bage. ISDI's Juggler and Broderbund's

Apple Panic and Labyrinth. TGN is

also looking into games that take

months to play and at others that have

a realistic, cinematic effect, like Aztec,

in which an Indiana Jones-type charac-

ter descends into a dungeon to retrieve

a priceless idol. About 25 percent of

the selection will be educational.

Jim Summers, director of program-

ming acquisitions, reports that TGN
has already signed license agreements

with at least 80 percent of the major

software companies. "It's like we're the

first radio station and all the compan-

Despite slow-moving sales and equipment
problems, PlayCable's Jim Wiesenberg and
Gary Smith are optimistic. Mattel's rebate

offer for Intellivision is the reason why.

ies are sending us records," Summer
says. "We get to pick the cream of the

crop."

Keith is especially interested in

creating a "true family experience."

not in recreating an arcade in the

home. He says it is more important for

the games and microprocessor to be

compatible with the home environ-

ment, and perhaps have a softer edge.

"We want to be careful to measure the

impact on the family." Keith com-

ments. "Some of the games we intend

to offer are learning tools in econom-

ics, math, physics and language. It will

be an enjoyable kind of learning expe-

rience. We want to give audiences

more control over entertainment."

Also in the works is something called

The Fantasy Channel, which will allow

you to choose from a variety of plot

lines in a movie or a play. A one-hour

murder mystery with 10 characters

would consist of 10 hours of produc-

tion for each character from a variety

of perspectives. It's up to you to decide

what happens next. Keith concedes

this is a year or two away.

Dunlap and Keith, the two founders

of ICCI. met back in the early days of

cable TV in the mid-'60s. Dunlap. a

game enthusiast born and raised in

Indiana ("Where there's not much else

to do but play games."), owned a

recording studio at the time. Keith,

perhaps the first person to produce

programming specifically for cable

(Some people at TGN have billed him

as "The Father of Cable." But as one

cable operator notes. "Cable is a child

that has a hundred fathers."), was

operating two southern California

cable stations. He later became a spe-

cial consultant to Congressmen and

Senators who were drafting legislation

critical for the future of the cable

industry. The idea for TGN came up

just over a year ago. "Actually," says

Dunlap. "the technology existed for

some time. The thing that's new is the

concept."

"We're laying the groundwork for

the interactive age," adds Keith. "Any
interactive communication can be ac-

complished through our technology."

The memory-packed Wizard I is

their pride and joy. It's connected to

two head-end mini-computers in

TGN's Los Angeles headquarters and

is fully equipped for two-way com-

munication on compatible cable sys-
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TGN is offering the 64K Wizard I microprocessor (left) and an assortment oflicensed computergamesfor $l4amon th, plus a

$50 installation charge. For $12 a month. PlayCablegives you 20 Intellivision games, but no Intellivision.

terns. Capable of high resolution (280

x 192) graphics and complex sound

effects, the Wizard comes with a con-

trol box that consists of 10 touch-

sensitive keys, two sets of four-way

directional buttons, and a fire button.

Joysticks don't come with the pack-

age, but can be added as can other

accessories. "It's an expandable de-

vice," says Dunlap. "It's up to the sub-

scriber what to add on . . . keyboards,

disc drives, printers. You can build an

entire home computer environment

around it.

"What we will see," he continues, "is

a central brain interfacing with mechan-

ical devices that will take some of the

drudgery out of people's homes. A
computer is a freeing device and an

environmental manipulator, not an

environment manipulating you."

He likes to give Betty Crocker as

an example. There's a software pro-

gram for a Betty Crocker cookbook,

and it prints out a shopping list of

things to buy for a particular recipe

and tells you what will complement a

main course. It lets you know how
much to buy if, for example, eight

people are coming for dinner.

Computerized cooking in the home?
"I'm not saying cooking should be

done by robots," says Dunlap. "But it's

nice for American housewives to have

a choice. If the brain can sit there and

print out the shopping list, then ac-

complishing it (the cooking itself) is

only one step away."

f~| am sitting on a stool in the base-

I ment of a two-and-a-half story

I brick house on a tree-lined street in

J Bloomfield, New Jersey. In the dis-

tance, you can hear the loudspeaker

blaring from a band competition in the

high school stadium a few blocks away.

The wood-panelled basement is warm
and cozy. In front of me. beneath a

long, mock-mural Schlitz light is a TV
set. Connected to the set is an Intellivi-

sion master component, accompanied

by a grey General Instrument adapter

for PlayCable. Beside me is Paul Spy-

chala and his friend Debbie Lynch.

We're watching Paul play a fierce

game of Space Hawk.
"It relaxes me to come home at night

and play this for awhile," says Paul, as

he shoots down some menacing figures.

"Yeah," Debbie laughs. "You have

to watch out. He'll get into a game and

never stop, and it will be hard to drag

him away."

Paul. 25. is a good person to talk to

about new video technology. As the

assistant sports director at Suburban

Cablevision, the local cable system, he

is at a key spot in the cable revolution

sweeping America. He does almost

everything: play-by-play, graphics,

sound, mediates debates between local

politicians, serves as the moderator on

Challenge, a local brain competition

between high school students modeled

after the old College Bowl. He says he

plays PlayCable for four half-hour

sessions a week.

"It's good." he says. "You can try

out games like Football, and if you like

it you can buy the cartridge. It's better

than spending money for one and find-

ing out you don't like it. When you buy

cartridges you find that some of the

games you thought were great are not

so great."

At a cable TV convention in June,

1981, PlayCable proudly trumpeted

the promotion: "Today, PlayCable

introduces your subscribers to the

exciting world of interactive cable with

the fun of their favorite games. But the

games are only the beginning." Unfor-

tunately, for PlayCable. the beginning

has been rougher than expected.

Launched just after Mattel came on

the TV-game scene with Intellivision

in 1980, PlayCable has been plagued

by equipment problems and slow-

moving sales—primarily due to the

$200 or so price tag on the Intellivision

unit that is needed to operate the sys-

tem. Two years after it began, Play-

Cable is on only 15 cable systems.

Recently, the company decided to put

on hold plans for expanding into other

markets; instead, it will concentrate

solely on boosting penetration where it

already is.

Some analysts and cable operators

think PlayCable, as well as TGN. has

misjudged the nature of the video

game player. At $12 a month, the

selection of 20 games equals purchas-

ing about five cartridges a year. But

what about the games that are taken

off the service to make room for

others? It has also been said that the

menu of Intellivision games alone is

just too limited.

"I'm not a fan of PlayCable," says

Gordon Crawford, an analyst with

Capital Research in Los Angeles. "I

think it's an attractive idea, and the

cost factor makes a great deal of sense.

But I don't think that the proper con-

figuration of a system has been worked

out yet. The ultimate solution is years

ahead." He has two specific problems

with PlayCable: the microprocessor

capacity is limited compared to a home
computer, and "the public has already

( Continued on page 89)
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VIDEOMVERY
BUY 5 AND GET 5% DISCOUIMT BUY 10 AND GET 10% DISCOUNT

Atari
Master Coniotwent 139.95

ETiDeci 3995
Combat 22 95
Ait-Sea Battle 22 95
Space Wat iSAUi 12.95

Outlaw 22 95
SW Racers {SALE) 12.95

Canyon Racers ?2 95
Supet Breakout 3i 95
Defender 37 95
Warlords. .31.95
Indy 500 Iw/controllers) 39 95
SueeiRacet .12 95
Adventure 31 95
Diamonds to Oemons 26 95
Peie's Soccer [SALE! 12.95

Backgammon

.

26 95
3-OTicTacToe (SALE) 12 95
Video Olympics 22 95
Bieakoul 22 95
HOW Rim ISAIEI12 95
Basketball iSALE)12 95
Football (SALE) 1295
Human CannonOaN SALE 1 12 95
Bowling (SALE) 12.95

SkyOtvir (SALE) 12 95
Circus Atari 26 95
Suoetman 31.95

Space Invaders 31 95
Nigh! Drive. 26 95
Gofl (SALEl 12.95

Maze daze . .2695
View Checker* (SALE 1 12.95

Dodge 'em 22.95

Missile Command 31.95

OlfiellO ISALEH2 95

FojBJKDecl 37 95
Surround ISALEI1295
Game ol Concentration 2295
Codebreakei 22 96
Video Chess 2695
PacMan 37 95
Video PinMii . 3195
Asteroids .3735
Beiseih .31.95
Casino ISALE 122.95
Haunted House 2695
rats Revenue 31 95
Earmwortd(Nov) 37 95
FirenrotldlNOYl 37.95
AirwotW (Dec I 37 95
Wateiworio (Dec i 37 95
Math Grand Pil> 22 95
Stat Raiders 37 95
Hangman 2295
Brain Games ISALE) 12.95

Action Pak 49 95
Racing Pak 4995
Back to School Pak 49 95
SlreelHacer ISALE) 12.95
Baseball 37 95
Volleyball 3795
Frog Pond 37 95
Phoenn (Dec

)

37.95

Vanguard (Dec I 37.95

Raiders ol trie

Lost Ark lOec.) 37 95
Reaisooris(Dec) . 2995
inliitraie 2995

Accessories
le Slick 39.95
Driving Conirollci Pair 21 95
Paddle Connote Pair 21 96
Keyboard Controller Pan 21 95
Joystick Coniiollet Single 1095
AC Adapter 995
Switch Boi 9 95
Alan Game Program Case 995
Aian Modular Canndge

Library 14 95
A«n Game Center 3995

Home Computers
Atari 400 279 95
Alan BOO 699.95
Program Recorder 99.95
Disk Drive 499 95
40-Col Impact Printer 299 95
40 Coi Thermal Punier 299 95

BO-Col Impaci Punter 64995
Acousnc Modem 199 95
interlace Module 21995
Numerical Keypad 1 24 95
Memory Module 99 95

Education Programs
Speed Reading 74 95
Biorhythm 14 95
Conversational F lenctl 59 95
Conversational German 59 95
Conversational Italian 5995
Conversational Spanish 59 95
Energy Czar 14.95
Euro Countries* Capnals 14 95
Hangman 14 95

Imntalon 10 Programming 24 95
limit tn PiogiamminQ 2 29 95
limit to Piogrammmg 3 29 95
Juggles House 10a
Juggles Rainbow i.&.a

Kingdom 14.95

Music Composei 39 95
My First Alphabet 34 95
Scram 24 95
States & Capitals 14 95
Touch Typing 24.95

General Programs
wwo Processor 149.95

Bond Analysis 24 95
The Bookkeeper 14995
Graph It . 19.95

The Home Filing Manager 49.95

Milling List ... 24 95
Mortgages LoanAnalysis 19 95

Personal Fin Management t Da
Siaii5tics 1 19.95

Slock Analysis .24 95
Slock Charlinrj 2995
Telelinkl 2995
icieimkii . 1 Da
Cubbyholes 22 95
Lettetman 22 95
Mapware 22 95
Number Blast 15.95

Siarviate 22.95
Video Main Flashcards 1595
Mordmki 1 ?2 95
Bowlers Database .1595
DataManagement Sysiem 22 95
Family Budge) 22 95
Family Cash Flow 22 95
Family Vehicle Maim 22 96
Recipe Search n' Save 22 95
Weekly Planner 22 95
Advanced Music System 2995
Banner Generator 1595
Keyboard Otgan 22 95

Kitsand Assortments
The Educator Kit 174 65
The Programmer Kit .81.85

The Communicate" Kit -149 65
The Entertainer Kn . . 101 75
The Home Manager Kit tba
Tnc Bookkeepei Kn 274.90
Personal InieiestAsmt 1022 30
Educalrjt Assortment 1235 75
Fntertainmeiit Asmt 115230

Entertainment
Programs

Asuotegy ...22,95

Altai*' 22.95
Avaiancne 22 95
Babel 2295
Black|ack Casino 1595
Blockbuster 1595
Dog Daw 22 95
Domination 2295
DowntWI 2295
EasiernFiont 11941) 2995
Giaprncs'Sound Demo 1595
Outlaw/HdwiUet 22.95
Reversi 11 22 95
Salmon Run 22 95
Seven Card Stud 15 95
Solitaire 1595
747 Landing Simulator

.

2295
Asteroids 34.95

Basketball 34 95
Blackiack 1495
Caverns 0' Mais 39 95
Centipede 44 95

Compuiei Chess 34 95
Missile Command 34 95
PacMan 44 95
Space invaders 34 95
Star Raiders 44 95
Super Bieakoui 34.95
3DTic-TacToe 34 95
Video Easel 34 95

Programming
Assemble! Editor 59.95
Basic 59.95
Macro Assembler and

PiOflfam-Tent Editor 89 95
Microsoft Basic 89.95
Home Pilot Package 79.95
Educatoi5'PilotPackagel2995

Basic Cross Reference 15.95

Chameleon . . .22.96
Disk Fnei

. .. .22.95

Diskette Librarian 22 95
EnenoedFrg-Forth 3995
insomnia 2295
instedil 22 9b
Basic Piog Compressor 15 95
Suoerson 22 95
T den Dispiavi 22 95
TentEdilor 3995

Ultimate Renumbei 22 95 Lock n' Chase 3995
Utility Oisk. 4995 Card Fun 2095
Word Processor 49 95 Las Vegas Pokei &

Black Jack 1599

Activision
Maior League Baseball

Roulette

. 2999
32 95

Dragster

Boms
2395
2395 Handheld?

Cbeckets .

.

2395 Dungeons and Dragons 24 95

Pittaii 31 95 Armor Battle .... .34 95

Magamania

Fishing Derby

Skiing

Bridge

Tennis

3195
2395
2395

Space Battle

Formula fiacet

Long Bomb Football

.

34 95
34 95
2995

32 95
Compelition Foolball 22 95

23 95
World Champ Foolball 7995

Laser Blast 2395 Work) Champ Baseball 7995

F leeway

Kaboom
2395 Compuier Chess 129 95

2395 Compuiei Backgammon 9995

Stampede
ice Hockey

23 95
3295

Synsontcs Drums

.

Diet Trac

14995
5995

Bamsiorming

Gram) Pn«

Choooei Command

33 95
33 95
3395 Odyssey

Staimastei 3395 Master Component 139 95

Voce Module 8995

WE SPECIALIZE
Sid the Spellbinder (Voce) 4995
Numbers and Nimble Ned

IN CANADIAN. (Vow) 4995

APO, AND FPO
Type and Tell (Vokcel . 39.95
KC s Crazy Chase iVotcei 34 95

ORDERS Smithereens (Voice) (Nov I 34 95
Acrobat iVotcei iNov.i .

34 95
Cieaime (Voice) |Novi 3495

Imagic Arcade (Voicei (Nov)

Las Vegas Blackiack

3495
2295

Fits Atari Foolball 22 95

Trick Shot

Demon Attack

Si* voyager .

Atlantis
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fiie Fighter
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24 95
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26 95
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Computer who
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.
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2295
22 95
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3995
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22 95
2295
22 95
1495
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Demon Aiiack (Oct I 34 95 War ol Nerves 2295
Atlantis (Oct

i
34 95 Alpine Skiing 2295

Swords A Sorcerers (Oct 1 34 95 Helicopter Rescue/Out ol

Micro Surgeon (Nov) . tea this World 22 95
BeauiyandiheBeastlNovltba Hockey/Soccer . 2295
Big Bully (Dec.) 3995 Dynasly 1495

volleyball 22 95

Mattel Foosball

Pocket Billiaids

1496
22 95

Master Component 24995 Pachmko 2295
AC Adapioi 995 Slot Machine 2295
Aulo Racing 32 95 Blastout 2295
NHL Hockey

Las Vegas Rouleile

ABPA Backgammon

2895 Alien Invaders 2295
1795 Quest lor the Rings 49S5
22 95 UFO 2995

Checkers 1795 Conauest ot tne World 49 95
Tank Batile 32 95 MonkeysMnes 2995
Electric Co Word Fun 1795 Message Cemer 22 95
Horse Racing 2895 Gieal Wall Street Fortune

Basketball 2 (Dec

)

3995 Hunt 49 95
Tennis . . . 2895 TV/Game Swnch 1495
P GA Gait 2895 Pickaxe Pete 3295
u S Ski Team Skiing 3295 freedom Fighter 32 95
Sea Battle . ... 3995
Boxing

Dungeons S Dragons

3295
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NFL Football

Space Bailie

3295
3295 Made by Mattel to

Electric Co Math Fun 1795 fit Atari games.
NBA Basketball 3295 Pro Football 34 95
imeiiivoice

.

9995 Space Attack 34 95
PBA Bowling 32 95 Tank Battle 34 95
Sub-Hunt 32 95 IRON Deadly Discs (Aug) 40 95
Chess iSepi 1 5595 Lock n Chase (Oct) 4095
Space Spartans (Aug 4395 Frogs 4 Flies

. . 3095
Astro Smash 3295 Big League Baseoan 34 95
SflHu .... 32 95 Asooblast 34 95
Space Armada 32 95 Dark Cavern ISepi 1

.

4095
Triple Action

,
2895 international Soccer (Sept ) 34.95

Bomb Squad lAug
1

4395 Mallei Soli Dust Cover 995
B-WrAug) 4395
Space Hawk 3995 Most Orders
Utopia

Star Hawk
3995
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Star Strike 3995 1 4 Days
Speed Freak 2995
Minotaur 1 19831

Fiog Bog
Land Battle (19831

43.95

22 96
4395
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Royal Dealer (Oct I 22 95 Fits Atari
Reveisi 2295 Donkey Kong 3399
Night Stalker 39 95 Zauon (Oct

)

33 99
Pin Ball (1983! 28 95 luibo iSeot

i 33 99
1HON Deadly Disc . 3295 Venlure 33 99
THONMazalron(Ocl) 32 95 Mouse Trap (Aug

j 3399
I RON -Soto Sailor (Oct 1 4395 Smurf Action (Aug | 33 99
Armor Bailie ... 2995 Carnival 3399

Coleco
Fits Mattel

Donkey Kong . 3b 99
Turbo (Oct |.

.

. 3599
Mouse Trap (Aug I 35 99
Zanon (Nov

1 35 99
Carnival 35 99

Colecovision
Fits Coleco

Masiei Component 199.95

Victory ISepi I
. 3199

Space Panic iSepi! 3195
Head 10 Head Fooibail 31.95

Head to Head Baseball 3199
Conversion Module

(For Alan Cartridges) 89.99

Controller 32 99
Donkey Kong 33 99
Turbo (Oct ) .

.

89.99

Space Fury (Oci 1

.

33 99
Venture ... 33 99
Mouse Trap . . .. 3399
Lady Bug 33 99

Cosmic Avenger lOci 1 33 99
Zaixon ..... 5999
Las Vegas (Oci

)

33 99
Horse Racing 33 99
Smurt Aclion 33 99
Carnival .3399

Amazm Maze/Tic-lac 1oe24 95
Black jack /Poker/

Acey Ducey 29 95
Quest lor the Orb .

.34 95
Plate's Chase 29 95

Monkey Kong 1095
Space Gauntiei/Ouadion 1295
OmegaValiey/AsiroTerior 12 95
Vipcrian/Cruncriet . 11.95

Vmdicaloi/An Show
Fireworks 1195

Mai (Robot Irom Space)/

Horserace . .1095
Clue.''Flying Ace 1095
Maze Race/Obsiaclc

Course/Space Cluse 10 95
SIOI Machine/Perversion 1095
Music Composer 'Yahtzee 1095
Notcmaich 10 95
Guiiai Course/Tuning/Note

Match/Chord

Progressing 1995
Backgammon/Obstacle Couise/

Towrament .1595
Pack Rail 111 . 1095
Lookout loi the Bull 1 & II 1095
Whiz Quiz (Tnwal 12 95
Castle ol Honor 1095

Bally Computers
2 Grass Compuiei/

Keyboard
I
Jam 479 96

Bally Basic/Audio

Interface .. . .59.95

Parker Bros.
Fits Atari

Star Wais .3995
JawsiJan B3l 39 95
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Fiogger 3995
Amidai (Oct 3996
Super Cobra lOci

1 3995
Reactor lOci

'

3995
Tutankhaml 19831 3995
Sky Skipper Uan '83) 3995
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1 5 Reviews: Old Wine in New Bottles

Imitation is said to be the most sincere

form of flattery. Suffice it to say

some games are being flattered to

death. Hence, the 15 TV-game car-

tridges reviewed herein fit into neat

categories: three each mimic Galaxian.

Berzerk and Donkey Kong (one some-

how combines the latter two concepts):

two follow Pac-Man's lead; and one is

fashioned after Missile Command.
Two others are fire-related, what may
be the newest video game category.

Let's start with them.

V. S. Games ' To wering Inferno proves you
can 't judge a game by its graphics.

Imagic's Firefighter lives up to that

company's reputation for peerless

graphics. The visuals in this game of a

burning building with a frantic,

trapped tenant, and a firefighter hold-

ing a hose, scurrying along the ground

near a parked engine are quite effec-

tive. The object is to save the tenant by

dousing the flames and manipulating

the engine's ladder so that you can

climb up to the appropriate floor. If

your firefighter gets there in time, the

trapped man disappears, indicating he

has been rescued.

The problem with Firefighter is it's

too easy. The firefighter can always be

positioned one floor above the flames.

Do this by positioning the ladder at

one of the higher floors, racing your

By Perry Greenberg

firefighter up the ladder, and then have

him wait there for the flames to drive

the man to him. In fact, fighting the

blaze actually wastes time, and time is

what you're really competing against.

U.S. Games' Towering Inferno, on

the other hand, may have cruder graph-

ics, but has better gameplay. Basically.

you want to move your firefighter

from the bottom of a maze that repre-

sents the blazing floor of a skyscraper

to the top where a white box is located.

This box holds the trapped survivors.

Equipped with a hose to battle the

flames, your firefighter has to race the

clock to rescue the survivors. The

more time you take, the more likely it

is that a survivor will perish. After you

successfully reach the survivors you

still must make your way back down
the maze, battling flames all the way.

Towering Inferno may not look as

good as Firefighter, but it is a far

superior game. It just goes to show

you: You can't judge a game by its

graphics.

Galaxian games
Threshold is one of several computer

games Tigervision has licensed from

On-Line. It's a wise acquisition. In

Threshold, you're not stuck on the

bottom of the screen, able to maneuver

only from side to side; you can move

your ship all over the bottom half of

the screen, just as you can in Centi-

pede. However, the game doesn't look

like much: the graphics are austere,

and the shapes of the aliens are primi-

tive. To spice things up a bit, the play-

field is bordered on two sides by

rainbow-like bars of constantly chang-

ing colors. Still, the key thing here is

that the game plays well. If your

library is missing a solid Galaxian-

type game. Threshold may well be the

Freedom is another word for Tigervision's

Threshold.

one to choose.

On the other hand, I wouldn't

recommend Commando Raid by U.S.

Games. The whole game consists of

using a rotating gun to shoot down
paratroopers as they drop from the

sky. If you miss, they reach the build-

ings surrounding your gun site and

start eating away at the structure. Bur-

rows and tunnels move closer and

closer to the gun. Then they contact it.

it explodes and -Bingo!—you're dead.

Not much to it. But 1 will give this

much credit to Commando Raid: It is

colorful, and the representations of

men and planes are as good as any I've

seen (except for the coin-op Red Alert)

on the video screen.

Timelord, an Odyssey2 cartridge, is

a Galaxian game with a diabolical fla-

vor: Before each round, a red skull

appears menacingly on the screen.

This is the demonic visage of Time-

lord, who moves the lower part of his

jaw and alternately admonishes, threat-

ens and dares you. "Defend your

planet," he will say. Or: "Your planet is

doomed, good-bye Earthman." Or still

more: "Attack and destroy." All of this

is made possible by the Odyssey Voice

Module.

The attack begins when a string of

saucer-shaped objects appear, zig-zag-
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ging in formation all over the screen.

Unlike the challenge in other Galaxian

games, your shooter is not threatened

by collisions with the saucers. All you

have to worry about is bombs, and

there are plenty of them. The anti-

matter mines and annihilator bombs

can smell out where you're headed.

And then, there is the deadly nucleonic

time killers, insidious weapons that

anticipate human reaction.

This all sounds good, but it's really

not that much fun. As for the graphics,

they are flat, stilted and dull. Only the

talking gimmick saves Timelord from

being tossed onto my scrap pile.

Pac-Man games
A better Odyssey2 voice game is K.C.'s

Crazy Chase, which is obviously a rel-

ative of K.C. Munchkin. Remember
him? Well, if you've forgotten, K.C. is

that cute little gobbler with a disarm-

ing smile and a voracious appetite who
got zapped by Atari's lawyers last year.

He's returned with a vengeance in

Crazy Chase. K.C. keeps busy devour-

ing parts of a caterpillar, ghost-like

figures and other bonus munchies

while avoiding the "insect's lethal jaws.

Roger Dionne's Guide to Three New Games
Ifyou own an Astrocade or Intellivi-

sion system, you needn't worry.

VIDEO GAMES hasn't forgotten

you. Here are appraisals of three

recent offerings:

For its sound effects and graphics,

its variety of challenges and the ease

with which the hand controllers allow

you to play this game, Astrocade's

The Incredible Wizard currently

ranks at the very top of my TV-game

list. After a colorful prelude during

which you're told to get ready and go,

you begin maneuvering a "worrior"

through one of numerous dungeons

or mazes, seeking to destroy three

types of monsters who spring phoe-

nix-like from their dead predeces-

sors. The garwors (yellow) and thor-

wors (red) are invisible except when

they round a corner into the same

passage in which you find yourself.

However, you can track these mons-

ters on a radar screen located below

the playfield.

Once you destroy these monsters,

a speedy worluk appears and zooms

crazily around the maze with a wild,

whirring sound. Sometimes, after the

worluk is either destroyed or escapes

unharmed, the wizard himself enters,

alternately spraying machine-gun fire

and disappearing until either he or

your worrior is killed. When the

w i/ard gets it, his entire lair puts on a

buzzing light show of mourning or

perhaps triumph.

After the first seven mazes, which

are highly complex, the mazes have

fewer walls. The most difficult maze

of all is "the pit"— it has no walls at

all. In each successive maze, points

double in value when you kill the

worluk, and double again when you

The key to Astro-

cade's Incredible

Wizard is good de-

fense. That is. until

you reach" the pit.
"

zap the wizard. You start with seven

worriors and get a new worrior at the

start of the fourth, eighth, and elev-

enth mazes. You also receive a bonus

worrior each time you enter"the pit."

A smart strategy in The Incredible

Wizard is not to chase the monsters,

but to occupy a good defensive posi-

tion and fire at them when they come

at you. To fight the wizard, position

yourself in the tiniest, most protected

passage in the maze: then nail him as

he passes. The only thing you can do

in "the pit" is keep moving and make

a lot of U-turns.

If you haven't yet found a game to

fascinate you as arcade Pac-Man did

when it first appeared, then The

Incredible Wizard (which, of course,

was also originally an arcade game)

may very well be it.

I'm not as high on Mattel's Lock

'N' Chase (also an arcade conversion)

since it is just too much like Pac-

Man. You play the part of a cute little

thief who must elude four cute little

cops as he picks up gold coins, worth

20 points apiece, that are evenly dis-

tributed around a maze of a vault. As

in Pac-Man, you can escape via tun-

nels on either side of the playfield. In

the center of the vault a large dollar

sign appears every so often. When
the thief grabs that, he gets 500 the

first time, then 1,000. then 2,000,

then 4.000 points. Lesser treasures,

worth a lot fewer points, also occa-

sionally appear, but they're rarely

worth risking your neck for. Once the

thief picks up all the gold coins and

escapes from the vault, a new board

begins.

The novel aspect of Lock 'N' Chase

is that doors arbitrarily open and

close in the vault's passages. At the

same time, when the player presses a

button on the side of his hand con-

trol, the thief can temporarily lock a

door behind him. foiling any cop

who might happen to be in pursuit. It

is primarily through the judicious use

of this feature that the player can

rack up big points. (Only two doors

can be locked at a time.)

The four cops in Lock 'N' Chase

follow predictable routes, and so. as

with Pac-Man, the player can beat

Lock 'N' Chase by developing pat-
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The graphics are unspectacular, but

acceptable. That awful Odyssey joy -

stick, however, is not.

The Voice adds flavor to the game,

but doesn't really enhance it. The same

warnings and instructions are repeated

time and again. Some are slightly

askew, such as when K.C. has eaten a

segment—this is when he can go for

the ghosts— yet is told to "watch out."

terns. The key to high scoring is to

develop patterns that allow you to

get the 7.500 bonus points on each

board.

One non-arcade TV-game that has

caught my interest is Mattel's Deadly

Discs, the first of several 7>o«-related

cartridges. It's a futuristic sports game
that pits you against the computer

(no two-player action here), which

perhaps is the way sports will be

played some day.

In Deadly Discs, you confront

wave after wave of warrior three-

somes on a 16-square grid. Both you

and the warriors jockey for position

on the grid and are armed with

deadly boomerang discs, which you

hurl at each other. Even though

you're outnumbered, you have one

advantage: a shield that wards off

enemy discs. When you hit and des-

troy a warrior you get anywhere from

50 to 10.000 points, depending upon

the difficulty of the level you have

reached. If you destroy all the war-

riors in a single wave, before substi-

tutes come in from the sideline doors,

you're awarded bonus points. On the

other hand, if you suffer three hits it's

time to hit the reset button.

One way to get around that is to

jam the sideline doors open and re-

cover one hit when a warrior passes

in one and out the other. But soon the

mighty Recognizer, which looks like

a stylized Arc de Triomphe, appears

on the scene to repair the doors. By

hitting the Recognizer directly in his

white, cyclops eye, the player can

rack up a bonus worth 10 times what-

ever the warrior value is at that stage

in the game.

Deadly Discs is a clever, advanced

sports competition that does not

simulate any live sport currently

known to man.

But big deal. Who wouldn't be charmed

when K.C. eats the last bug segment,

laughs impishly and says in self-praise:

"In-credible."

Tigervision 's Jawbreaker is heaven-

sent, especially for anyone who's still

smarting from the turkey of 1982

—

Atari's Pac-Man. In Jawbreaker, a

pair of hungry jaws roam a maze of

horizontal lanes. The idea is to gobble

up candy bars and avoid multi-colored,

rotating faces. You do this by slipping

through openings in the middle and at

the end of the lanes. This may not

sound like much, but the action gets

pretty fast and furious. Fortunately,

the VCS joystick is very responsive in

this game, and the faces are vivid, solid

electronic images— not flickering

ghosts, as in Pac-Man—they change

color when a vitamin (power dot) is

consumed. Jawbreaker even has some

charm: Between boards, an electronic

toothbrush appears and brushes the

jaws back into shape for the next

round. If there's a dental video game,

this is it.

Tigervision 's Jawbreaker should satisfy

the hungriest of gamers.

Missile Command games
Bugs, by Data Age, reaches back into

TV-game history to revive the paddle

controller, thus becoming one of the

few games recently produced for the

VCS that doesn't require the ubiqui-

tous joystick. It's a good move. In this

Missile Command derivative, the pad-

dle allows for lightning fast reactions

to the giant bugs that emerge from the

bottom of the screen. Without this

freedom (it's the next best thing to a

trakball). you wouldn't have a chance.

Not only must you prevent the bugs

from reaching the top of the screen,

but you have to worry about getting

wasted by an odd-shaped object called

a phylax that moves along the same

Data Age's Bugs may be more than most
video exterminators can handle.

plane as yourcursor. You can only kill

the phylax when it is just about to

touch—and thus blow up—your cur-

sor. Survive this challenge and you

have your work cut out for you in the

next round: You face two phylaxes.

Bugs gets high marks for graphics—

especially for its eye-opening explo-

sion of waves of colorful bands be-

tween the rounds. But Bugs may be

more than most video exterminators

can handle. Anyone who lives in a big

city apartment can tell you that getting

rid of bugs is usually impossible

anyway.

Donkey Kong games
Just as Atari bombed out with Pac-

Man, Coleco's Donkey Kong (for the

VCS) is a sorry re-creation of the

arcade classic. There are only two

screens, which immediately reduces

the game's credibility by half. Kong
bears little resemblance to an ape or

anything else living, and Mario is so

poorly drawn he hardly looks human,

much less Italian. But I will say this:

Mario is more responsive than his

ColecoVision counterpart, probably

due to the fact that the VCS has a far

better joystick. If you fell in love with

the Donkey Kong in the arcades, stay

away from this version. You're bound

to be disappointed.

King Kong, by Tigervision, was the

first of the many Donkey Kong clones

to hit the market. It's more like a fra-

ternal, rather than an identical, twin

brother of Donkey Kong's. At the

beginning of the game, an ape scales a

building, as one does in the arcade

DK. It tosses blue and red bombs at

our intrepid hero, who looks nothing

like Mario, instead of barrels. The

hero here is a thin, gaunt, somewhat
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preppy fellow. If we were able to get a

closer look, we'd probably find he's

wearing a Lacoste shirt.

Other differences: King Kong has

one screen that incorporates the fea-

tures of Coleco's two; when you leap

over a blue bomb, you're automati-

cally carried to the next floor, thereby

avoiding the difficulty of climbing the

ladders; it's easier to jump over the

bombs in King Kong than the barrels

in DK since all you have to do is press

the red button (In DK, you must

simultaneously press the button and

move the joystick to avert disaster.);

when you get hit by one of the bombs,

not only is there an explosion, but the

little guy tumbles down to the lower

floor where he is ignominously flat-

tened like a pancake.

King Kong's graphics are more

colorful than DK's. but no more realis-

tic. Which of the two Kongs should

you buy? Neither one has a distinct

li~l*J '
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K. C. s Crazy Chase is all talk andplenty

of action.

edge, so you might as well flip a coin.

Another Donkey Kong relative is

Data Age's Airlock. An attractive and

excitingdistant cousin. Airlock breaks

the family mold with new twists in

gameplay and an entirely different

scenario. The object here is to get to

the top of a sinking, multi-tiered sub-

marine that is gaining water fast. You
are allotted only 10 seconds on each

tier to leap up and retrieve two hatch

keys that will clear your passage to the

next tier. At the same time, you must

jump over barrels and torpedoes that

keep getting in your way. The alterna-

tive is to go down with the ship.

Again. 1 offer kudos to Data Age for

a fine graphic package. 1 particularly

like the visual of the submarine, par-

tially submerged, lying lifelessly as

schools offish rapidly pass by. Airlock

Coleco's (V'CS) Venture is a shoot-'em-up

with a little something extra.

is a welcome variation on the Donkey
Kong theme.

Berzerk games
Lately, Atari has begun to redeem

itself after the Pac-Man blunder. Its

translation of the arcade sensation.

Berzerk is probably the surest example

of this redemption. As would be

expected, there are fewer robots in a

given maze than in the original, but

that's about the only drawback to this

cartridge. The best thing about it is its

1 2 variations, one of which allows you

to go at it with Evil Otto, as in Ber-

serk's arcade sequel Frenzy. Admit-

tedly, Berzerk lends itself to the VCS;
this is more the reason to buy it.

Coleco's Venture (for the VCS) is

another must-buy. Again, here's an

arcade game that translates well to the

VCS. For those of you who may not be

familiar with Venture, the game goes

something like this: You control a dot

that transforms into a character named
Winky once you slip inside one of the

various chambers. The object is to go

for the treasure while either shooting

or eluding the monsters that lurk

within. Like in Berzerk. if you stay in a

chamber too long, a monster similar to

Otto will make a beeline for you. Some
chambers don't have monsters at all;

instead, there are lethal, moving elec-

trified walls to avoid. Venture is a

shoot-'em-up with a little something

extra. Definitely a must.

Tigervision's Berzerk-style offering.

Marauder, is deceptive to the eye.

Graphically, it's nothing special—the

marauder looks like a bloated ques-

tion mark, and the robots resemble

small, partially eaten chunks of Swiss

cheese. But once you get by these defi-

ciencies, you discover Marauder has

enough drama and variations—for

instance, the marauder can don an

invulnerable suit of armor—to make
for exciting gameplay. Not only do

merciless robots follow you through

the maze, but you have to find the

power center and destroy it before time

runs out. Marauder is one of those

games that plays better than it looks.

With Infiltrate, Apollo takes the

imitation syndrome one step further.

Not content to mimic one hit game.

Infiltrate mimics two— Berzerk and

Donkey Kong. Call it Berzerk Kong.

As the infiltrator, you go from floor

to floor via elevators and vertically

moving platforms, not stairs as in

Donkey Kong. Getting on and off the

elevators requires waiting until you're

exactly at the same level as the plat-

form. This can be the most frustrating

part of the game. When you fail to time

the jump just right, you get stuck on

the elevator. Watching yourself go up

and down is tiresome and perilous

since the infiltrator's firearm won't

shoot while on an elevator. At this

point, you're almost helpless to defend

against the strange-looking, troll-like

creatures called assassins.

The assassins are dangerous. They

can kill you by either shooting or

touching. They appear out of nowhere

and have a much easier time getting on

and off the lifts. They can also fire

when they're on the lifts. Let's face it: If

you stay on the elevator too long,

you're a dead duck.

But the infiltrator does have one

trick up his sleeve: He can duck the

assassin's fire! Apollo deserves a pat on

the back for finally giving a protag-

onist in a Berzerk-type scenario anoth-

er line of defense.

Infiltrator comes complete with a

stunning array of colors. But is it a

great game? It's hard to say. Or am I

just ducking the issue?

Overall, the games reviewed here are

an improvement over previous entries.

I think the reason for that is all of the

new competition. Even Atari seems to

be finally kicking back into gear.

The next step is to provide new chal-

lenges and obstacles to hurdle, more

adventurous and imaginative game-

play. Hopefully the companies that

pass the survival-of-the-fittest test in

the TV-game jungle will be the ones

that appreciate this need the most. A
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Baer

( Continued from page 24)

vice-president. Shortly thereafter, we

received an invitation to come out (to

Magnavox's then-headquarters in Fort

Wayne, Ind.) with our presentation.

Well, that day we came out, Jerry

Martin, their vice-president of market-

ing, filled up a conference room with

30 or so people, mostly engineers. The

reaction to the demo was lukewarm to

good. Every engineer thought it would

be next to impossible to create a TV-

game system at a reasonable price. But

Martin was in charge and said, "We're

going with it." That was the day you

could say the Odyssey 100 was born.

VG: By my recollection, the Odyssey

100 was a bit of a dinosaur according

to today's standards.

Baer: The design was based on discrete

transistors, not even integrated cir-

cuits for the simple reason that ICs

back then were so damn expensive.

Inside was basically 40 transistors and

a pile of diodes. But with all that you

couldn't have anything more complex

than a line down the middle to indicate

the net, and paddles and balls. We
made copious use of plastic overlays

that went over the screen because gen-

erating complex backgrounds then was

just out of the question pricewise.

Scoring was also too damn expensive.

It wasn't until three years later that

General Instruments developed ICs

for Magnavox that could generate

scores—which came after Atari had

built the first IC machine with support

from Sears.

VG: Didn't the 100 come with some

sort of cartridges?

Baer: That was really the remarkable

thing about it- the 100 was plug-in

programmable. It had cassettes that

you stuck into a slot out front just like

in any system today. They were basi-

cally circuit cards that reprogrammed

various circuits that were already pro-

grammed inside by interconnecting

them differently for different games.

This was really the elementary fore-

runner of ROM (Read-Only Memory).

It's the same damn thing but only in a

different form. So we were there long

before Fairchild (Camera & Instru-

ment) ever showed up with plug-in

programmability (Channel F).

VG: For a new product, the 100 sold

perfectly well in 1972 (about 100.000

units), but business tailed off the fol-

lowing year. By '75. Magnavox's Con-

sumer Electronics division had re-

ported losses totalling $60 million.

What happened?

Baer: Magnavox made four serious

mistakes as I see it: 1) they restricted

sales to their stores only, which was

their way of distributing; 2) they got

the idea across that the machine could

Baer at work: "I haven't done too badly. I can't complain.
"

only be played with a Magnavox TV.

That was manifest nonsense, but that's

the impression people got from their

early ads; 3) they were in the plug-in

programmable games business, only

Magnavox didn't know it—or at least

behaved as if they didn't. At $5.95 a

cassette, they sat under the counters of

the retailers and got the attention of

the bubonic plague. These games never

got sold. As a result, a lot of the better

features of the basic game machine

were never made visible to the public;

and 4) after the first year, the product

got very poor support.Theymademore

than they sold in '72 and got worried,

so they didn't build, push or advertise

at all in '73.

If it hadn't been for the coincidence

that Nolan Bushnell started in the

arcade business in the fall of '72 with

the first Pong machine, I think the

whole thing would have gone down the

drain.

VG: Let's get this straight once and for

all. Which came first—Odyssey or

Pong?

Baer: Pong was no coincidence. Pong

was a derivative of Odyssey, not the

other way around by any means. It's a

matter of record. Bushnell or one of

his boys actually saw Odyssey some-

time during the course of '72. On that

slim piece of evidence I rest my claim

that even the coin-op games are deriv-

ative of what we did back here in the

'60s.

VG: Did you ever work on any coin-op

games over the years?

Baer: Once. I came back from the

A.M.O.A. (Amusement & Music

Operators Association show) in '75

and Roy Sanders asked me: "Why
aren't we in this business?" We spent a

substantial amount of money in '76 to

build 10 upright video games. They

were based on a rather elaborate two-

player hockey game that could be

modified by the operator. We even put

them out in a few local arcades for a

test. We held our own versus Midway
and Atari, but how were we going to

manufacture them at Sanders? We
were in the military electronics busi-

ness and had no capability whatsoever

to build low-cost commercial equip-

ment. Anyway, I did a business plan

—

they turned out not to be interested. It

all disappeared and so I went back to

the lab, stepped out of my role as div-
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ision manager of consumer product

development and became an engineer-

ing fellow.

VG: 1 guess the next question should

be—what have you done for us lately,

as they say?

Baer: Well, for the past three years I've

been working on an Interactive Video

Training System, which is really an

outgrowth of my Interactive Televi-

sion Gaming System (patent number

4,034.990, issued July 12, 1977). Orig-

inally, we built a game machine from

scratch and interfaced it with a video

tape recorder. To demo this technique,

we designed a pinball game in which

the pinball playing field was camera-

generated. The computer generated

the ball, the flippers and a couple of

bumpers, and the score. Digital data

buried on the tape tells me where

things are on the playing field—how
can my computer-generated ball

bounce off a video bumper or flipper

unless I know where they are?

VG: What is the Video Training device

you mentioned?

Baer: I'll get to that in a moment. Dur-

ing the course of demonstrating the

pinball game in-house, some of the

military people came by and asked:

"Can you shoot at Russian tanks?" I

said, "Sure." Three months later we

had converted the system to where you

could stand five feet away from a 19-

inch screen, have Russian tanks zip by on

a papier-mache landscape that looked

just like Vietnam, and optically inte-

ract with what was happening on the

screen. All you had to do was point a

one-shot rocket launcher at the screen.

If you hit the tank, a computer-gene-

rated explosion would appear. Out of

that started a whole business here at

Sanders— we're in the Interactive

Video Training business now.

VG: Have you approached any of the

armed forces with this?

Baer: As a matter of fact, we just did a

job for the Army. We emulated the

gunner's position in a tank. You sit

there and you've got a handwheel with

which you elevate the gun, depress it,

rotate the turret, all while you're look-

ing through the binocular at a scene.

What's the scene? It's totally realistic-

trees are blowing in the breeze, leaves

are falling down, birds are flying

through the picture; things like bridges

and targets appear at 200. 400, and 600
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Showing off his latest patentfor Telesketch. "Basically, it allows you to draw on the

screen, " Baer says. " You can make it do anything you want.
"

meters. The gunner does all the things

he's supposed to do— look around, get

voice commands from the synthetic

voice generator and learn how to

shoot.

We ran a bunch of trainees through

the system recently down at Fort Knox,

and there's no question that the train-

ing they get on this system transfers.

What you're doing is replacing train-

ing in an actual vehicle that can only be

simulated because you can't shoot that

thing (the tank)— it costs $1,000 every

time you do. It's really quite impracti-

cal to do more than superficial training

unless you simulate with video.

VG: Then, I must assume you know all

about the Atari coin-op Battle Zone

game that was modified for the Army.

Baer: Oh. sure— I saw it at A. U.S. A.

(The Association of the U.S. Army)

show two years ago. Battle Zone's a

neat game, but 1 can't help but believe

you can do a helluva lot better than

those stylized, computer-generated

3-D graphics. There's nothing like

looking at real-world scenery. It's ex-

tremely easy to take a portable camera

into the field and take shots outside. In

fact, for our A.U.S.A.demo.where we

had various tanks running through the

countryside, we produced it one morn-

ing at a local golf course. We used a

sandtrap for the entire shoot. Several

ravines were created by rain the night

before and we used a rake to create a

few other things. Fist-sized rocks

looked like big boulders. There were

some weeds that for all the world

looked exactly like trees, and the sun

shone in such a way to make the sur-

face look like snow instead of sand.

And, of course, we used radio-con-

trolled model tanks. Incredibly, the

whole thing took one morning and

cost $300 in materials. Now how long

does it take to generate a computer

graphics picture that has anywhere

near the amount of action we had?

Forever!

VG: How was it received at the

A. U.S.A. show?

Baer: That's an interesting story. We
had set up a Kloss Video Projection

System so that you could stand about

1 5 feet away with a viper weapon, and

we had all kinds of wonderful things

happening on the screen. A whole lot

of brass and several people from the

Russian Embassy stopped by. Now it

just so happened that one of the tanks

we had on the screen was Russian, so



when they came by one of our guys

took pains to tell them that this wea-

pon never fails. The Russians said that

that wasn't very nice.

VG: All the talk these days is about

videodiscs and video games joining

together. Have you given this much
thought?

Baer: Actually, I've been preaching

about that for a long time already. It's

a very strong delivery vehicle. I'm very

insistent that people pay attention to

something that is absolutely neces-

sary—that is, the downloading of data

from a videodisc in real-time. Suppose

you want to play an Atari game:

There's no reason why that videodisc

of the future can't download the data

into your RAM player, just like Hita-

chi loads it down slowly and labor-

iously off audio tape.

VG: What would be the advantage of

this?

Baer: In one second— boom —you

could download a 16K program off a

videodisc. Now, how many programs

do you think you could put on a disc?

How about every program that was

ever created for any machine—on one

side?

VG: OK, but let's be realistic. That's

not going to happen.

Baer: Let me tell you what will happen

then. We have already on the shelves a

low-end (under S250) videodisc player

from RCA that does everything but

interface with a personal computer.

The next logical step is putting games

onto the discs—for beginners, we might

see a $20 disc with five games on it.

While you're at it, maybe some games

require nice mood for the background,

battle noises, guns going off, explo-

sions, planes whistling through the

air—all those things are entirely do-

able on a disc and are all going to

happen.

VG: Are you talking about computer

graphics for all of this, or strictly

video?

Baer: A whole movie or a whole game

made out of computer graphics is

expensive. That takes a (George) Lucas

and SIO million plant to put together.

Tron was the expensive way of doing

it, but to me it's the future. In the

meantime, wouldn't you rather play a

fantastic space game against back-

grounds that look like a Lucas film

than the stylized, crappy symbology

we have out there today?

VG: How far is all this away?

Baer: I'd say about five years. This is

all predicated upon the ubiquity of the

videodisc player. And it better be the

interactive version, not just the play-

back version. But unless there's several

million out there, there's not too much
sense in doing anything.

VG: Then, doesn't it stand to reason

that the video cassette recorder would

be a better, more immediate vehicle to

accomplish these goals?

Baer: People are talking about doing it

on the VCR because they are in peo-

ple's homes. So, it's probably going to

start there, but you're going to have to

restrict yourself to limited things be-

cause branching (jumping from one

point of the tape to another in seconds)

on the VCR doesn't exist. But you can

download data, so at least the video-

"l'd just like to see

myself more often

identified as the

inventor. Why doesn't

my name ever pop up?

tape can replace the ROM cartridge. If

it's a matter of background scenery

that does linear things where you don't

have to stop and go back and forth,

fine. The question is whether that's

really useful.

VG: As I understand it, the videodisc

isn't perfect either. Isn't there this little

problem with access-time?

Baer: With respect to laser disc, if it's a

matter of jumping to three grooves

away, it can do that easily. But if you

want to go further out to reach another

section entirely, it's always a matter of

a second or two or three because

you're moving a lot of mass inside the

machine, which is very disruptive.

That's the problem. In the RCA ma-
chine, the problem is the same, but it

does have the inherent capability of

jumping more grooves—say six to

eight. You're just going to have to do

your program so if there is a certain

amount of time required to jump from

one area to another that it doesn't

become subjectively objectionable. It's

got to be done the right way.

VG: There's just no way around it?

Baer: Ain't no way you're going to

physically move the pick-up device

—

whether it's a laser or a mirror—from
one place to another in zero time. It

doesn't make sense. You're never going

to reduce the requirements for physi-

cal motion.

VG: So what is next for the man we're

calling the "Godfather of Video

Games"? Are there any other patents

in the works?

Baer: As a matter of fact, Sanders was

just issued a patent for something we

filed in '77. It's called Telesketch. Basi-

cally, it allows you to draw on the

screen. You could defend against in-

vaders by rebuilding earth. You could

build your own space station by draw-

ing your own cubicle from which you

defend yourself. After all, it's a func-

-tien of the computer program what

this little building around your figure

represents. Is it armored, impenetra-

ble, does it vanish after three minutes?

That's only algorithms—you can make
it do anything you want.

VG: And your future plans?

Baer: There's a profusion of riches

around. The question is: What the hell

do I want to tackle? 1 know I'm going

to work towards issuing many more

patents, mostly for techniques—con-

cepts that have not as yet been intro-

duced into games or training or both.

VG: Do you ever regret having not

gone into business for yourself, like

Bushnell, for instance? He, of course,

became quite a wealthy man after he

sold Atari.

Baer: I never wanted my own company
and all the headaches that come along

with that. I've sort of had my own
one-man show here all along anyway.

I've also been quite successful as a con-

sultant. I'm satisfied, but I didn't get

rich.

VG: That doesn't bother you?

Baer: People look at me like I'm some
kind ofschmo. How could I wo? become

a multi-millionaire? It's easy. But I

haven't done too badly. I can't com-
plain. A

Portions of this interview are ex-

cerpted from Steve Bloom's Video

Invaders by Arco Publishing.
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ATARI 800
48K . . .

.
$499

CALL
New DOS 2 System $2900
CX30 Paddle SI 300
CX40 Joy Slick SI BOO
481 Entertainer $69.00

482 Educator $13000
483 Programmer $54 00
484 ( ommunicator $344.00

ATARl HOME COMPUTER PROGRAMS
HOME OFFICE
CX404 ATARI Word Processor $11900
CX8102 Calculator $29 00
CX412 Dow Jones Investment E valuator $99.00

CX4I09 Grapti It Uoy Stick optional) $17 00
CX4I04 Mailing List $2000
CX4 1 1 5 Mortgage 4 Loan Analysis $13 00
CX401 3 Statistical $2000
CX8107 Stock Analysis $2000
CXL4015TeleLinkl $23 00

HOME STUDY
CX410I An Invitation lo Programming l $2000
CX4 106 An Invitation to Programming 2 $2300
CX41 1 7 An Invitation to Programming 3 $2300
CX4107 Biorhythm $1300
Conversational Languages (eacnl 546 00

CX4121 Energy Czar $13.00

CX41 14 European Countr.es S Capitals $1300
CX4108 Hangman (Joy Stick optional) $13.00

CX4 102 Kingdom SI300
CXL4007 Music Composer $34 00
CX41 23 Scram (uses Joy Stick) $2000
CX4 1 1 2 States S Capitals S13O0
CX4 110 Touch Typing $20 00

HOME ENTERTAINMENT
PAC-MAN S35 00
CENTIPEDE $3500
CAVERNS OF MARS $32 00
C XL 4 103 -steroids $29 00
CXL4004 Basketball $27 00
CX4 105 Blackjack $1300
CXL4009 Computer Chess $2900
CXL4012 Missile Command S29 00
CXL4008 Space Invaders $2900
CXL401 1 Star Raiders $3500
CXL4006 Super Breakout $29 00
CXL4O10 30 Tic-Tac Toe $27 00

CXL4005 video Easel $24 00

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND AIDS
CXL4003 Assembler Editor $47 OO

CXL4O02 ATARI BASIC $47 00

CX8126 ATARI Microsoft BASIC $70.00

CXL4018 PILOT $72 00

CX4C15 PILOT lEducationah $105 00

A
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COMPUTERS
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ATARI 400
16K....$199
32K....$274
48K....$359

410 Recorder $7600 CX853 1 6K RAM $7 7 96
810 Disc Drive $449.00 Microtek 16K RAM $74 95
822 Printer $269 00 Ramdisk(l28Ki S42995
825 Printer $589 OG Intec 48K Board $159 00
830 Modem $15900 Intec 32K $7400
820 Printer $25900 One year extended warranty $70 00
850 Interface $169.00

Most software lor Atari 400/800 available on cassette or disk
COMPUMAX Rhasler Blaster S24 95
Inventory $13000 Baia Buggies $24 95
Personnel $13000 Visicalc $17900
Payroll $130.00 Letterperfect (Word Processor) $9900
Accounts Receivable $1 1000 DATA SOFT
General Ledger $11000 Te»twiizard $7900
SYNAPSE Canyon Climber $2400
File Manager 800 $79 95 Tumble Bug $2400
Dodge Racer $26 00 Shoot Arcade $24 00
Chicken $26 00 Pacilc Coast $2400
Slime $26 00 Bishoos Square $24 00
Nautilus $2600 Micro Painter $27 00
Disk Manager $26 00
Fort Apocalypse $26 00 ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE
Assembler $39 00 Eastern Front 41 $2550
Proiectoi $2600 Avalanche $1850
Picnic Paranoia $2600 Outlaw $18 50
Claim Jumper $26 00 747 Landing Simulation $18 50
EPYX<Automated Simulation) Babel $18 50
Ricochet $14.50 Dog Daze $1650
Crush Crumble * Chomp $24 00 Downhill $18 50
Slar Warrior $29 00 Attack 1 $1850
Rescue at Rigei $2400 Blackjack-Casino $12 50
Dat estones $1600 Reversi II $1850
ON LINE Domination $1850
Jaw Breaker $27 00 Solilare $12 50

Mouskaltack $3100 Disk Fixei $18 50
Invasion Orion $1850 Supersort $1850
Mssion Asteroid $22.00 Data Management $18 50
The Ne«t Step $34.00 Chameleon $1850
Softporn $27 00 instedit $18 50

Wizard & Princess $29 00 Insomnia $1850
ARCADE PLUS My First Alphabet $25 50
Ghost Hunter icasseltel $24 00 Mapware $18 60
Ghosl Hunter (diskl $30 00 Number Blast $1250
KBYTE Family Cash Flow $18 50

K Byte K •aty ShoolOullROMl $32 00 Weekly Planner $1850
K-dos

. $69 00 Bower's Data Base $1250
K-raiy Kritters $32 00 Banner Generator $1250
K star Patrol $32.00
K rajy Antiks

Stick Stand
$32 00
$6 99

Computer Covers
Alan 400 $6 99 Atari 810 $6 99
Ata'i 800 $699 All Atari Covers are Beige

PAC-MAN and characters are trademarks of Baily Midway Mfg. Co. licensed by NamcoAmerica, Incorporated

east
800233
477 East Third Street

Williamsport. PA 17701

(717)327-9575

Palncio Habia Esoanoi

computer mail order west
CALL TOLL FREE

In stock items shipped same day you call No risk, no deposil on
C00 orders Pre paid orders receive free shipping within the
continental United Stiles with no wailing period lor certified checks
or money orders All prices shown are cash puces add 3°-.- lor

Mastercard and Visa NV and PA residents add sales '•> All items
subiect lo availability and price change

800-648-3311
P.O. Box 6689

Stateline. Nevada 89449

(702)588 5654
Franco Habia Esoanoi



'82 in Review: The Year That Wasn't
Depending on your per-

spective, 1982 in the

coin-op field proved either

to be a banner year or at

least a bit disappointing.

Manufacturers hit it big, pro-

ducing more machines than

ever, as video games began

to show up everywhere—

restaurants, laundromats,

grocery stores. Operators, on

the other hand, went through

some rough times: As more

game rooms opened to milk

the coin-op market, the old-

timers had to settle for a

smaller piece of the pie.

But for the game-freak slip-

ping quarters into the ma-

chines, there were real tri-

umphs—notably the three-

dimensional graphic inno-

vations in Subroc 3-D and

Zaxxon and the pure fun of

playing Donkey Kong. Even

so, this game player, for one,

could not help but feel a lit-

tle let down with the new

diet of coin-op games he was

asked to feast on. Those of

us seeking real video chal-

lenges continued to hunger

for better game play and

action that really captures

the incredible sights and

sounds of space. The prob-

lem here is cold feet. The

speed of technological change

in the arcade is ploddingand

methodical because the in-

dustry is afraid to disrupt

the success-formula of pre-

viously released games.

Of course, 1982's biggest

trend was the effort to cash

By Roger C. Sharpe

Sega's Subroc 3-D, the showstopper of the season.

in on the Pac-Man pheno-

menon. Maze game varia-

tions arrived in the arcades

to the point of overkill as we

were offered Round-up, Jack

the Giantkiller. Pepper II,

Thief, NATO Defense, and

Tutankham, to name just a

few. But none of these ma-

chine rip-offs reached the

heights of the game that

spawned it, and so, in the

end, Ms.Pac-Man walked off

with the Kewpie doll. It was

more than fitting that it did.

One game that did break

the mold was Donkey Kong,

even if it wasn't revolution-

ary. All you had to do was

just get Mario up the beams

or elevators to the top of the

screen and avoid the rolling

barrels and fireballs. The

controls were simple enough,

consisting of a single button

for*'jumping" and a joystick

for maneuvering. But the

game's appeal was in its

charming story line—"a

damsel in distress"—and its

lovable cast of characters.

At a time when every new

game seemed like a rehash.

Donkey Kong was fun, qual-

ifying it as one of the video

hit sensations of the year.

But the best thing to happen

in '82 turned out to be the

emphasis on improving and

expanding the scope of game

graphics. The real pioneer in

this area was Sega, a com-

pany that thumbed its nose

at what seems to be the un-

written agreement among
manufacturers to perpetuate

certain design formulas as

long as possible before mov-

ing on to the next plateau.

Sega was rewarded for its

boldness. It scored big with

Turbo and Zaxxon, games

that added a startling new

dimension to the visuals of a

basic racing game and an

outer space battle, respec-

tively.

Not content to rest on its

laurels, Sega one-upped itself

by introducing Subroc 3-D.

In this game it utilized a

viewing system devised in

concert with Matsushita, a

Japanese company known

for its electronics expertise

and such product lines as

Sega made TVhistory with this

spacey Zaxxon ad.
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Beyond the Valley of the Revenge Games

Sequel games are nothing

new.Pong.the primordial

video game, begat Super

Pong, Quadrapong. Break-

out, and finally Super

Breakout. Space Invaders

gave birth to Space Invad-

ers Deluxe. Sequel fever

hit a peak in '82, and there

seems no end's in sight.

The way 1 see it, most

sequel games involve some

kind of revenge, which can

take several forms: The

game manufacturer gets re-

venge against the "How-

to" book publishers; the

player gets revenge against

an evil bastard like Otto; or

the machine gets revenge

against you.

Ms. Pac-Man is the most

popular sequel of our time.

Not only has it paced its

hubby. Ms. P-M will pro-

bably outgross the next three

E.T. sequels put together.

An artistic improvement

over the original, Ms. Pac

got her revenge against all

those "How to beat Pac-

Man" books by eliminat-

ing patterns and forcing

millions of players to fend

for themselves. Surprising-

ly. 1 haven't heard anyone

complain about the miss-

ing patterns— yet.

Donkey Kong Junior

could be even bigger than

Ms. Pac-Man. As of this

writing, it is number one

with a bullet in the arcades.

Again, the main theme of

DK Jr. is revenge. Mario,

the hero of Donkey Kong,

has suddenly turned bad

guy. He's put Kong behind

bars and keeps himself busy

throughout the game un-

leashing deadly birds and

evil snapjaws in the direc-

tion of papa Kong's inno-

cent little son.

I have a theory that

Mario was driven mad try-

ing to rescue the girl over

and over and over again in

the original game, and

that's why he's turned into

such an evil monkey-killer.

There are, I must admit.

Donkey Kong scholars

who believe Mario has

been the villain all along.

They maintain that those

weird industrial settings

are obviously the work of a

deranged mind, and that

Donkey Kong was saving

the girl from Mario, who
only wanted her to satisfy

his depraved appetites. No
way. 1 think Mario is more

traditional than that. He
hascompanionshipand se-

The most popular sequel ofour lime, Ma-Pac-Man (top)paced

her hubby and got sweet revenge against "How-to" book pub-

lishers. Berzerk fans look out theirfrustrations in Frenzy

.

What 's got into Mario these

curity on his mind, not

revenge. What's got into

him these days? Must be

sequel fever.

Space Duel was the Aster-

oids Deluxe that never was.

In AD. the designers came

up with a game that pre-

vented lurking and hunt-

ing, two techniques that

had made Asteroids scores

begin to read like credit

card I.D. numbers. This

was their revenge for being

caught with their pants

down. Space Duel is a beau-

tiful, inventive game that

hasn't caught on. It's Aster-

oids in color, but several

steps beyond in complex-

ity. It's too bad it'll never

make it.

Frenzy made it by offer-

ing Berzerk fans just what

they'd been waiting for

—

the chance to blow Otto

away. You can also shoot

through some walls for an •

easier escape, bounce shots

off other walls and take

aim at two different kinds

of robots. All of these fea-

days? Must be sequelfever.

tures are fine, but some-

thing was lost in the trans-

lation. Call it simplicity of

purpose. Alas, revenge is

not always so sweet.

One thinga sequel should

do is create its own audience,

which is what Galaga has

done. It's faster than Gal-

axian. with better graphics

and more challenging game-

play. The revenge happens

when one of the Boss Gal-

agas captures your ship in

its tractor beam. But if

you're skillful enough to

blast the boss and regain

your ship, you're rewarded

with double the firepower

and double the fun. Revenge

can be sweet after all.

Expect to see more se-

quel games in the year

ahead. Super Pac-Man (see

Blips) and Millipede (aka.

Centipede Deluxe) are def-

inites. Atari's Revenge of

the Jedi— scheduled for a

May release to coincide with

the movie—should be the

ultimate sequel game. Can't

wait. —John Holmsirom
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Panasonic and Quasar. This

system gave Subroc a truly

stunning 3-D effect, making

the game the showstopper of

the season. Unfortunately.

Subroc's uniqueness stopped

there. Its game play differed

little from that of Sea Wolf,

the Bally classic.

Another key coin-op de-

velopment and a big plus for

most game players was the

trend towards simpler con-

trols. We can thank Pac-

Man for this. It made manu-

facturers realize that not all

players were able to handle

the complex set of controls

such as those in games like

Defender, with its joystick

and five buttons. Suddenly,

games that only featured one

joystick began to arrive in

the arcades. More often than

not. they came equipped with

ajoystick and a button (Don-

key Kong) or two (Temp-

est). So when Space Duel

came along with a compli-

While Bally Midway's Tron (leftJ never generated the cult following that was anticipated, Sega's

Zaxxon added startling new dimension to outer space battle.

cated five-button control

panel the great majority of

players passed it by. Robo-

tron, on the other hand, didn't

suffer at all with its novel

double-joystick approach. In

any case. Robotron still

proved to be too tough for

me to handle— 1 just couldn't

get the hang of it. and so it

quickly vanished from my
arcade itinerary.

Apart from game trends

and refinement, the arrival

of Tron drew the biggest

media splash, owing to the

hype showered on its cine-

matic companion. With its

Q: What is the hardest thing in the world?
A: Tearing yourself away from an EPYX game.

Nobody but nobody builds more lasting

playing value into their computer games
than EPYX.

EPYX—computer games thinkers play.

EPYX— producers of award-winning games
(including "Crush, Crumble and Chomp";
"Dragon's Eye"; "Temple of Apshai" . . .and
dozens of other thinking games.) For Atari,*

Apple,* Commodore,* Radio Shack* and
IBM* personal computers. EPYX—the
leader in computer game quality,

creativity, innovation.

You will love them all.

Write or phone for our latest catalog; it's

absolutely free. . .we even pay the post-

age. Or stop in at your favorite computer
dealer. He should have a supply of catalogs
and he can also show you some of those
marvelous EPYX games in action.

•The trademarks, respectively, of Atari. Inc., Apple Compuler. Inc.;

Commodore International: Tandy Corp.: International Business
Machines. And EPYX is the trademark of Automated Simulations. Inc..

just so you don't forgel

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
1043 Kiel Court
Sunnyvale, California

(408) 745-0700
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THREE OFANOTHER KIND: Williams' Robotron (left) doubledyour pleasure with its dual joystick control;

Sega's Turbo (center) was the best drivinggame yet: Nintendo's Donkey Kong offeredsomething borrowed and something new:

blue-illuminated joystick and phic action down to coin-op pite all the medTa attention,

strong cabinet artwork. Bal- size via some pretty faithful Tron never generated the cult

ly's game dared to imitate recreations of Disney's land- following that had been anti-

art, bringing big-screen gra- mark film creation. But des- cipated.

Pinball Goes Through Changes
Pinball as we once knew

it went through some

serious changes in '82. Fac-

tory production was re-

duced drastically and earn-

ings dropped to about $ 100

per machine (compared to

$200 for each video). Any
doubt about the manufac-

turers* predicament was eli-

minated when Stern closed

its pin operationduring the

summer after 50 years.

Meanwhile. Williams,

Bally and Gottlieb (and

Stern, before it pulled the

plug) went to extremes to

keep flipper fingers alive.

Here were some of the

highlights:

• Gottlieb's Caveman

—

pinball meets video head-

on. To some, it was the

worst of both worlds; to

others, a true and captivat-

ing innovation.

• William's Varkon—pin-

ball disguised in a video

cabinet. It never did catch

on. though Williams de-

serves credit for trying to

broaden the scope of the

basic pinball playfield com-

ponents.

• Bally's Rapid Fire-

video disguised in a pinball

cabinet. Borrowing heavily

from William's Hyperball.

it had a dual trigger mech-

anism that fired out a

steady barrage of mini ball

bearings at a variety of

targets and oncoming lights.

What seemed a novel gun

game for the '80s generated

little enthusiasm. Plans to

develop more of its kind

were temporarily, if not

permanently, abandoned.

• Stern's Orbitor I —pin-

ball for those with strong

stomachs only. Its molded,

undulating playfield left

many players more dizzy

than satisfied. The game.

Stern's swan song, quickly

faded from view, as did

Stern. -R.C.S.

Pinball met video head-on in Gottlieb 's Caveman.

Overall, 1982 was a rela-

tively "soft" year for the coin-

op industry. Some insiders

were quick to blame the eco-

nomy but others argued that

in a business that should be

"recession-proof the real

culprit was game-motif du-

plication. There is probably

some truth in both these

views. But one thing is cer-

tain: It didn't help that an

increasing number of arcades

began boasting multiples of

a given model (eight Zaxx-

ons or 12 Pac-Mans—that

sometimes translated into 30

or 40 percent of the games

available on a floor). Often,

the traffic didn't exist to sup-

port this glut.

Perhaps what is needed—
if the industry wants earn-

ings to rise again next year

—

is something like what I men-

tioned earlier: more realistic

gameplay. There is no doubt

that the technology exists to

create this. The question is:

Will the fathers of the indus-

try go back to taking the

kinds of risks that have cata-

pulted video games to Amer-

ica's top form of leisure-time

entertainment or largely con-

tinue to hide behind its ac-

complishments of the past

three years? Hopefully we'll

find out in 1983. A
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Movies

(Continuedfrom page 35)

into an Apple computer using a graph-

ics tablet and light pen. The results

are akin to visuals found in coloring

books. "Jim Henson is very concerned

about how his characters are dis-

played," admits Ken. "Certainly, I

can't do with my computer what he

can do with his camera, but the quality

is there.

"There was a reason for giving the

name Dark Crystal to our game," he

adds. "It is Dark Crystal. It's a direct

translation of the movie where we add

the ability for you, the player, to stand

up on screen with the rest of the actors.

It's a nice experience to be part of a

movie."

The Williamses next mixed media

project may involve turning some of

their games into films or novels. "We
do have some properties that would be

good for that," says Ken, referring to

games like Time Zone, Wizard and the

Princess, and Ultima. "It's not much

different than making movies from

books, it's just that people don't con-

ceive of computers as being part of the

entertainment marketplace. But," he

grins, "that's changing every day."

There seems to be no end to the

growth of tie-in possibilities and com-

binations. CBS' Hunter predicts that

the "true animation quality" of games

in development and the "interesting

storylines" being generated by game

designers will eventually lead to films

based on games, much in the manner

of Pac-Man becoming a TV cartoon

series. Hunter suggests his all-time

favorite. Adventure, as a likely candi-

date. But the next true breakthrough.

Fox's Pepper predicts, will be interac-

tive theaters where the audience actu-

ally gets to play a movie.

Imagine this: Equipped with joy-

sticks on your armrest and pedals at

your feet, you get yourself comfortable

just as the curtains pull open. Once the

credits roll, you find yourself surround-

ed by deep space, piloting a small, but

efficient, spacecraft. And then, the

enemy approaches. Will you: A) Try to

communicate with the alien craft; B)

accelerate in the other direction or; C)

Prepare to fire? You decide to com-

municate, but you've been overruled.

It's the Saturday morning crowd and

thev want action.

Cable

( Continuedfrom page 75)

showed Intellivision is not the pre-

ferred video game."

"We've had mixed results," says Jon

Salkin, director of new business mar-

keting for Group W Cable, which has

been testing PlayCable. "Where we've

tested, only one-percent of the sub-

scribers have taken it. Those who want

it have to convince themselves it's worth

spending $200 for an Intellivision unit.

This certainly isn't satisfactory."

On the positive side, Salkin says,

"As video games get more popular,

there will be more of a market. This is a

whole leading edge of true interactiv-

ity, a precursor to other developments

that will interface with shopping and

other information systems."

PlayCable executives concede the

road has been bumpy so far. The com-

pany has only been able to achieve

about one-percent subscriber penetra-

tion in the markets it serves, far below

the three to five percent figures it will

be seeking in the next few years. But

they say business has risen substan-

tially ever since Mattel began offering

Q: What is the hardest thing in the world?
A: Tearing yourself away from an EPYX game.

£&/**^'

Nobody but nobody builds more lasting

playing value into their computer games
than EPYX.

EPYX—computer games thinkers play.

EPYX— producers of award-winning games
(including "Crush, Crumble and Chomp'";
"Dragon's Eye"; "Temple of Apshai". . .and
dozens of other thinking games.) For Atari,*

Apple* Commodore,* Radio Shack* and
IBM* personal computers. EPYX— the

leader in computer game quality,

creativity, innovation.

You will love them all.

Write or phone for our latest catalog; it's

absolutely free. . .we even pay the post-

age. Or stop in at your favorite computer
dealer. He should have a supply of catalogs

and he can also show you some of those
marvelous EPYX games in action.

"The trademarks, respectively, of Atari. Inc.: Apple Computet. Inc.;

Commodore International; Tandy Corp.; International Business
Machines. And EPYX is the trademark of Automated Simulations, Inc.

just so you don't forget.

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
1043 Kiel Court
Sunnyvale, California

(408) 7450700
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a $50 rebate for lntellivision. which has

lowered the sticker price to around

$150. Jim Wiesenberg, PlayCable's

marketing vice-president, claims there

was a substantial jump in subscribers

during the first (mid-August to mid-

September) rebate offer.

Wiesenberg also says PlayCable is

having success working out its equip-

ment problems. "We opened up last

year in the New York area market, and

the failure rate was larger than ex-

pected. The problem was rushing into

the market without hardware with

proper quality control methods.

At least one cable system is optimis-

tic about PlayCable. Susan Chapman,
who manages PlayCable for suburban

Cablevision in northern New Jersey,

says this about her subscribers: "They

love PlayCable. They're finding out

that cartridges are wearing out from

constant use so they like the idea that

no cartridges are needed. Sales haven't

been great, but we never expected this

to go like Showtime and HBO."
Meanwhile, PlayCable is keeping

close tabs on what is going on in the

homes it services, trying to ensure that

their subscribers* favorite games are

carried over from month to month.

According to one survey it took, the

average primary player logs two hours

of uninterrupted game play during

each use; and that in households that

have had PlayCable for at least 16

months, the average player clocks 12

hours a week with the games and plays

at least half the games available each

month.

Will PlayCable and TGN prove suc-

cessful? Paine Webber's Isgur says

PlayCable will have to make some
adjustments if it's going to make it. "It

doesn't have all the ingredients right

now." she says. "Since Mattel's aren't

the best-selling games, it needs a more
comprehensive pool of games."

And in an observation that is just as

pertinent to The Games Network as it

is to PlayCable, she states: "You have

to remember that when people really

like a game they want to own it. An
individual is just as likely to pay $30

for a cartridge than risk having a

favorite game taken off the rotation

the next month. Game players like to

improve their scores and master the

complex levels of a game. They're not

ready to give it up after a month."

Aware of this. PlayCable is trying to

expand its game menu. According to

Wiesenberg, the company is in the

process of negotiating for non-Intelli-

vision games. There are also rumors
that Mattel is planning to put out a

new, improved lntellivision in 1983.

Another problem is competition

with other pay channels. Apparently,

the presence of HBO and other sub-

scriber services doesn't worry Gary
Stein, PlayCable's vice-president and

general manager. "We've found almost

no incidence of anybody taking us or

not taking us as a result of pay-TV
service," he says. But TGN's Summers
admits, "Pay-TV is our true competi-

tion. You have to wonder how many
dollars the average family is going to

put in its cable budget. They're already

paying $20 for the basic service and

another, say, $12.95 for HBO. There's

a real competition here for the cable

consumer's dollar.

For now. as the pay-TV contenders

slug it out, it looks like the interactive

age will just have to wait. Says Sum-
mers: "What's important is this: Can
the average Joe who has a couple of

kids and is barely making it pay $14 a

month for 80 games a year? Will this be

a price he can afford? Really, that's

what it gets down to." A
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Atari's 5200 Will Take You for a Ride
By Phil Wiswell

If
TV-game machines were automo-

biles, then the Atari 5200 would be a

six-door limousine. With power to

spare, high-resolution color graphics,

arcade-like sound effects, and multi-

function hand controllers, this model

is a real gem. Extra options will include

a Trackball controller and a VCS-
cartridge adapter. You can shop from

Teaneck to Timbuktu and not find a

game machine that gives you more

status.

On the other hand, when you see

and hear the wonderful special effects

of cartridges like Pac-Man, Centipede.

and Defender, you'll realize that the

5200 has the strength to be a home
computer. In fact, I've heard many
industry people refer to it as an Atari

400 computer without a keyboard.

Why bother to make this comparison?

Because the 400's price has fallen to

—

or below— the level of the 5200. ( Both

sell for between $225-250.) Because

Atari has programmed a large library

of games for the 400 that includes what

is available for the 5200. Because the

graphics and sound effects are nearly

identical. But mostly because the Atari

400 gives you a full (touch-sensitive)

keyboard, a library of computer soft-

ware, and the ability to write your own
computer programs. Even though the

5200 has enough "brains" to perform

the same functions, it cannot. The

Atari 5200 is a chauffeur-driven lim-

ousine. You are not allowed in the

driver's seat, so to speak.

Hardware
This comparison does not mean the

5200 won't find a home. Understand-

ably, many people are not yet convinced

they need or want a home computer.

They want entertainment, not a man-

ual on the basics of BASIC. They want

arcade-quality video games. Period.

The 5200: comfortable, status-yielding, chauffeur-driven entertainment.

And there's no question about it: the

5200 has them.

Down to the last design detail, the

5200 is a functional work of art. The

sleek, uncluttered console has but one

noticeable switch (for ON; OFF); re-

mote buttons on the controller handle

the rest, from reset to pause. Atari, 1

salute you from my armchair! What a

comfort it is not to get up every time a

game ends. And now the controllers

plug into the front of the unit, giving

you more room to maneuver the cord

with your frantic body English. Still

missing on the plug, however, is the

word "top." which would eliminate

bent pins from improperly plugged-in

controllers.

The two controllers store neatly in a

compartment at the rear of the con-

sole. A smoked plexiglass storage lid

similar to the one found in Astrocade,

but with hinges, effectively hides un-

sightly controller mess. And get this

detail: The excess AC wire wraps

around a special slot on the bottom of

the unit, giving the 5200 a markedly

cleaner look. Believe it or not there's

more: A unique TV switch box changes

automatically to normal television view-

ing when the 5200 power is turned off,

so you don't have to keep reaching

behind your set. Or leave the power

on, which retains high scores and

"paused" games, and take a break to

watch your favorite TV program.

Controllers

The hand controllers that come with

the 5200 combine joystick, paddle,

four fire buttons, and a 12-character

keypad into a single device that is

small enough to fit any player's hand.

While the joystick moves with unusual

ease for a game system controller, it is

not self-centering. In other words,

move the joystick left and let go, and

your object will travel left until it hits

that edge of the screen. It takes a lot of
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play to get used to this, and at first

you'll think you've lost your precision

touch. (The Trackball. promised for

this year, will really help in games like

Centipede.) The joystick is also used as

a paddle, another drawback since you

need to keep the orientation east-west.

If the stick is too far north or south

when you try to move sideways, your

paddle won't react smoothly. Twin-

fire buttons on each side of the con-

troller give left- and right-handed play-

ers an equal chance of success, and

Atari provides plastic overlays (a la

Intellivision) for the keypad to make
gameplay and game selection easier.

Now for the neat stuff. At the top of

the keypad are three buttons. One
resets to the menu of game options;

one starts a game; and one allows you
to freeze the game action and restart it

at any time, which is particularly use-

ful when figuring out patterns. In Pac-

Man, for example, you can study the

position of the ghosts before deciding

which turn to make.

Software
Despite an initial offering of only a

dozen cartridges, software is what the

5200 is all about. Every game is proven,

popular, arcade-quality stuff. Super

Breakout comes with the system, but

for a little window dressing it's identi-

cal to the VCS version. The 5200 Pac-

Man, though, has little in common
with its VCS cousin. In fact, except for

the shape of the maze, Pac-Man per-

fectly mimics that remarkable arcade

game. (For more, see Ken Uston's

review in Jan. issue.— Ed.) Atari game
designers also outdid themselves on

Centipede, another very faithful coin-

op translation. Everything is there:

mushrooms, fleas, spiders, and scor-

pions. But, as I've already indicated,

self-centering the joystick and thus

nailing the spiders and fleas becomes

quite a chore. All the more the chal-

lenge, 1 might add.

The rest of the arcade library con-

sists of Space Invaders, Defender, Mis-

sile Command, and Galaxian, all of

which—except for the latter—debuted

at home on the VCS. All have been

measurably enhanced. For example,

there are more invaders in Space

Invaders, and each column or row

contains aliens that change shape and

flap their wings. All for the price of a

new cartridge.

Another adaptation for the 5200 is

Star Raiders, the 400/800 computer

game. There is still nothing quite like

Star Raiders. You're at the helm of a

space ship : you must monitor the

entire ship's operation—this includes

radar, tracking, shields, galactic chart-

ing, warp speed and hyperwarp—set

up defenses and, of course, battle sev-

The Supercharger Is Not a Communist Plot

Question: How do you break into

the overcrowded market for VCS
software with confidence? Answer:

deliver a unique product. At least

that's the answer Starpath Corp.

(formerly Arcadia) gave when it intro-

duced the Supercharger and an initial

lineup of software last summer.

What's a Supercharger? Well, it's a

device resembling an elongated car-

tridge thai plugs into the VCS's car-

tridge slot. It works on the "down-
loading" computer principle. Con-
nect the Supercharger's single wire to

the earphone jack of any cassette

tape player, pop one of the game
cassettes into the deck, and simply

press the "play" button. "Loading" a

game into the Supercharger takes

about 30 seconds.

What does the Supercharger do? It

allows each game to contain up to

6,272 bytes of memory for screen

display, compared to the VCS's

normal 128. The result is infill

better graphics and more involving

gameplay.

Software

For $70, you get the Supercharger

plus Phaser Patrol, the best of the

Star Raiders genre.

Graphically, it is very appealing:

Starpath i Supercharger puts more

Phaser Patrol just isn't as repetitious

as other games of its type.

The oddly titled Communist Mu-
tants From Space is a thrilling varia-

tion on the Galaxian theme. The pha-

lanx of aliens consists of egg-shaped

invaders that take on greater point

value when they mutate into insect-

like creatures just before diving at

you. There are four different kinds of

mutants, and each has its own style of

movement. I played it once at dif-

ficulty-level nine (the highest) and

byte (<">.:
72 of em) into the VCS.

felt someone had drugged my coffee

with stimulants. "Commie Mutants."

as some have begun to call it. is defi-

nitely a rush.

Fireball is for Breakout fans only.

In this wall-banging game, you can

catch a ball, hold it while you change

position, then release it. Juggling up

to six halls at a time is the ultimate

challenge in Fireball— it takes a lot of

practice, but is worth the effort. The

more balls you have in the air at any

given moment, the more points each
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Space Invaders (left) and Super Breakout (right) are two of several

arcade favorites made especially for the 5200.

No, you can't use your old VCS carts.

block is worth.

Starpath has also improved upon
another exciting game concept— As-
teroids with Suicide Mission. The
objects don't flicker, they ooze like

blobs around the screen, until you hit

them, which turns them into little

snakes. Like the other games just dis-

cussed. Suicide Mission isn't easy.

It's . . well, suicide.

Dragonstomper. one of Starpa

two new •'multi-load" games, is a

winner. You move around a large

kingdom on a scrolling screen, en-

countering enemies, entering build-

ings, and falling into traps. As in

most computer text adventures, you

start with an inventory of posses-

sions—things like magic potions,

shields, and gold—and can pick up

other items along the way. When
faced with possible combat you can

choose to attack, defend, or run

away. How well you fare in battle

depends on your "strength" and dex-

terity at the moment. You'll need all

of the above when you finally come
face-to-face with the dragon.

1 have mixed feelings about the

other new game. Escape From the

Mindmaster. What could have been

a unique approach to maze games

turns out to be quite confusing. You
get a small radar map of the entire

maze, plus an arrow to let you know
which way you are facing. But the

three-dimensional view of the corri-

dors, hallways, doors, and rooms is

so realistically portrayed that it is

difficult to understand—sort of

like the draw ing of the stairway that,

when viewed from two perspecr

appears to lead either way. At first

you'll keep asking yourself "where

Escapefrom ihe Mindmaster willhaveyou wondering: "Where ami?"

am 1!?" You won't be able to go

where you want to.

1 expected more from such an

incredible graphic. I imagined my self

walking through this maze, being

chased by all sorts of monsters into

rooms where I would emerge to find

them running away from me. But

that's not what Mindmaster is about.

The idea here is to evade one robotic

enemy—not a difficult task since it's

not very difficult to evade. Mean-

while, you're being tested in different

ways. You must pick up objects of

varying shapes and place them in

holes of corresponding shapes. You
must react quickly with your joystick

to a series of response tests. There's

not much fun in all this. There should

be more action in Mindmaster. at

least enough to compliment its unus-

ual graph

There is a lot of extra room on

Starpath's cassette—one suspects

enough to fit several games on one

S14.95 tape, not just "multi-loads."

Some of that room is put to wonder-

ful use by giving the viewer an action

preview of other Starpath games.

You can't play the games shown in

the preview, but you can watch the

program play itself for a little while

and get a feel for the game. With this

innovation, you only have yourself to

blame if you buy a game you don't

like. —P.W.
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Soccer (left) is on par with Mattel's NASL game.

Galaxian (right) is a first for any home system.

eral different types of enemies. If you're

looking for an evening of light enter-

tainment, steer clear of Star Raiders.

And, in response to the general

claim that Intellivision has the best,

most realistic sports simulations. Atari

will be providing Soccer. Football,

and Baseball games for the 5200.

U nfortunately, at presstime. only Soccer

was available. Briefly, it is a complex.

strategic game with visual and sound

effects on par with Mattel's t>JASL

Soccer.

As nice as the games are. the 5200

needs more. This machine has so much
more potential than its predecessor

that games should be designed specifi-

cally to take advantage of its increased

capabilities. Sure, it's nice to have a

Defender game at home that looks and

plays like the real thing, but that's not

enough. It's already time for gamo to

be developed that only the 5200 can

handle. Only then will VCS owner,

have a real excuse to trade up.

Graphics and Sound Effects

The 5200's special effects are mils

special. This is a high resolution coloi

graphics machine containing an Ai.i n

custom-designed graphics chip, one <>t

the best on the market. The giveaway

is lots of moving objects on the S(

that don't flash on and off. The

also is equipped with a sophists

sound synthesiser that easily repl

arcade zips, zaps, and swooshes

wait until you hear the beginm

Defender, with its low-pitched

note that tells you you're in lor one

helluva fight. It's nasty.

Conclusion

The 5200 is a classy act that needs to

develop a following— fast. We know
that Atari will continue to take advan

tage of its coin-op division's gam
well as its financial clout to liceil

hottest non-Atari products in th<

arcades; what we don't know is il

when companies like Activision. Imagii

and Parker Brothers will commit i"

designing games for the 5200 -\t.ui

must sell a lot of units in Hs in
|

for this to happen. M> miess is thai ii

will. There have alwa\s be< n pli

Americans willing to pa> foi comforl

able, status-yielding, chaultem driv< n

entertainment.
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World's Largest Selection
ofCommercial
and Home Video Games
and Accessories.

.......

FORCARTRIDOE AVAILABILITY IMFO
CALL OUR RECORDED HOT LINE

24 HOURS A DAY
(213)9011005

Video Game Control
• Deluxe Joystick $2995

WICO- Red Ball Joystick $32.9':

ill Controller $6*

($3").

Cyn

te Joysticks

tari«

$69.95 ($4

agic- for rfiffl*!- Intellivu.ion"?

ords fir Serpents'- $37.95

Demon Attack"- $37.95 ($2*).

Atlantis'- $37.95 ($2*).

Beauty 6r the Beast- $37.95 ($2*).

Micro Surgeon 1- $39.95 ($2'i JovstJSS

rAMp
soe r <v?***u

Attivision- for Math I

- lute!

Stampede™ $37.95 ($2").

Pitfall- $37.95 ($2- ).

Intellivision™*

Joysticks

$10/pr. ($2* I.

*Colecousion-

$199.95 ($6*1.

Cartridges for

Colecovision-

Venture™ $34.95

($2*). Smurt
Rescue'- $34.95

($2*1. Cosmic

Avenger"* $34.95

($2*). Lady Bug-
$34.95 ($2*i.

IB" $49.95

($2*).

Cartridges for

Intellivision-

Donkey Kong-
$29.95 ($2*).

Carnival" $29.95

($2'|.

IntellivisioB"

Cartridges. Advanced Dung
fSr Dragons'- $39.95 l$2*

Tron/Deadly Discs- $34.95

fornla Residents add 6-172% sales tax.

•Packing, handling and shipping charge.

Mattel- Intellivoice- Cartridges

B-17 Bomber- $39.95 ($2*).

Bomb Squad- $39.95 ($2»).

Space Spartans- $39.95 ($2*).

Mattel- Intellivoice"

$69.95 ($3').

Unit

WE HAVE EVERY CARTRIDGE flf ACCESSORY
FOR ATARI* VIDEO COMPUTER SYSTEM- 400/800-
INTELLMSION- COLECOVISION- 6f VECTREX-
Send $2.00 for our latest Catalog & newsletter

telling what's coming in Video Games.
Please specify if you have an Atari 400/800 unit and

we will send you our Atari 400/800 Catalog.

Visa and MasterCard holders may order by phone.
HO C.O.D. ORDERS. (Dealer inquiries welcome.)

For information call: 1-2 13-781-1300
(Mon.-fri. 9-6 PS 17 Sat. 9-5 PST)

G.n.m.c.s.
Direct all mall order * catalog requests to Van Nuys.

San Fernando Valley: Orange County: South Bay;
<• k>529 r .-814 iv Scputvcda

\ an In;. s. U9 1406 rountdln ValltN
i213> 781-1300 ,213. 530-7905

Los Angeles:
*BC entertainment Center
2020 Avenue of the Stars,

i213i 203-8433

Just call and place your order: 1-800-626-9592



This new generation of entertainment is changing the look of

television forever.

Round-the-clock video games for

cable TV subscribers
One small monthly subscription fee gives you
unlimited plays!

Available on both two-way and one-way cable sys-

tems. The Games Network has full 48K capability

and provides only the finest arcade, strategy, fan-

tasy, role-playing, educational and adventure

games. Our games are not just those from toy-

makers but games written and developed by dedi-

cated gamers and educators. The wide selection is

updated monthly to bring you new and in-demand
games, and other programming.

For all ages
The Games Network is recommended for adults

and kids of all ages. The programming offers

something for every member of the family. It's

therapeutic for shut-ins too. With 24 hours a day

operation, you get the game you want, when you
want it.

Network installation to selected cable systems
is scheduled to commence in 1983! The Games
Network™ brings an exciting new dimension to

your TV Not "someday" but now.

Welcome to the future.

Attention:

Software Companies
Your video game's cable TV rights could be worth

a fortune! Contact:
Jim Summers
Director of Program Acquisitions

The Games Network

Ji •JJJ^

Post Office Box 36E19, Los Angeles, California 90036 • Telephone 213/932-1950

A DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL CABLECASTING COMPANIES. INC c 1982 BY ICCl ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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NCTVTakes Stand

On VideoGameViolence
By Howard Mandel

The debate over video games' ef-

fects intensified recently as they

were attacked by several medical au-

thorities for their "violent scenarios"

and "graphically aggressive themes."

Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
charged that video games produce

"aberrations in childhood behavior"

and that the object of most arcade

classics is to "eliminate, kill, destroy."

Only days before, the National Coali-

tion on Television Violence (NCTV), a

Washington-based watchdog group that

has monitored TV shoot-'em-ups,

movies and Saturday morning cartoons,

announced it was launching a new
campaign against video game violence.

NCTV has asked the Federal Trade

Commission to ban video game adver-

tisements, claiming they are deceptive.

And Dr. Thomas Radecki, the NCTV
chairperson, told VIDEO GAMES in

an interview that "concerned public

interest groups and psychologists

should be allowed to go on the air and
caution people as to their harmful

effects."

Radecki, a psychiatrist at Southern

Illinois University, charges that "video

games teach a violent reaction in a cri-

sis situation." In Berzerk, he wrote in

an NCTV press release, "You're a stick

figure with a handgun; the object is to

kill as many other stick figures as pos-

sible, before they kill you. This type of

role-playing practice is certain to have

long-term harmful effects on the play-

er; it teaches violent reactions. These

games are training the next generation

of Americans to be even more violent

than our current generation, already

the most violent in American history."

About Berzerk, NCTV
Chairman Radecki

says: This type of
role-playing practice

is certain to have

long-term harmful

effects on the player;

it leaches violent

reactions.

"

While Radecki concedes no hard

evidence exists linking video game
playing, at home or in arcades, to

increased violent behavior, he believes

research will soon catch up with the

industry. "The effects of movie and TV
violence on audiences' aggressive be-

havior have been shown in 750 research

projects," he said in the interview.

"Scientists I've talked with in the re-

search community are nearly unanim-

ous in the opinion that video game
violence will prove no different than

that in all other forms of media.

"Certainly," he continues, "if the

U.S. Army trains recruits on Battle

Zone, they're trying to teach them to

be tank commanders. It teaches the

reactions to perform the task at hand.

which is to drive tanks. Pac-Man has a

violent theme, but it's rather abstract

and we'd expect it to have less influ-

ence toward violence than Battle Zone
or Berzerk. I guess shooting at rocks is

okay; most of the action in Asteroids is

non-violent. But every once in a while

a spaceship comes on the screen, and

you're supposed to shoot at it. If not

for that spaceship, we probably

wouldn't object to Asteroids. We think

sports games, quiz games that involve

the mind, driving games that involve

negotiating a terrain are all acceptable,

but not chase games with hostile in-

tent.

"There are many exciting problems

in life that have one dealing with dif-

ferent situations. How about games
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that have people building a space sta-

tion, landing on planets, or conquer-

ing obstacles? I think cooperation

should be addressed more often than

competition, but we're concerned with

the hostility, be it verbal or physical,

that these games cause.

"Games like Firebug and Custer's

Revenge are teaching people skills

we'd rather not have in this world,"

Radecki says. "Custer's Revenge may
be much more abstract, and less objec-

tionable than movies with rape themes

like Class of84. Concrete Jungle, and

Death Wish II. Firebug, however, in-

volves spreading fire and training peo-

ple to be arsonists. How anyone could

think these games aren't encouraging

people to be violent is beyond me."

One man who challenges Radecki's

claims is Peter Favaro. a Long Island

school psychologist and doctoral can-

didate in clinical psychology. He and

Radecki debated the violence issue on

Mike Douglas' show last fall.

"Obviously," admits Favaro, "the

games have aggressive themes. But no

research shows it translates into ag-

gressive behavior. If there is aggressive

behavior around arcades, that's a cor-

relation, not proof of cause and effect.

Hey, there's aggression in schools and

around supermarkets, too.

"In most games, the rules are un-

clear," he contends. "You have to pro-

ject a lot. In Missile Command, for

instance, you might be saving a city or

participating in a terrible war. The way
the player thinks of the game is based

on all his past experience."

Favaro, who has received some fi-

nancial support for traveling from

Atari, questions NCTV's research

methodology. "I don't think Radecki

is approaching this matter scientifi-

cally, by testing hypotheses in a con-

trolled and certifiable experiment. The
social scientist's responsibility is to

provide data, and NCTV just hasn't

produced any."

Atari lent video games to Favaro

for research towards completion of an

as-yet-unpublished doctoral thesis. By

"modifying the contingencies, chang-

ing the rules and providing positive

and negative reinforcement to promote

sharing, helping, and cooperative play."

Favaro found that video games had

therapeutic effects on 30 learning dis-

abled and emotionally disturbed

children. A

The Fight for
Ms. Pac-Man

There are a thou-

sand and one

court cases in the

video game jungle.

Some draw wide

publicity, such as

Atari's victory over

North American Phil-

ips concerning Pac-

Man. Others go rela-

tively unnoticed,

such as the battle

over Ms. Pac-Man
profits currently tak-

ing place in Chica-

go Federal Court.

In a request for a

declaratory judg-

ment, temporary re-

straining order and

preliminary injunc-

tion filed on Oct. 27, Bally Mii
asked the court to "permanently en-

join" General Computer Corp. (GCC)
from "asserting publicly any right to

the Ms. Pac-Man and Baby Pac-Man
character" and from "interfering with

any license agreement or business

transaction between Midway and any

other party including any licensee or

prospective licensee under any right

owned by Midway in the Ms. Pac-

Man video game."

Why would GCC do these things?

Eighteen months ago. GCC created a

"modification" of the original Pac-

Man called Crazy Otto. The only dif-

ferences between the two games is that

Crazy Otto has legs, "fruit symbols

appear at various places in the maze"
in Crazy Otto, and in the third cartoon

interlude (after the ninth maze) "two

Crazy Otto characters, apparenth male

and female images, appear on the

screen, and a stork coming from i In-

opposite direction drops what appeal

to be a baby Crazy Otto charai

Midway and GCC "entered into >

Game Agreement" on Oct. 29. I

1>K|

Essentially, Crazy Otto became Ml
Pac-Man. GCC "performed the com
puter programming" and has lii

ceived "several million dollar s in royal

t les." But GCC wants more a pit

the licensing action. What's it worth '

The court document says the ni.ni. ,

in controversy exceeds SIO.OIM) " lt\

probably closer to $10 million

Neither side would comment 1 In

decision is expected any day

tuned, Pac-fans. Steve Bloom
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With Membership

Get Exclusive
5 Minute Record
"E.T. Speaks"
When You Join
His Official

E.T. Fan Club

Listen to E.T. '" as he
speaks his first words,
'phone home," "be
good," and "ouch," plus
other movie highlights.
You can't get this special
record anywhere else. It's

yours FREE as a member
of E.T.'s brand new, Offi-

cial E.T. Fan Club.

You also get:

Big E.T. Color Photo— you'll love this 8
x 10 prize photo of E.T. hugging his friend
Elliott (ready for framing).
E.T. Coloring Poster—detailed art poster
of E.T. The Extra -Terrestrial from one of the
most exciting scenes in the movie.
Official Membership Certificate—featur-
ing a color photo of E.T. and Elliott and
bicycle, complete with E.T.'s footprint
signature.
Fan Club Membership Card—an exact
replica of the stage pass worn by the
"E.T." cast and crew.

You also get 4 fun and adventure-filled is-

sues of the E.T. Fan Club Newsletter. Each
quarterly issue is chock full of artwork,
news and photos of E.T., Elliott, his family
and friends. . .letting you relive the film's

unforgettable moments and your favorite

scenes. Enjoy "insider'' interviews with
E.T.'s Director Steven Spielberg, the cast
and crew. Go behind the scenes of the
"E.T." movie studio. . .learn the special
effects secrets and other movie magic.
Find out things about E.T. only his closest
friends know. You also enjoy the first

chance to get limited Fan Club collectors
items. . .be among the very first to hear
about new Steven Spielberg movies. . .plus
much more!

j

HE WANTS TO BE YOUR FRIEND
Send to : official e t fan club

P.O. BOX E.T DEPT 32 MT MORRIS. IL 61054

r~j Y«»! I want the FREE E T. SPEAKS" Rec-
*—^ord and send me my big, special E.T. Fan

Club membership kit Enclosed is a check or

money order for $6 for my full one-year mem-
bership and benefits. ($9 in Canada or for-

eign— U.S funds only.)

(Please Print Ciea"vi

Name

*t

Address

City State zie.

Please sand no ca»h Allow 4-8 week* delivery. Money Back Guar
entee. ' a trademark of and llcenaed by Univeraal City Studios. Inc
©1982 Univeraal City Studioa. Inc. All right* reserved
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SPACE
PENCILS

BLAST-OFF
WITH

SPACE PENCILS

PENCIL FUN
FOR EVERYONE!
Whatever your game,

Atlas pencils will make
a score with you!

Shiny Round Pencils

in Assorted Colors.

Smooth No. 2 Lead.

Deluxe Rubber Erasers.

J\ ATLAS PEN & PENCIL CORP.
/A\ P.O. BOX 600" m HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022

SPACE PENCILS
Only 1 Gross (144 Pencils) $24.99 post paid.

2 Gross or more $19.99 per Gross post paid.

Please send Gross SPACE PENCILS.

I HAVE ENCLOSED MY CHECK $

NAME

STREET

CITY

STATE ZIP.

Allow 14 days for delivery
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My 40-Hour Defenderthon
Back in the October issue of VIDEO
GAMES, 18-year-old Dale Rees, of
Cocoa Beach. Fla.. slapped our wrist

for printing an erroneous Defender

high score. Rees added that he would

be going for the record—33 million

points at the time—and asked if we

would like a report on "the event.

"

"Certainly, " we re-

plied. Two months

hence the following

article arrived in the

mail.

At the age of five,

I was told that

my coordination

would never be right.

1 couldn't even touch

my nose with my
hand. And here lam
preparing to top the

Defender high score.

It's 10a.m., Tuesday, Sept. 28, when
I pop my quarter into the machine at

the Game Tunnel in Merritt Island,

Fla. My first ship goes down at 62,375.

My first soda goes down as I start to

climb to the big bonus level of 990,000.

I'm well into the fourth million

when the game room begins to fill up.

It's already way past dinner-time when
someone brings me a burger; another

friend supplies Pac-Man cookies for

some quick energy. By II p.m.—as I

pass the 14 million mark—the specta-

tors are beginning to thin out. A
leather pad I designed is doing a good
job keeping the cabinet's hard edge

from gnawing at my wrists—no sore-

ness yet.

Dwayne Coffman, my Defender-

playing partner, talks to me through

the wee hours. By 6 a.m. (Wednesday)

my score stands at 22 million. I'm

hungry again. Dwayne feeds me an

Egg MacMuffinand coffee. Suddenly,

nature calls— I hold off until the last

moment, make a mad dash to the

bathroom, throw some cold watci on

my face and race back to Defendei

Incredibly, only three of my weld

stocked ships have been lost.

By noon. Milt Salamon, a local

newspaper reporter, arrives, fol

by the local TV crew. Soon the room i

flooded with bright lights, ami I'm

being asked lots of questions In il.<

background, I hear a live radio I > I

informing all of Cocoa Beach whit
I've accomplished so far. Then ins

mother arrives and spoonfeed) DM
chili in between attack waves Even in

three-second gulps, the hot food t|

calming.

At 5 p.m. I reach the magic 1 1 mil

lion point. While friends whiltli

gratulations for achieving the > • .
•

- 1 1 I

set, I decide to run the maclun. up to

34 million before quitting I In n I | I

some shocking news. According to Ihl

Twin Galaxies National Scoreboard,

in Iowa, the Defender high .<
i ii i

million! Even though I hadn I plinntd

on a second night without ilei p I

going.

By II p.m., at 39 million. I'm in

pain. The ice packs tcorekei pi I
I

> >

Kent has been putting on m\ k nw I Ii

are no longer helping; nn righl fool,

{Continued on page 105)
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JOYSHTICKS

I'M rJOT GONNA TAKE THIS ANYMORE.' IH
LEAVIN6 AND I'M TAKJN'THIS u;tH ME!

I'm CHANGING TH6 CHAtWU..
8uT AU I GET is comm -

e£ciAUR>e "ROnco
MtMCC* 8AM900ST&M&S'!

"GOING FOR
THE GUSTO"

6d Tug srATfc otMPeQTetfm
that coaag-s ,/uiT 06/oiaf you
Je€ 1H£ TOTAL AFTHe 4

SAf&*AYCH€C*WT£OUI(r&

Reprinted by permission from Zippy. Nation ot Pmheads. published by And/Or Press. Berkeley All rights reserved
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Score!
(Continuedfrom page 100)

which has been supporting me through

this ordeal, is throbbing. At midnight,

my concentration starts to lapse. My
hands seem to be moving indepen-

dently of my brain. Suddenly, at

41,410,000. I drop to four ships.

1 feel like a boxer who's down for the

count. Three, two, now one ship left.

I'm smart-bombing everything just to

stay alive. A new wave begins. 1 smart-

bomb the pods and regain another

ship. Have I weathered the storm?

Hardly. My smart bomb stock is down
to two. Did 1 overplay them in my
previous panic?

The final moment arrives at

42.335,225. I am, in fact, relieved. I let

my head drop into my hands. I could

cry. but I am just too tired. Forty

hours is a long time Defending.

— Dale Rees

Puzzle Answer

COMING
ATTRACTIONS

FOR MARCH ISSUE

Tips on how-to-play
the coin-ops

Rating the joysticks

Spotlight on the

Astrobugs

Chicago's wild about
Q*bert

ON SALE:

FEBRUARY 1st

Wall Street's Switcheroo
By David Leibowitz

For more than

half of 1982,

the mood of Wall

Street was all gloom
and doom. Investors

were decrying sky-

high interest rates, a

plummeting stock

market, and the

worst recession in

the post-war era.

Yet less than three

months later the

market reached an

all-time peak. The
probable key to this

turnabout: the Fed-

eral Reserve Board's decision to loosen

credit policy. As interest rates dropped,

stock prices rose. Investor confidence

soared.

Nowhere was this striking rebound
more evident than in the shares of the

leading video game manufacturers. In

the first six months of the year, these

shares were among the most popular

on Wall Street. But then doubts began

to surface. By early August, Warner
Communications (Atari), Milton
Bradley (Vectrex), Mattel and Coleco

were all trading well off their highs for

the year: in fact, Warner and Mattel

hit their lows.

But by early November these stocks

had more than recovered. Warner rose

above 56!6. a gain of 50 percent. Mat-
tel soared 92 percent to 24. Milton

Bradley registered a high of 30 V6, up 80

percent, while Coleco virtually tripled

to43'/4,a record share for the company
at the time. More important, the

proponents of these companies were

prophesying even better times ahead.

Had circumstances changed that

dramatically for the video game indus-

try? Hardly. What had changed was

investors' perception. Suddenly, the

industry was booming, easing fears

about 1983.

The proof of the last statement

could be found in third-quarter finan-

cial reports. In a listing of the 857 larg-

est U.S. companies tracked by Busi-

ness Week, the greatest percentage

sales increase for the quarter was the

phenomenal 238 percent improvement
scored by Coleco. On the profits side

of the ledger, Coleco ranked in the

number two spot, a close second to

U.A.L. (United Airlines' parent com-
pany), with earnings for the period ris-

ing a heady 769 percent. Favorable

figures were also recorded by other

game companies, and so agreeable was
investor sentiment that Imagic filed a

registration statement for its initial

public offering.

It is difficult to pinpoint what really

caused this new wave of enthusiasm,

although video games have been re-

ceiving an enormous amount of media
attention. All forms of video games
already dwarf the record and movie
industries combined. Clearly, the jury

is still out on how much longer the

growth can continue. But there is little

reason to believe that the future is any-
thing but exciting. A

David Leibowitz is a Vice-President at

American Securities Corp.
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So you're hot stuff at video
games? Joysticks melt in your
hand? Don't let it go to your
head. Try mastering Wizard ol

Wor and Gorf. the two Bally/ Mid-
way arcade hits you can now
play at home. They're new from
CBS Video Games.

Both are made tor the Atari"

Video Computer System™ and
Sears® Video Arcade.™

WIZARD OF WOR
Dare you enter the Wizard's

diabolic dungeon where doom
lurks at every turn? Can you keep
your composure as the Wizard's
henchmen try eating you .

.

ALIVE? Fight back. Use your
radar screen.

Vaporize the Burwors. Chase the
Worluk.

Until the Ultimate: The sometime-
visible/sometime-invisible Wizard.
Trust no one.

Wizard is designed so two may
play at the same time. And since

all's fair in Wor. even your best

friend can zap you.

Now we don't want you to freak

out totally but if you're still up to the

challenge, top the all-time, high
score: 99.500 by Frank Merollo

(10/82) and Buz Pryzby (8/82).

GORF
Can you hold up under the

challenge of four different boards
in one game? At nine difierent

levels? Try and beat the high
score of 32.700 by Horace Ecker-

strom (9/82). No sweat? Well,

what if we told you each level

was faster than the last? Next
time you'll think before you
speak. But now you must lace:

Kamikaze crazies & Laser Ships.

Deadly Subquark Torpedoes.

And finally: The dreaded
Neutron Flagship.

Gorf's not easy There's only ONE
vulnerable spot on the Flagship.

But don't let a little neutronium
bomb stop you from hitting it

Gorlian bombs.

GORF ' TjlfJ

\ AS I

^3
Now that you know what to

expect, are you still up to the

challenge of Wizard and Gorf?

C !982 CBS Snc Sears and Sears Video Arcade are trademarks 01 Sears Roebuck and Co Alan and "Atari Video Computer
System are Irademarks ol Atari Inc Sort and "Wizard 01 Wor" are registered trademarks ol Bally/Midway Mfg Co
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The hot new battie game that dares you to cross

the blazing Bridge of Fire to do battle with

the Master ofDarkness—Satan ofthe Hollow I

The Dark Scrolls warn ofthe perils

m Satan's holiow. He, the Prince of
Darkness > reigns over an infernal

underworldso abhorrent, the gro-

tesque gargoyles who safeguard fii>"

lair cower at his dwcnlioofeii

approach. 'Tis he who rules

supremely his domain, by twisted

Swirls offlame amiobeaicnt

creatures so wretched, no mortal

dareth traverse the Bridge ofDeath
crossing tfie River offire.

Beware him. lie is darkness, he is

the omnipotent demon Lucifer, he is

SATAN OFTHE HOLLOW.


